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ABSTRACT
The analysis of the 3 fb−1 data set collected by the LHCb experiment in 2011 and 2012 located at
the LHC, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland is presented. The data set is comprised of one third taken
at center of mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV and the remaining two thirds taken at
√
s = 8 TeV. The
data is analyzed for the decays B− _ D0K−π+π− and B− _ D0π−π+π−, with the D0 _
K+π−,K+K−, π+π− orK−π+. TheCP violation sensitive observablesRCP+,ACP+, andR±d ,s are
measured, which are sensitive to the CKM Angle γ. Upper limits are reported for the values ofR±s
since the doubly Cabibbo suppressed decayB− _ D0K−π+π− withD0 _ K+π− is not observed.
Measurement of CP Observables
in B− _ D0K−π+π− Decays
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Measurement of CP Observables




Particles and their interactions with one another are described by the Standard Model, a theory
developed by physicists beginning in the 1970s. An implication of this theory is that some quantities
are not conserved, such as a Charge-Parity exchange operation, in a very precise way in specific
interactions. The decay process studied in this dissertation is one such interaction. It is important
that this and other aspects of the theory be well understood andmeasured. This is so that when
measurements sensitive to new physics are performedwe can tell if themeasurement is significantly
dierent from what we expect based on the Standard Model and past measurements.
The Standard Model, with all its past success, is known to be incomplete. It does not explain several
observed properties of the universe. For example, the fact that the universe is only made up of
matter is not understood. Also, there is no explanation oered for dark matter, recently discovered
to make up a large fraction of the universe.
1.1 The Standard Model of Weak Decays
The Standard Model theory describes all the (known) fundamental particles and their interactions,
shown in Figure 1.1. The fundamental spin-1⁄2 particles are called fermions and include quarks and
leptons. There are also the force mediating spin-1 particles, bosons such as the photon,W± andZ 0
1
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particles, and the gluons, which mediate the electromagnetic, weak, and strong forces, respectively.
We are concerned primarily with weak interactions of the quarks and theW boson in this thesis.
The three generations of quarks, u-, c - and t-type quarks, and their interaction with the mass gener-
ating Higgs field lead to quark flavor mixing. This mixing is formulated as a unitary transformation















where the 3× 3 unitary matrixV is known as the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing
matrix[1][2]. Each element in V represent the coupling strength of the quarks in the subscript to
the weak fieldW± boson. The mathematical properties of 3× 3 unitary matrices lead directly to
the presence of three Euler angles plus one phase angle. The four quantities fully describe all the
properties of the matrix transformation. Of particular interest is that the phase is not invariant under
time reversal. This fact implies that there is time reversal violation, or conversely the violation of
Charge-Parity (CP) operation conservation, so long as it’s value is not zero.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the relative magnitudes of the CKMmatrix elements. It is convenient to parame-
terize the CKMmatrix in a way that exploits the hierarchical nature of the element sizes. One such
parameterization suggested by Wolfenstein[3] is:
V =

1− λ2/2 λ Aλ3(ρ− iη)
−λ 1− λ2/2 Aλ2
Aλ3(1− ρ− iη) −Aλ2 1
+ higher corrections. (1.2)
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The parametersA and λ have been measured to good precision[4],
A = 0.811+0.022−0.012 (1.3)
λ = 0.22535± 0.00065, (1.4)
= sin θc _ θc ≈ 13.02◦, (1.5)
where θc is the Cabibbo angle. The values of ρ and η are not so well measured. The parameter η
is the imaginary part of the CKMmatrix and represents the degree that the conservation ofCP is
violated. Exploiting the unitarity property of3×3matrices, we can describe these lesswellmeasured












Note that γ is proportional to the phase ofVub, and that the other terms are real to the given order
in λ.
1.2 CP violation
Prior to 1957, it was thought that all physical laws were respected in quantum systems before and
aer a parity, or P , transformation. The parity transformation is such that the spatial coordinates of
a system are transformed to their opposite values:
P(x , y , z) = (−x ,−y ,−z), (1.7)
P(−x ,−y ,−z) = (x , y , z). (1.8)
In 1957 Wu et al [6] made observations of cobalt-60 decays at the request of Lee and Yang [7] the
confirm teh violoation ofP operations in beta decays. The result was confirmed by Garwin et al [8] in
parellel and in cooperation in cyclotron experiments. Aer this result it was thought that there would
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Figure 1.2: Heierarchy of the CKM matrix elements. The numbers are approximate to illustrate the















Figure 1.3: The CKM unitarity triangle.
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still be symmetry conservation if the P-trasformation was combined with charge, orC , conjugation.
Under a charge conjugation a particle is replacedwith its anti-particle and postive charge is changed
to negative charge:
C(K 0) = K 0 (1.9)
C(e−) = e+. (1.10)
However, experiments performed at the in the early 1960s at Brookhaven by Cronin and Fitch [9]
showed that the combinedCP symmetry is also broken in neutral kaon decays. The conservation
of the weaker symmetry operation including time reversal, orT , has not been found to be violated.
Types ofCP Violation: It should be noted that the violation ofCP conservation occurs in three ways.
The first type of CP violation is due to interference in mixing, when a neutral particle oscillates
between itself and its corresponding anti-particle (e.g.B0-B0 mixing). This type is used to measure
CP sensitive parameters such asAsl [10]. The second way is in decay, when a particle decays to a
final state (f ), and its anti-particle decays to its charge conjugate final state (f̄ ), but not with the
same amplitude (e.g. A[B− _ f ] 6= A[B+ _ f̄ ]). This is the type of CP violation that will be
measured in this thesis. And finally, the third type ofCP violation is when a decay without mixing
interferes with a decay with mixing (e.g.B0 _ f withB0 _ B0 _ f ).
1.3 Current status of the CKM angle γ
Measurementshavebeenmade that constrain theCKMangleγ. The valueofγ is the least constrained
of the angles in the Unitarity triangle. Additional measurements will help to reduce the uncertainty
in the value of this angle. In particular the LHCb Collaboration has made measurements of theCP
observables in the decayB− _ DK−[11]. The combined fit toγ from themeasurements in the decay
B− _ DK− and other decaysmeasured at LHCb is found in Reference [12]. The CKMFitter group[13]
provides a global fit to the CKM angles using themeasurements of numerous Collaborations around
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the world. The constraints and result of the global fit to the Unitarity Triangle are depicted in Figure
1.4. The current best fit result for the CKM angle γ is
γ = (68.0+8.0−8.5)
◦. (1.11)
Figure 1.5 shows the constraint on γ from the combined fit. The contraints from the individual
measurements from Belle, Babar and LHCb are also shown.
1.4 Measurement of the CKM angle γ
It is possible to extract a value for γ, the phase of Vub, if a decay can be found where b _ u(cs)
and b _ c(us) processes interfere to produce the same final state. Such decays do exist. One such
decay is the Cabibbo Suppressed (CS) decayB− _ DX−s , where theD can be either aD0 or aD0,
and theD0 andD0mesons decay to the same final state. Figures 1.6 show two possible Feynman
diagrams of processes that can interfere. In these diagrams, theX−s is any particle system containing
a single s quark. The benifits of using this decay are (i) it proceeds through "tree-level" processes
only, and (ii) both diagrams in Figure 1.6 areO(λ3), thus potentially largeCP violating asymmetries
are expected. Throughout this thesisX−s = K−π+π−, and charge conjugations is implied except
where specifically stated. Experimentally, it is convenient to measure these decays relative to a high
statistics control channel decay that has very small or zeroCP violation. The decayB− _ DX−d ,
whereX−d = π
−π+π−, is one such channel that has limited sensitivity to γ and is used as control
channel. (The subscripts s and d indicate the quark content of the recoiling three particle system.)
The sensitivity to γ is limited because theB− _ D0X−d diagram is suppressed by λ
2 with respect to
theB− _ D0X−d diagram, and therefore the interference is much less. Figures 1.7 show Feynman
diagrams for the processB− _ DX−d .
Several types ofD decays have been suggested to facilitate the interference: 1)CP eigenstates (GLW
method), 2) flavor specific (ADSmethod) and 3) multi-body final states.
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Figure 1.4: The global fit of the CKM Unitarity Triangle.
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a



















Figure 1.5: The global combination of direct measurements of the CKM angle γ. The point with error
bars is the value for γ extracted from the global fit (excluding themeasurements shown here) of the
Unitarity Triangle shown in Figure 1.4.
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The great benefit of thismethod is that themeasurement is expected to be theoretically clean, which
is in general true for all theB− _ DX−s decays. There are no theoretical uncertainties entering into
the decay amplitudes from penguin diagrams; they can be calculated from tree decays (though
small contributions from penguin diagramsmay enter in certainD decays).
1.4.1 GLWmethod
The GLWmethod is named for the proponents who first suggested it as a way to measure a value of
γ. In 1991 Gronau, London andWyler[14][15] proposed that it would be possible tomeasure the weak
phase γ with decays of the typeB− _ DX−s , whereX−s is any s flavored hadronic state[16]. Here
theD can be eitherD0 orD0 and interference can occur in the case thatCP eigenstates are chosen.
Since LHCb excels in fully charged final states, we consider onlyD0 _ K−K+ andD0 _ π+π− (see
Figure 1.8). Figure 1.9 illustrates the two interfering decay paths. By analyzing these decay processes
it is possible to constrain the ratio ofB amplitudes as well as the relative strong phase dierence
between these two amplitudes, and of course the weak phase γ. The following two equations show
the relations between the decay rates and the physics quantities.
Γ(B− _ [h−h+]DX−s ) ∝ 1 + r 2B + 2κrB cos(δB − γ), (1.12)
Γ(B+ _ [h−h+]DX+s ) ∝ 1 + r 2B + 2κrB cos(δB + γ). (1.13)
The ratio of the b decay amplitudes, rB ≡ |A(b _ u)/A(b _ c)|, is unmeasured, and could
be larger than in the decay B− _ DK−[16]. The current world average in B− _ DK− decays
is rB = 0.0956+0.0062−0.0064[5]. The parameter δB = δu − δc is the relative strong phase dierence




◦[5].1 The parameter κ is a hadronic parameter, with value between 0-1, due to
averaging the strong phase dierence between the b _ u and b _ c over the Dalitz plot[16]. One
diiculty of the GLWmethod is that the amplitudes of the two paths dier by a factor of rB , so the
1A succinct way to describe the relationship rB , δB and γ isA(b _ u)/A(b _ c) = rBe i(δB−γ).
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magnitude of the interference term (the third term in Equations 1.12 and 1.13) is of order 0.2, at most,
compared to the leading term, which is 1.0.
1.4.2 ADSmethod
The ADS[17][18] method is named also for the authors of the paper that proposed it, Atwood, Dunietz
and Soni, as an alternative to the GLWmethod. Proposed in 1996, the key feature of the ADSmethod
is that increased sensitivity is achieved by exploiting decays that are notCP eigenstates, such as
D0 (D0) decaying toK−π+ (K+π−). Figure 1.10 illustrates the relative amplitudes of the two decay
channels. Considering the Kπ final state, there are two decays available to the charm particle,
D0 _ K−π+ andD0 _ K+π−. They have diering amplitudes owing to the fact that the former is
Cabibbo allowed, while the latter is doubly Cabibbo suppressed, leading to a branching fraction that
is smaller by a factor of 250. Figure 1.11 illustrates these twoD decays. The increased sensitivity is
due to the fact that the two decay paths have approximately equivalent amplitudes, so interference
eects could be very large. Again, similar to Equations 1.12 and 1.13, the rates forB− _ D0X−s are
related to the physics parameters according to:
Γ(B− _ [K+π−]DX−s ) ∝ r 2B + r 2D + 2κrBrD cos(δB + δD − γ), (1.14)
Γ(B+ _ [K−π+]DX+s ) ∝ r 2B + r 2D + 2κrBrD cos(δB + δD + γ), (1.15)
Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s ) ∝ 1 + (rBrD)2 + 2κrBrD cos(δB − δD − γ), (1.16)
Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s ) ∝ 1 + (rBrD)2 + 2κrBrD cos(δB − δD + γ), (1.17)
where the variables (κ, rB , δB ) are the same as described in the previous section, along with the new
parameters rD and δD . The ratio rD ≡ |A(D0 _ K+π−)/A(D0 _ K−π+)| is the ratio of the doubly
Cabbibo suppressed amplitude to the Cabbibo favored amplitude and δD = δD_K−π+ − δD_K+π−
is the strong phase dierence between the doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) and Cabibbo-favored
(CF) decay amplitudes. These two quantities have been measured and have world average val-




































































Figure 1.9: The interference diagram for the GLW method indicating the amplitudes of the decay
channels in the decayB− _ [hh]D0X−s .
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ues[4][19]







Γ(D0 _ K+π−)/Γ(D0 _ K−π+). These equations forB+ andB− separately dier
by 2γ under the cosine. Table 1.1 provides a summary of the various symbols and their definitions.
1.4.3 CP observables
The goal of this thesis is to measureCP observables that are used as inputs in a combined fit for
the CKM angle γ. TheCP parameters listed in the previous two sections must be extracted from the
rate equations 1.12-1.17. From the GLWmethod, the ratio of the decay rates of theCP eigenstates to
the flavor-specific (K−π+) final state
RCP± = 2
Γ(B− _ DCP±X−s ) + Γ(B+ _ DCP±X+s )
Γ(B− _ D0X−s ) + Γ(B+ _ D0X+s )
(1.20)
= 1 + r 2B ± 2κrB cos(δB) cos(γ), (1.21)
is used, as is the asymmetry
ACP± =
Γ(B− _ DCP±X−s )− Γ(B+ _ DCP±X+s )
Γ(B− _ DCP±X−s ) + Γ(B+ _ DCP±X+s )
(1.22)
= ±2κrB sin(δB) sin(γ)/RCP±. (1.23)









Figure 1.10: The interference diagram for the ADS method indicating the amplitudes of the decay



















Figure 1.11: FeynmanDiagramcontributiong to thedecayD0 _ K−π+ (le,favored) andD0 _ K+π−
(right,ADS suppressed) mode.
Table 1.1: Definitions of physics parameter symbols.
Symbol Definition
rB Ratio of amplitudes of CS over CFB− decaysA[B− _ D0X−s ]/A[B− _ D0X
−
d ]
rD Ratio of amplitudes of DCS over CFD0 decaysA[D0 _ K−π+]/A[D0 _ K+π−]
κ Multibody decay coherence parameter
δB Relative strong phase dierence betweenB− _ D0X−s andB− _ D0X−s
δD Relative strong phase dierence betweenD0 _ K−π+ andD0 _ K+π−
γ The CKM weak phase angle
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In these equations CP± refers to CP even or CP oddD0 decays withDCP± = (D0 ± D0)/
√
2,
and Γ is the partial width of the decay. For theKπmodes we use the ratio
RADS(Xs) =
Γ(B− _ [K+π−]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K−π+]DX+s )
Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s )
(1.24)
= r 2B + r
2
D + 2κrBrD cos(δB + δD) cos(γ). (1.25)
We also define the asymmetry
AADS(Xs) = 2
Γ(B− _ [K+π−]DX−s )− Γ(B+ _ [K−π+]DX+s )
Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s )
(1.26)
= 2κrBrD sin(δB + δD) sin(γ)/RADS(Xs). (1.27)
It is straightforward to show thatRCP± abovemaybe approximated by the following double ratio[16]:




where the numerator and denominator are defined respectively by:
RCPs/d =
Γ(B− _ DCP±X−s ) + Γ(B+ _ DCP±X+s )











Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s )




The numerator is taken to be the weighted average of the measuredRK−K+s/d andR
π−π+
s/d values. The
advantage of this double ratio is the D0 branching fractions cancel as do almost all systematic
uncertainties due to dierent selection requirements between theD0 _ K−π+ andD0 _ h+h−
decay modes.
For clarity we reiterate precisely the quantities to be measured in this analysis. We measure and
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report the following ratios of suppressed to favored decays:
RKKs/d =
Γ(B− _ [K−K+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K−K+]DX+s )





Γ(B− _ [π−π+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [π−π+]DX+s )





Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s )




The asymmetries in the favoredB− _ D0X−d decays are given by:
AKKd =
Γ(B− _ [K−K+]DX−d )− Γ(B+ _ [K−K+]DX
+
d )





Γ(B− _ [π−π+]DX−d )− Γ(B+ _ [π−π+]DX
+
d )





Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−d )− Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX
+
d )




The asymmetries in the suppressedB− _ D0X−s decays are given by:
AKKs =
Γ(B− _ [K−K+]DX−s )− Γ(B+ _ [K−K+]DX+s )
Γ(B− _ [K−K+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K−K+]DX+s )
= ACP±, (1.37)
Aππs =
Γ(B− _ [π−π+]DX−s )− Γ(B+ _ [π−π+]DX+s )
Γ(B− _ [π−π+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [π−π+]DX+s )
= ACP±, (1.38)
AKπ,favs =
Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s )− Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s )
Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s ) + Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s )
. (1.39)
The ADS charge separated ratio of doubly Cabibbo suppressed to Cabibbo allowed decays are given
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by:
R+d =
Γ(B+ _ [K−π+]DX+d )
Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+d )
, (1.40)
R−d =
Γ(B− _ [K+π−]DX−d )
Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−d )
, (1.41)
R+s =
Γ(B+ _ [K−π+]DX+s )
Γ(B+ _ [K+π−]DX+s )
, (1.42)
R−s =
Γ(B− _ [K+π−]DX−s )
Γ(B− _ [K−π+]DX−s )
. (1.43)
We note that theR± values are statistically independent, which makes handling their uncertainties
simpler in an overall fit for γ.



























This measurement is performed on data collected at the Large Hadron Collider Beauty (LHCb)
detector situated on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) proton-proton collider. The LHCb detector
itself is a single arm spectrometer in the forward direction with particle identification and precise
vertexing. Particle identification is performed primarily using ring imaging Cherenkov detectors.
Particle tracking and vertex reconstruction utilizes silicon strip technologies. The detector includes
a large dipole magnet for identifying particle charges.
2.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The LHC is a large super-conducting proton-proton collider located at CERN (Conseil Européen
pour la Recherche Nucléaire) on the Franco-Swiss border near Geneva, Switzerland. Figure 2.1 is
an aerial view of the region with the LHC ring, main experiments, the city of Geneva indicated,
and the Alps visible in the background. The collider was approved in 1994, construction began in
1998 and was completed in 2008. The LHC design reuses the Large Electron Positron (LEP) collider
tunnels. The LEP collider and experiments operated very successfully from 1989 to 2000 before
being decommissioned to make way for the LHC. The design energy and luminosity of the LHC are
√
s = 14 TeV and 1034 cm−2s−1, and the collider circumference is 27 km, thus making it the largest,
most powerful and brightest particle collider ever built. During the 2011 and 2012 data taking runs,
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Figure 2.1: An aerial view of the Lèman plain, with CERN, the LHC, and LHCb indicated. Lac Lèman and
the Alps are visible in the background.
the machine operated at center of mass collision energy
√
s = 7 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV, respectively.
2.1.1 Injection chain
The protons injected into the LHC accelerator originate from a complex[20] of smaller and less
powerful accelerators, as indicated in schematic form in Figure 2.2. Large bunches of hydrogen ions
(p+) are injected into the Linac2, sourced from a hydrogen gas bottle similar to the one depicted
in Figure 2.3. Linac2 is a 50 MeV Alvarez type proton linear accelerator that was used from 1978 to
the end of the 2012 LHC data run.Aer leaving Linac2, the proton bunches are guided to the Proton
Synchrotron Booster (PSB). The PSB operates as 4 stacked rings, and accelerates the protons to an
energy of 1.4 GeV before emptying the bunches into the Proton Synchrotron (PS). The PS provides
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Figure 2.2: The CERN accelerator complex (not to scale).
two operations: it both accelerates the proton bunches and divides each bunch into 12 smaller
bunches. The final energy of the bunches exiting the PS is 25 GeV. The bunches are guided into the
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), and again accelerated; the final energy is 450 GeV. The SPS is a
largemachine, with a diameter of 2.2 km, and has a storied history all of its own. The beam of proton
bunches are now passed through new transfer lines and finally injected into the LHC rings. At this
point the LHC accelerates the bunches to the final energy, in the case of this document, 3.5 or 4 TeV
per beam. Additional beam conditioning procedures are applied before data taking begins. Aer
the initial tuning eorts, the process of filling the LHC and accelerating the beams takes a minimum
of about one hour. Full details of the LHC injection chain are provided in Reference [21].
2.1.2 The LHCmachine
The LHC is constructed as two parallel beam pipes, sharing the cryogenics and yolk of the super-
conducting dipole magnet. Figure 2.4 shows a cut away drawing of the LHC beam pipe with the
pipes, magnets and cryogenic equipment indicated. The cryogenic refrigeration plant maintains the
superconducting dipole magnets at a temperature of 1.7 K using superfluid helium. The magnets
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Figure 2.3: An image of a hydrogen gas bottle
attached to a duoplasmotron ion source. Note
that this is not the actual LHC p source, as the
duoplasmotron imaged is not connected to a
linac, and has no pressure (is empty).
surround the beam pipe which contain an ultra-high vacuum of 10−10 Torr. The volume of this
vacuum system is small compared with one of the other three systems, the cryomagnet vacuum
system, which is 9000 m3 at a pressure of 10−6 Torr. The magnets provide a variable magnetic field,
depending on beam energy, up to 8.3 T at the machine design energy of 7 TeV, which requires a
current of nearly 12 kA.
2.1.3 Interaction regions
Inside the LHC beam pipes, the two beams travel in opposite directions. Beam 1 travels clockwise
when viewed from above and beam 2 travels counter-clockwise. Each beam is made up of a variable
number of bunches, but the nominal scheme during 2012 operations was 1380 bunches with a
bunch spacing of 50 ns, which results in a bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz. At four locations in the
rings the beams are made to cross and interact with each other. There are two high luminosity
interaction points (IP), for ATLAS and CMS, and two low luminosity IPs, for ALICE and LHCb. The
LHCb experiment is situated at IP8, in the French town of Ferney-Voltaire, near the Geneva airport.
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Figure 2.4: The LHC ring, in cut away.
At the LHCb interaction region, the beams are made to cross in the horizontal plane, with a crossing
angle of 510 µrad [22]. Figure 2.5 shows the beam crossing angle in 2011 imaged with beam-gas
events. The beam-beam overlap is tuned via a procedure called Luminosity Leveling to give a steady
luminosity of 4× 1032 cm−2 s−1. As the protons in the bunches are depleted via the collisions at
each of the experiments, the overlap can be increased to maintain the same luminosity throughout
the fill. At this luminosity, there are an average of 1.79 pp visible interactions per bunch crossing.
Figure 2.6 shows the probability distribution of the number (n) of interactions per bunch crossing as
a function of average visible interactions (µ).
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Figure 2.5: Beam-gas interaction images of the beam crossing angle at the LHCb interaction region.
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Figure 2.6: The probability distributions of the number n of visible proton-proton interactions per bunch


































Figure 2.7: LHC Octants. The blue beam is Beam 1, rotating clockwise when viewed from above. The
red beam is Beam 2, rotating counter clockwise when viewed from above.
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Figure 2.8: The LHCb Detector, in cut away, presented in situ. LHC Beam 1 is entering from the lower le
and exits the back end of the LHCb experiment hall continuing on toward the ATLAS experiment. Access
to the experiment cavern is via the elevators located in the upper le area of the figure (arbitrarily
called the "A" side).
2.2 LHCb and sub-detectors
The LHCb experiment was first conceived in 1995[23], and technical proposal was presented to the
LHC Experiments Committee (LHCC) in 1998[24]. The primary goal of the experiment is to search
for indirect evidence of New Physics inCP violation and rare decays of hadrons containing b and
c quarks. The large cross section, 500 µb, for bb quark production at 14 TeV, combined with their
proclivity to travel in the forward direction, suggests the design for the experiment be a spectrometer
in the forward direction. Figure 2.8 shows the LHCb detector.
The overall experiment design is as follows. The detector acceptance covers the pseudo-rapidity
range of about 1.9 < η < 4.9, where the pseudo-rapidity is defined by η = − ln tan(θ/2), and θ is
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Figure 2.9: The distribution of b quarks in η, with the LHCb acceptance indicated. Approximately 27%
(25%) of b quarks (bb pairs) produced enter the LHCb acceptance.
the angle between the particle momentum and the beam line. This corresponds to approximately
an angle of 10 mrad to 300 (250) mrad in the horizontal (vertical) direction. 1 Figure 2.9 shows that
the distribution of heavy quarks tend toward higher values of η. The LHCb acceptance is indicated
on the figure, showing good overlap with one of the lobes of the b distribution.
The at the head of the detector, surrounding the interaction region, is the Vertex Locator (VELO),
followed by the first Ring Imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH1). Immediately behind the RICH1 is the
large bendingmagnet which bends charged tracks in the horizontal direction. Following themagnet
are the first tracking stations, the second RICH detector and the rest of the tracking detectors. Finally
at the end is the Muon stations and calorimeters.
The LHCb coordinate system is such that the z -direction parallels the beam line, with positive z in
the same direction that Beam 1 travels (toward ATLAS; clockwise when viewed from above). The
positive x -direction is away from the center of the LHC ring. Necessarily then, the positive y -direction
is up, as gravitationally oriented humans expect. Additionally, there are three regions defined within
the sub-detectors: the "A" region is on the positive x side of the coordinate system, the "B" region is
1∼ 0.5◦ to∼ 18◦ (∼ 14◦)
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near the beam line, and the "C" area is on the negative x side of the detector ("inside" the LHC ring).
Such delineation is necessary for discussing components of the LHCb sub-detectors during design,
construction and assembly.
2.2.1 Tracking system
The tracking system includes: the VErtex LOcator (VELO), the dipole magnet, the tracking stations.
The purpose of the tracking system is to measure particle locations at specific places, which can be
reconstructed, connect-the-dots style, into the particle tracks that form the decay chain. As such, the
tracking system needs to be very precise in order to connect the lines back together and form the
particle decay tree. Additionally, the tracking system is able to determine the charge of the particle
in flight.
V E R T E X L O C ATO R : The b and c-hadrons of interest decay in short distances from the interac-
tion point. Their decay products then travel downstream. In order to measure them, a sensor is
constructed around and downstream of the interaction region such that the path of these decay
products may be measured. The primary vertex (PV) of the decay is located with the high number
of tracks originating from the pp interaction. The b and c hadrons leave a displaced vertex some
distance away from the PV. The PV is generally located very precisely from the many tracks that
point to it, with a z -resolution of about 42 µm, and a transverse plane (x − y ) resolution of about 10
µm, and depends on the number of tracks in the event. This resolution is achieved by locating the
VELO as close to the interaction as possible.
The construction of the VELO is as follows; two sets of 21modules of paired radial and concentric strip
detectors measure the φ and r position, depicted in Figure 2.10. The two sets of sensors aremovable,
during data taking they are positioned such that the inner sensitive edge of the sensors is 8.2 mm
from interaction region. While not configured for data taking, the sensors can be withdrawn to a few
centimeters. In order to accommodate the necessary moving stages, the entire VELO apparatus is
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Figure 2.10: The layout of the VELOmodules is shown in the top portion of the figure, and the faces of
the modules in the data taking (le) and open (right) positions are shown in the bottom portion. Note
that the VETO stations are not used in the current LHCb configuration.
enclosed in a vacuum vessel. This vacuum vessel is separated from the ultra-high vacuum of the
machine by a thin sheet of corrugated aluminum.
MAGN E T : The purpose of the magnet is to bend the tracks of charged particles, and when com-
binedwith the tracking and particle identification, be able tomeasure themomentumof the particle.
The tracks of charged particles are bent in the horizontal plane by a large dipole magnet. The
magnetic field is generated by the large classically conducting dipole magnet. The magnet is quite
large, weighing 1600 tons, see Figure 2.11, with humans for scale. The coils are wound from hollow
aluminum conductor, with a central cooling channel. The field profile is shown in Figure 2.12, the
integratedmagnetic field is 3.6 Tm. The design of the magnet is such that the impact of the stray
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Figure 2.11: The LHCb Dipole Magnet.
field outside of the magnet is minimized in the adjacent detectors, the VELO and RICH detectors.
Additionally, to achieve the desired momentum resolution, δp/p ≈ 0.5%, the magnetic field must
be known with a spatial resolution of a fewmillimeters.
T R A C K I N G S TAT I O N S : There are three further tracking detectors used to reconstruct tracks.
The Tracker Turicensis (TT), located before themagnet, and the Inner and Outer tracker components
of the three sensor planes located aer the magnet. The design of the tracking stations is optimized
to maximize momentum resolution sensitivity.
The TT: and IT were developed as part of the same project, the Silicon Tracker (ST). The TT detector
is situated upstream of the magnet, it is constructed of four detection layers. The layers are made of
detectormodules that contain silicon strip sensors and readout hybrids. The four layers are arranged
in two pairs, oriented with strip sensitivity in the x and u directions in the first pair, and in the v and
x direction in the second pair, in that order. The u and v directions are tilted relative to the x sensors
by +5 and -5 degrees, to aid the track reconstruction algorithms.
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Figure 2.12: The magnetic field in the LHCb dipole magnet. Figure from [25].
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The IT: , as part of the ST project, is made of the same technology as the TT. The IT is situated down
stream of the magnet, located near the beam pipe where the highest density of tracks is expected.
The IT consists of three stations, each containing four sensor layers, oriented in the familiar (x , u)
and (v , x ) stereo angle pairing.
The Outer Tracker: (OT) is a straw tube design dri-time detector. The three stations of the OT are
each made of four layers of modules which contain two staggered layers of straw tubes. The layers
are arranged in a±5◦ stereo angle configuration, similar to the other tracking stations (vertical, +5,
-5, vertical). The straw tubes have a 4.9 mm inner diameter, are filled with a 70/30 mixture of Argon
and CO2 gas with a fast, less than 50 ns, dri time, and a dri coordinate resolution of 200 µm.
T R A C K R E CON ST R U C T I O N : The track reconstruction soware combines hits in the VELO
and tracking stations (TT, IT and OT) to form particle trajectories in the LHCb detector volume.
Reconstructed tracks are classified based on their trajectories into one of five categories. Long tracks
traverse the whole tracking system. Upstream tracks only traverse the VELO and TT. Downstream
tracks appear only in the tracking stations. VELO tracks are only in the VELO. T tracks are measured
only the IT and OT. Figure 2.13 illustrates the tracking configuration in a schematic way, and Figure
2.14 shows a reconstructed simulated event. Tracks are fitted Kalman filter taking into account the
multiple scattering as well as the dE/dx energy loss. Long Tracks have themost precisemomentum
resolution which is useful for b-hadron decay reconstruction. The momentum resolution for Long
Tracks is in the range δp/p = 0.40% for low ( 10 GeV/c ) momentum tracks to δp/p = 0.60% for
high momentum (> 100 GeV/c ) tracks. The impact parameter resolution has a inverse dependence
on the pT of the track, with the general trend being σIP = 14µm + 35µm/pT (pT given in GeV/c ).
Another important feature of the track reconstruction is the ghost rate. The ghost rate is the fraction
of reconstructed tracks that do not correspond to real particles. For Long Tracks, the ghost rate is























Figure 2.13: Reconstructed track types in LHCb.




It is a fundamental requirement of the LHCb experiment that particle identification (PID) be per-
formed. This is so that kaons and pions can be identified separately. The hadron PID system consists
of two Ring Imaging Cherenkov detectors. The calorimeters and Muon stations are used for the
identification of leptons and neutral particles.
TH E R I CH S : Particle Identification is performed at LHCb by two ring imaging Cherenkov (RICH)
detectors. In a Cherenkov detector, as a charged particle passes through a dense medium at a
speed faster than the local speed of light, it emits photons. These photons are detected in a ring
pattern and the size of the ring pattern is related to the angle of the emitted photon relative to the
particle’s direction. This information combined with the momentum of the track, can be used to
determine the identity of the particle (e , p,K or π). LHCb has two RICH systems, one upstream of the
magnet and a second one downstream. The upstreamRICH, RICH 1, covers the full acceptance range,
from±25mrad to±300mrad (horizontal) and±250mrad (vertical). RICH 1 contains to radiator
materials, aerogel and C4F10, selected to cover the low momentum, ∼ 1 − 60 GeV/c, particles.
RICH 2 has a narrower coverage,∼±15mrad to±120mrad (horizontal) and±100mrad (vertical),
the region where the higher momentum particles are produced. The momentum range of these
particles is∼ 15 GeV/c to beyond 100 GeV/c. The Cherenkov light in both cases is reflected out of the
acceptance to an array of hybrid photo detectors (HPDs). Figure 2.15 shows the Cherenkov angle
vs particle momentum, illustrating that a lower momentum (but above threshold), kaon and pion
rings are clearly separated, but at higher momentum the opening angles asymptotically approach
0.05 radians.
TH E C A LO R I M E T E R S Y S T EM : The calorimeter system (CS) serves several purposes. It selects
hadron, electron and photon candidates with transverse energy for the first trigger level (L0 Trigger).
The CS also identifies hadron, electron, and photon candidates, as well as measures their position
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and energy. The electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) is followed by a hadron calorimeter (HCAL) in
the classical structure. Calorimeters are constructedwith scintillatingpaddles, the light is transmitted
with wavelength shiing fibers to photomultiplier tubes.
TH E MUON STAT I O N S : TheMuonSystem (MS) is composedof 5 stations at thedownstreamend
of the LHCb detector, with one station in front of the calorimeters. The inner and outer acceptance of
the system are 20 (16) mrad and 306 (258) mrad in the x (y ) planes, respectively, with a total area of
435m2. The MS provides information on high transversemomentummuons to the L0 trigger, as well
asmuon identification to the high level trigger (HLT), and to oline analysis. The MS is constructed of
two technologies. In the inner most region near the beam pipe, triple-GEM (gas electron multiplier)
detectors are used. For the rest of the coverage area, multi-wire proportional chambers are used.
P I D : Two approaches have been taken at LHCb to perform particle identification (PID). The first is
the more traditional dierence of log likelihood (DLL, also sometimes calledDeltaLL) approach;
Information from the RICHs, calorimeters and Muon system are combined to identify particle types.
For hadrons such as kaon, pions and protons, the RICH information is considered in the following
way. For each track in the event, an eective emission angle is calculated, and all tracks that can
be associated with Cherenkov rings are iterated over to maximize the likelihood of all the tracks.
The secondmethod is to train a neural net on simulated detector response, and including already
calculated variables such as the DLL variables mentioned previously. These neural net variables
(ProbNN) for the probability distribution for one particle identity hypothesis compared against all
other possibilities, and so produce a real probability density function bounded between 0 and 1. On
real data, the neural net variables perform comparably to the DLLs for kaon and pion separation.
They do perform well at removing ghosts and identifying kaons or pions against other hypotheses
(such as protons, electrons, etc.).
In order to understand the capabilities of the PID variables it is necessary to test them with data
samples that the tracks can be independently identified. The decayD∗± _ [K−π+]D0π± decay
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mode provides such a sample, and it used to calibrate the PID performance. Figure 2.16 shows that
the LHCb PID system performs well at separating pions and kaons up to a momentum of 80 GeV.
Figure 2.15: Reconstructed Cherenkov angle as a function of particle momentum.
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Figure 2.16: RICH performance in LHCb for two dierent requests of DLL.
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2.2.3 The trigger system
Themain purpose of the trigger system in LHCb is to select and tag only interesting events for storage
at a maximum rate of 2 kHz. The rate of events that are visible from the interaction region is about
10 MHz, so this is a challenging requirement. In order to meet this challenge, the trigger system is
broken up into two components. The first trigger, the L0 trigger, is implemented in hardware. The
second level trigger, called the High Level Trigger (HLT), is processed asynchronously on the LHCb
server farm located near the detector.
L0 T R I G G E R : The L0 trigger is tasked with reducing the maximum LHC event rate from 40 MHz
to 1 MHz, the rate at which the entire LHCb detector can be read out. In order to do this, the L0
trigger attempts to reconstruct hadrons, electrons and photons with high transverse energy in the
calorimeters, and the twomuons with the highest transverse momentum in each quadrant of the
MS. The L0 trigger also takes in information on the total observed energy and an estimated track
multiplicity from the CS. With all this information, the L0 decision unit derives a final decision for
each bunch crossing, passing this information to the HLT.
H I G H L E V E L T R I G G E R : The HLT trigger is a C++ application that runs on each CPU of the LHCb
Event Filter Farm (EFF). Each instance of the HLT application has access to all information of each
event from the LHCb detector. In principle, full event reconstruction and oline selections can be
performed. However, due to computational limitations, only part of the event is used to reject or
select events. The high level trigger is further divided into two parts, the HLT1 and the HLT2.
HLT1: The HLT1 serves to confirm the L0 decision, where the VELO and T-station tracks corresponding
to L0 objects are reconstructed exploiting the better momentum resolution. The HLT1 process is
divided into dierent alleys, corresponding to the L0 decision condition. These are divided into
muon, hadron, electron and neutral particle events. Each alley uses algorithms based on seeds
in the VELO, T Stations and L0 to confirm L0 trigger objects. Hadron HLT1 triggers are required to
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have larger than 0.1 mm impact parameter to all PVs, and a VELO track with a distance of closest
approach less than 0.2 mm to the confirmed L0 track, and a transverse momentum of at least 1.7
GeV. This reduces the rate to about 11 kHz, an acceptable level for the HLT2 trigger[26].
HLT2: This process reduces the rate from 1 MHz to about 30 kHz, and at that rate the HLT2 process
can perform a full pattern recognition. The HLT2 process performs a full event reconstruction for all
tracks with a pT > 300MeV[27]. The trigger is implemented as a boosted decision tree (BDT) that is
then pruned, a so-called Bonsai BDT[28]. The B decay trigger is an inclusive selection of decays
with topology of two, three and four pronged vertices. There are also triggers for decays involving
prompt charm decays and inclusive muon and dimuon final states.
At this point the selected events are stored andmade available for oline analysis.
Chapter 3
Measurement
In this chapter the details of the analysis are described. Also, theCP observables are extracted from
the data.
The strategy of the measurement is the following. Kinematic selections are applied to reduce the
background while preserving as much signal as possible. A multi-variate discriminant is trained
and applied to further reduce the combinatoric backgrounds. Optimal particle identification and
multi-variate discriminant selections are made for the GLW and ADS observables separately. The
phase space of the decays is reduced by making requirements on the mass ofX−s,d system, and on
the mass of the K−π+ in the X−s system. The fit probability density function is constructed with
information from simulated decays. Two fits are performed, one to extract the GLWCP observables
and a second to extract the ADSCP observables.
3.1 Data samples, simulations, and selection
Data sample:Weuse the full 2011 and 2012 data sample of 3 fb−1 for thismeasurement. In this section
we also describe the simulation samples and event selection criteria.
Simulation samples: Several simulation samples are used in this analysis to estimate cross feeds
and signal shapes. The samples used are shown in Table 3.1. Table 3.2 shows the generator level
37
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Table 3.1: Simulation samples used in this analysis.
DecID Decay No. Events Type
12265021 B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+ 2.6M signal
12265027 B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−K+ 1.3M signal
12265028 B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ π−π+ 1.3M signal
12265042 B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−π+ 1.6M signal
12265043 B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−K+ 1.6M signal
12265044 B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ π−π+ 1.6M signal
12265403 B− _ D∗0X−d ,D
∗0 _ D0π0,D0 _ K−π+ 500k background
12265203 B− _ D∗0X−d ,D
∗0 _ D0γ,D0 _ K−π+ 500k background
12295002 B− _ D0D+s ,D0 _ K−π+ 3.6M background
eiciencies. At the generator level all simulated tracks in the event are required to have to have
angle between 10-400 mrad andmomentum greater than 1.6 GeV.
3.1.1 Trigger and stripping selection
SelectedB− decays are required to pass any L0 trigger, and at HLT2, are required to pass either the
2, 3 or 4-body Topological trigger, triggered on aB signal decay.
S T R I P P I N G S E L E C T I O N : The objective of the LHCb trigger system is record all events contain-
ing aB meson that are of interest. Since this analysis is interested in a subset of all of the events, it
is necessary to examine all recorded events and strip out only events that could be relevant to this
analysis. The following loose selections are applied to create the analysis data set.
All charged particles used to formB− candidates are required to have a trackχ2/ndf< 3, pT > 100
MeV/c , p > 1 GeV/c and impact parameter (IP) χ2 > 4with all Primary Vertex (PV). To improve the
speed of the stripping lines, cuts are applied toD0 candidates before vertexing, namely we require
the scaler pT sum of its daughters to exceed 1.8 GeV/c , a maximal distance of closest approach
(DOCA) of 0.5 mm with the other D daughter tracks, and a mass within 100 MeV of the nominal



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































larger than 36 to all PVs. We also apply loose particle identification (PID) requirements: for pions
and kaons, we requireDLL(K − π) < 20 andDLL(K − π) > −10 respectively. In forming theX−d
andX−s candidates, tighter selections are necessary because theX
−
s,d mass window is quite large,
extending to 3 GeV/c2. For theX−d daughter tracks, we require p > 2 GeV/c , and a minimum track
pT > 100MeV/c , but we allow only 1 track to have pT < 300MeV/c . Tighter PID is applied, namely
we require pions to haveDLL(K − π) < 10, and kaons to haveDLL(K − π) > −5, where the DLL
is described in Section 2.2.2. On the formedX−d candidate, we require a maximal DOCA of 0.4 mm
or less and a scalar pT sum in excess of 1.25 GeV. Aer the vertex fit, we require a vertex χ2/ndf< 8,
a minimal FD χ2 > 16, and displacements along the z -axis and perpendicular to the z -axis of larger
than 2.0 mm and 0.1 mm, respectively. Lastly the angle, θp,vtx between rays formed from the line
joining theX−d ,s vertex and any PV, and theX
−
d ,s momentum is required to satisfy cos(θp,vtx ) > 0.98.
The D E C A Y T R E E F I T T E R[29] package is used to fit the B− mass and requiring the D mass is
constrained to the PDG value and the vertices of theB− andD0 are constrained. Table 3.3 shows
the eiciency for simulated events passing the generator level requirements to enter the oline data
set, as well as the number of events processed.
3.1.2 Oline selection
Events that are available to the analysis from the stripping have loose selections applied, as de-
scribed previously. To improve the signal-to-background (S/B) ratio, we apply additional oline
selections. Oline selections are targeted at specific backgrounds, and a boosted decision tree (BDT)
multi-variate discriminant is used to remove the combinatorial background. First, the b-hadron is
associated with the primary vertex (PV) that has the smallest IP χ2. Then, we require the b-hadron
to have (i) an angle θp,vtx between the b-hadron’s flight direction and momentum vector such that
cos(θ~p−vtx ) > 0.99994, (ii) a minimum IP χ2 < 20 with respect to the associated PV, (iii) a flight
distance χ2 > 100 with respect to the associated PV, and (iv) a vertex fit χ2 < 40 (5 degrees of
freedom). The distributions from data (aer the cut) are shown in Figure 3.1. The top le plot shows
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Table 3.3: The eiciencies of simulation events to enter the selection tuples aer passing the oline
selections.
DecID Processed Xd tuple Xs tuple Type
12265021 Mag. Up 1302747 33021 16635 signal
([K−π+]D0X−d ) Mag. Down 1315997 33183 16678
total 2618744 66204 33313
eiciency 0.02528 0.01272
12265027 Mag. Up 661248 17006 8313 signal
([K−K+]D0X−d ) Mag. Down 661749 17070 8535
total 1322997 34076 16848
eiciency 0.02576 0.01273
12265028 Mag. Up 661249 18518 8740 signal
([π−π+]D0X−d ) Mag. Down 662249 18547 8587
total 1323498 37065 17327
eiciency 0.02801 0.01309
12265042 Mag. Up 790499 4952 19304 signal
([K−π+]D0X−s ) Mag. Down 785997 4935 19316
total 1576496 9887 38620
eiciency 0.006272 0.0245
12265043 Mag. Up 792748 4661 18326 signal
([K−K+]D0X−s ) Mag. Down 799246 4673 18466
total 1591994 9334 36792
eiciency 0.005863 0.02311
12265044 Mag. Up 794496 5792 20181 signal
([π−π+]D0X−s ) Mag. Down 790250 5741 20491
total 1584746 11533 40672
eiciency 0.007278 0.02566
12265203 Mag. Up 269499 5849 3143 background
(D∗0 _ D0γ) Mag. Down 268500 6002 3196
total 537999 11851 6339
eiciency 0.02203 0.01178
12265403 Mag. Up 269500 6588 3482 background
(D∗0 _ D0π0) Mag. Down 270748 6638 3501
total 540248 13226 6983
eiciency 0.02448 0.01293
12295002 Mag. Up 1824497 1314 5147 background
(D0D+s ) Mag. Down 1800495 1360 5182
total 3624992 2674 10329
eiciency 0.0007377 0.002849
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the angle θp,vtx in mrad, with the above requirement translating to a cut of about 11 mrad. The top
right shows theB candidate IP χ2; the bottom le is
√
FDχ2, and the bottom right is the vertex χ2.
In each case we show sWeighted [30]B− _ D0X−d signal data and candidates from the uppermass
sideband in the range 5600–5800 MeV. Apart from
√
FDχ2, we see the cuts are extremely eicient
on signal.
The sWeight procedure is described here. These weights are only used for comparison of signal
simulation to data, and are not used for extracting physics parameters. We fit a small portion of
the data sample ofB− _ D0X−d , withD
0 _ K−π+ with a simplified fit, shown in Figure 3.2. The
simplified PDF in the sWeight fit is composed of three components, a signal shape, a low mass
background shape, and an exponential background. The signal shape is a Gaussian+CrystalBall[31]
with commonmeans, with the CrystalBall fraction constrained to 11%, as found in simulation. The
width of the Gaussian shape is allowed to float, and the CB shape width is constrained to be 1.9
times the Gaussian width, also from simulation. The CB α parameter is fixed to a value of 0.6, the
N parameters is also fixed to 10. The commonmean is also allowed to float. The fitted values are
listed in the caption to the figure. The lowmass shape is comprised of the some of two Gaussian
shapes with floating means and widths derived from fits toD∗0 _ D0π simulation, as well as a
triple bifurcated Gaussian shape derived from fits toD∗0 _ D0γ simulation. This triple bifurcated
Gaussian shape has all parameters fixed to the values derived from simulation. The fit describes the
data well enough for our purpose of comparing data and simulated distributions of signal variables.
These selections in themselves do not provide suicient S/B enhancement in the B− _ D0X−s
decay modes, particularly for the lower yield CP final states and the ADS DCS (doubly-Cabibbo-
suppressed) mode. It is worth noting that the product branching fraction of the decayB− _ D0X−s ,
with D0 _ h+h−, isO(10−6) for h = K and about 3 × 10−7 for h = π. For the ADS mode the
product branching fraction is about 0.8 × 10−7. With total selection eiciency of order 0.1%, we
expect a few hundred signal events in theCP modes in 3 fb−1, and onlyO(10− 20) events in the
ADSmode. Also, given the large number of tracks in the final state (5), suppressing combinatorial
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Figure 3.1: Distributions of θp,vtx in mrad (top le) [referred to as B DIRA Transformed = 1000 ×
cos−1 θ~p−vtx ],B−IPχ2 (top right),
√
FDχ2 [referred to as B FD Sig] (bottom le), andB− vertex fit χ2
(bottom right), obtained using sWeights, as described in the text.
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B mass (MeV)

















Figure 3.2: The figure shows, in the points, the distribution ofm(B−) for the decay B− _ D0X−d ,
with theD0 _ K−π+, not including the mass constraint on the reconstructedD0. The dashed lines
indicate the components of the fit, as described on page 42 in the text, and the solid line indicates the
overall fit. TheB− signal component of the fit is used to calculate the sWeights used in this document.
The Gaussian width is found to be 16.6± 0.1MeV, and the mean is 5283.9± 0.1MeV.
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background is imperative.
Particle identification (PID), described for the LHCb detector in Section 2.2.2, is critical to suppress
backgrounddecayswithmisidentified particles. SpecificB decayswith a singlemisidentified particle
could give rise to peaking structures in the signal decay modes. PID requirements also suppress
combinatorial background. Traditional DLL variables were shown to have comparable performance
to the ProbNN variables in these final states with a high number of tracks. The ProbNN variables,
however, diered in the details of the background candidate distribution (see Appendix C for further
details). The DLL variables were selected for the main kaon/pion discriminating variable. Additional
ProbNN selections are applied,> 0.05, to all tracks selecting for the required kaon or pion particle
to discriminate against all other particles, not otherwise discriminated against, e.g. muons, protons
or ghosts. TheX−s daughter kaon track is also required to have a momentum less than 80 GeV in
order to provide adequate PID discrimination. As can be seen in Figure 2.15, the separation of the
Cherenkov angle for kaons and pions becomes limited above this momentum value. A list of DLL
cuts used on each final state is given in Table 3.4. We note that the PID cuts on theD0 daughters
for each of the 3 pairs of decays in the GLW fit are the same so that this uncertainty cancels inR±.
We produce a second data set for the B− _ [K−π+]D0X−s,d decays with the PID requirements
identical to those for the ADS suppressed decay so that the uncertainty due to PID eiciency also
cancels in the R±s,d ratios. A tighter PID selection on the π
+ in the X−s system is implemented to
eliminate the potentially large cross-feed from the Cabibbo-favored (CF) decayB− _ D0D−s , with
D−s _ K−K+π− (as well as non-resonantB− _ D0K−K+π−), where theK+ is misidentified as a
π+. The pion PID requirement,< −0.0005, is chosen such that at least one of the mass hypotheses
is evaluated.
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Table 3.4: Summary of PID selections applied to daughters in the signal decays. The cut against DLLK
is shown. The values of the PID requirement for the kaon in theX−s system are optimized with respect
to the MVA requirement, as discussed in Section 3.1.4, and shown in Figure 3.29. Note that the value
chosen for the pion discriminant,< −0.0005, is to ensure that at least one of the hypotheses has been
evaluated.
Decay Fit D0 daughters X−s,d daughters
K π K−/π− π+ π−
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−π+ ADS > 10 < −0.0005 > 13 < 2 < 8
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−π+ GLW > 10 < −0.0005 > 8 < 2 < 8
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+ ADS > 10 < −0.0005 < 8 < 8 < 8
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−K+ GLW > 10 - > 8 < 2 < 8
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−K+ GLW > 10 - < 8 < 8 < 8
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ π−π+ GLW - < −0.0005 > 8 < 2 < 8
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ π−π+ GLW - < −0.0005 < 8 < 8 < 8
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K+π− ADS > 10 < −0.0005 > 13 < 2 < 8
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K+π− GLW > 10 < −0.0005 > 8 < 2 < 8
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K+π− ADS > 10 < −0.0005 < 8 < 8 < 8
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D0 MA S S W I N DOW : To suppress background, we require that the measuredD0mass be within
a small window around the meanD0 mass. To determine the size of that window, the following
method is employed. A binned maximum likelihood fit is performed to the D0 candidate mass
spectrum. The PDF to describe theD0 peak shape is described by
PDF = N [f1 × CB(m0,σ1,α1,N1) + (1− f1)× G(m0,σ2)] . (3.1)
The Gaussian (G) shape is summed with a CrystalBall (CB) function that has the samemean. The
parameterN is a normalization factor, f1 is the fractional area of the Gaussian shape,m0 is themean
of the CB and the Gaussian, σ1 is the width of the CB and σ2 is the width of the Gaussian. The value
of f1 is found to be consistent among all seven of the independent fits. We therefore fix the value in
each fit to f1 = 0.22. The CB α1 parameter describes the lowmass tail of the signal shape, which is
allowed to float in the fits, and the power parameterN1 is fixed to 10. The widths of the Gaussian
and CB are combined in a fraction-weighted average, 〈σ〉 = f1σ1 + (1− f1)σ2. The reconstructed
D0mass is required to be within 3 (2.5 for theD0 _ π−π+ channel to exclude theKπ reflection
in the lowmass sideband) times the value of 〈σ〉 of the meanD0mass. The background shape is
described by a first order polynomial and a Gaussian shape to account for the misidentifiedK−π+
reflection in theD0 sideband. The fits to data are shown in Figure 3.3 for all theD0 final states, and
Table 3.5 gives the resulting values of the weighted averages. For the DCS ADSmode, the value for














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.5: Fits to data for the averageD0 widths and the values used to select signal decays.
Decay 〈σ〉 (MeV) σ used window size (#σ)
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K−π+ 8.2± 0.1 8.2 3.0
D0 _ K−K+ 7.0± 0.2 7.0 3.0
D0 _ π−π+ 10.2± 0.7 10.2 2.5
D0 _ K+π− 8.1± 0.6 8.2 3.0
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K−π+ 8.1± 0.4 8.2 3.0
D0 _ K−K+ 7.3± 0.8 7.0 3.0
D0 _ π−π+ 9.8± 0.9 10.2 2.5
D0 _ K+π− (blinded) 8.2 3.0
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X−s A N D X
−
d MA S S R A N G E : Selections are also applied to theX
−
s systemmass. In Figure 3.4 is
shown the distribution ofm(X−s )with sWeights applied. The distribution shows that most signal
events are located belowm(X−s ) < 2 GeV. Figure 3.5 shows the mass distribution ofB− _ D0X−s ,
withD0 _ π−π+ events form(X−s ) < 2GeV on the le, andm(X−s ) > 2GeV on the right. It can be
clearly seen that the signal to background ratio is much lower for the events withm(X−s ) > 2 GeV,
and so by removing these events from the analysis, approximately half of the background events
are removed, while the signal eiciency is about 68%, assessed in a small sample ofB− _ D0X−s
withD0 _ K−π+ data. There are far fewer signal events in them(X−s ) > 2 GeV region. Moreover,
narrowing the range will increase the coherence factor κ in the analysis.
Similarly, Figure 3.6 shows the corresponding distribution ofm(X−d ) events where it can be again
seen that most event populate the region below 2 GeV. Figure 3.7 shows the distributions ofB− _
D0X−d , with D
0 _ K+π−, for candidates above and below m(X−d ) = 2 GeV. The events with
m(X−d ) > 2 GeV are also rejected from the analysis.
K ∗(892)0 S E L E C T I O N : We expect there to be a large contribution fromK ∗(892)0 intermediate
states in the X−s decay because so many of the excited strange states decay through K ∗(892).
For each of the B− _ D0X−s signal channels, we separate the events into those in which the
K−π+mass is within 100 MeV of theK ∗0mass, or more than 100 MeV away. Figure 3.8 shows the
sWeighted distribution ofm(K−4 π
+
3 ) for the decayB
− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−π+. The subscript
i = 3, 4 indicate specifically which final state particle is included, as enumerated in Appendix D.
A dominantK ∗(892)0 contribution is clearly seen. The events outside the 100 MeVmass window
contain significantly more background, as seen in Figure 3.9. Removing these events will improve
S/B , as well as further increase the coherence factor κ by reducing the phase space of the decays
considered in this analysis. This requirement does aect rB and δB , but is applied to both the ADS
and GLW modes consistently. Therefore the events withm(K−4 π
+
3 ) more than 100 MeV from the




























Figure 3.4: Distribution of m(X−s ) with sWeights applied for a small subset of B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K−π+ events in data. Most events populate below 2 GeV in mass.
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Figure 3.5: Distributions of candidates inB− mass in data for the decayB− _ D0X−s , withD0 _
π−π+. Candidates withm(X−s ) < 2 GeV are in the le sub-figure, andm(X
−
s ) > 2 GeV are in the






















Figure 3.6: Distribution of m(X−d ) with sWeights applied for a small subset of B
− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K−π+ events in data. The yields are much higher in the CF mode, but DCS decays are expected
to have similar mass distribution.
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Figure 3.7: Distributions of candidates inB− mass in data for the decayB− _ D0X−d , withD
0 _
K+π−. Candidates withm(X−d ) < 2 GeV are in the le sub-figure, andm(X
−
d ) > 2 GeV are in the























Figure 3.8: The mass distribution ofm(K−4 π
+
3 ) in the X
−
s daughters from the decay B
− _ D0X−s
(withD0 _ K−π+) with sWeights applied in data. There is a clearK ∗(892)0 peak. This distribution
































)-m(K*(892))] > 100 MeV+π-abs[m(K
Figure 3.9: Distribution ofm(B−) in data for the decayB− _ D0X−s , withD0 _ π−π+. Candidates
withm(K−4 π
+
3 )within 100 MeV of theK
∗(892)0mass are in the le sub-figure, and candidates outside
of 100 MeVK ∗(892)0mass window are in the right sub-figure.
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We also show the mass distribution ofm(π+3 π
−
2 ), the opposite sign pion particles in theX
−
s system,
in Figure 3.10. There is a broad distribution of signal events, with an indication of an enhancement


























Figure 3.10: The mass distribution of m(π+3 π
−
2 ) among the X
−
s daughters in data from the decay
B− _ D0X−s (with D0 _ K−π+) with sWeights applied. There is a broad distribution of signal
events beneath a clear ρ peak. This distribution corresponds to a small sample of the full data set,
about 4%.
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3.1.3 Suppression of peaking backgrounds
The BDT cut, to be described in Section 3.1.4, is aimed at reducing combinatorial background,
however it is less eective or ineective against peaking backgrounds. There are four classes of
peaking backgrounds:




s _ X−s .




s mass spectrum. These are reduced to
a negligible level by applying a veto of±15MeV around theD−s mass.
 Fully reconstructedB _ DX decays: this may result from a decay that has all the same final
state particles as the signal decay, but the daughter particles are not combined correctly. A
cartoon of this case is shown in Figure 3.11, where the decay B− _ D0(K−π+)a1(1260)−
with a−1 _ K ∗0(K+π−)K− can be reconstructed as B− _ D0(K+K−)X−s if two of the
particles are swapped. These backgrounds, if significant, would peak at the B− mass, but
not theD0mass. We apply vetoes to remove these events, as described in detail later in this
section.
 Charmless backgrounds: these also should be uniform across theD0mass region, and can
be assessed using theD0 mass sidebands. Such events can be removed by requiring that the
D0 travel a significant distance, described in more detail later in this section.
 Double misidentification: for the ADS mode, if both D0 daughters are misidentified, the
resultingB−mass is onaverage correct, however both theD0mass andB−massdistributions
are much broader. This background can be significant as the ADS favored mode branching
fraction is ∼250 times larger than that of the ADS suppressed decay. The fact that the D0
mass distribution is broader can be exploited to removemost of the doublemis-id candidates.
TheD0mass reconstructed with both daughter mass hypotheses exchanged is required to
be greater than 15 MeV away from the trueD0mass. This cut is 92% eicient for ADS signal
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while rejecting 85% of the cross feed. In combination with the tight PID requirements (0.04%
eicient for the cross feed) and the D0 mass window selection (rejecting 87% of the cross
feed), the total background suppression factor is approximately∼5× 10−5, while the signal
eiciency is∼65%.
 B− _ D∗2(2460)0π− and B− _ D∗1(2420)0π−: in this peaking background the D∗2 _
D∗(2010)+π− and theD∗(2010)+ _ D0π+. The events that decay via theD∗(2010)+ are
self tagging (the charge of the radiated π identifies theD as aD0 orD0) and we remove them
from the analysis. If le in these decays dilute our sensitivity to the CP observables. They
are removed by requiring the mass dierence between the reconstructedD0mass plus one
X−s,d daughter pion and the reconstructed mass of the D
0 alone is greater than 148.5 MeV.
The events that decay directly,D∗ _ D0π+π− are not self tagging and are retained in the
analysis.
One example of the peaking backgrounds is shown in Figure 3.12. We selectB− candidates within 50
MeV of the trueB− mass, and consider events in theD0 signal region. The figure shows them(X−s )
(the mass of the X−s system) for B− _ D0X−s with D0 _ K−π+ candidates. A peak at the D−s
mass is clearly seen.These and similar charmmeson peaks are suppressed by the vetoes listed in
Table 3.6. The signal yield that is removed is estimated using the sidebands, and added back in as a
correction factor. The corrections are listed in Table 3.7. The values used in the fitter are taken to be
the more precise value of the ADS (D0 _ K∓π±) and GLW (D0 _ K−K+, π−π+) mode, unless
the vetoes applied are dierent, as is the case in theD0 _ K−K+, π−π− decays.
Charmless backgrounds can be significantly reduced by requiring that theD0 is significantly dis-
placed downstream of the B− vertex. Figure 3.13 shows the decay topology. We require that the
quantity Sfd ≡
√
FDχ2 be greater than 5.5 for theD0 _ π−π+ decays and greater than 3 for all
other decays. These cuts were chosen to eliminate any peakingB− background (with theD0mass
not constrained) when selecting events from theD0 sidebands, as can be seen in Figure 3.14 for the
B− _ D0X−d decays and in Figure 3.15 for theB
− _ D0X−s decays. Figure 3.16 shows the possible
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charmless backgrounds in theB− _ D0X−s,d withD
0 _ K−π+ for the GLW selection requirements.
These figures show the mass distributions when we select candidates withD0 candidate mass in
theD0 upper (lower forD0 _ K−K+) sidebands in the mass range 1899.5–1936.5 (1795.5–1832.5
forKK ) MeV. The signal shapes is taken to be a Gaussian function with a fixed mean and width of
5280.7 MeV and 18 MeV. The mean value is the value obtained from our signal fits, and the width is
the value obtained from simulation (with nomass constraint), scaled by 1.10 to account for the∼10%
worse resolution in data than simulation. The background is described by an exponential shape and
two Gaussian shapes, one at lowmass and one at high mass. In general we see nearly negligibleB−
signal yields associated with theD0 sidebands. These yields and uncertainties are obtained from
theD0 sidebands and are scaled by the ratio of widths of the sideband window over the signalD0
window described in Section 3.1.2. Structures observed in the sideband fits, Figures 3.14 and 3.15, are
all small compared with the number of events in the signal region figures used to fit for the physics
parameters. We make no correction for this structure. The background increases significantly with
even moderate loosening of the flight distance significance requirement (see Appendix E).
Table 3.6: List of vetoes applied to remove peaking backgrounds from fully reconstructedB _ DX
decays. The numbering scheme is detailed in Tables D.1 and D.2 in Appendix D.
decay combination decay mass veto (MeV)
allX−s (2,3,4) D−s _ K−π+π− 1968± 15
allX−d (2,3,4) D
−
s _ π−π+π− 1968± 15
B− _ [π+π−]D0X−s (2,3,4,7) D0 _ K−π+π−π+ 1866± 15
(3,4,7) D− _ K−π+π− 1869± 15
(4,7) D0 _ K−π+ 1866± 15
(3,4,6) D− _ K−π+π− 1869± 15
B− _ [K+K−]D0X−s (2,3,7) D−s _ K−π+π− 1968± 15
(3,6,7) D−s _ K−K+π− 1968± 15
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Table 3.7: Corrections for the B _ DX vetoes, used in Equations 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. Note that in the
equations, they are used as 1 + C fB_DX . We include the correction in theB
− _ [K−π+]D0X−s,d for
the GLW fit also.
decay Fit B _ DX correction value in fit,C fB_DX
B− _ [K−π+]D0X−d ADS 0.0101± 0.0003 0.010
B− _ [K+π−]D0X−d ADS 0.018± 0.004 0.010
B− _ [K−π+]D0X−d GLW 0.0104± 0.0003 0.010
B− _ [K+K−]D0X−d GLW 0.011± 0.001 0.011
B− _ [π+π−]D0X−d GLW 0.011± 0.002 0.011
B− _ [K−π+]D0X−s ADS 0.006± 0.001 0.006
B− _ [K+π−]D0X−s ADS 0.019± 0.015 0.006
B− _ [K−π+]D0X−s GLW 0.008± 0.001 0.008
B− _ [K+K−]D0X−s GLW 0.011± 0.005 0.011






Example of fully reconstructed background (CF decay): 






Reconstructed in (D)CS signal mode: 
B- D0(K-K+)K-π+π-
When combining these
two, you’d get a peak at
the D0 mass !
5 particle invariant mass
will peak at mB.
Figure 3.11: An example of a dierent decay that is fully reconstructed as the signal decay.
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mass (MeV)









+ lab234 Mπ K-→ D0ππ D0K→zoom B
18.0
(0.00617)
Figure 3.12:B _ DX combination within 50 MeV of theB peak decay for the decayB− _ D0X−s ,
withD0 _ K−π+. The distribution is form(X−s ) (all of theX−s daughters). A peak is evident at the












Figure 3.13: A cartoon of the decay topology of the signal decayB− _ D0X−s with theD0 decaying
to the ADS suppressed final state ofK+π−. The distances listed below theB− andD0 are the typical
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Figure 3.16: The distribution ofB− candidates in theD0 sidebands in data, fit for peaking backgrounds
at the B− mass, as well as other background structures. The fit PDF is a Gaussian of width 18 MeV
fixed at theB−mass, a lowmass Gaussian and a high mass Gaussian, plus an exponential shape to
accommodate the background. These are theD0 _ K−π+ final states from bothB− _ D0X−s and
B− _ D0X−d . Numbers listed in the upper right hand corner of each sub-figure list the number of
events in the (red) Gaussian peak at theB−mass. GLW data selections are applied.
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3.1.4 Multivariate selection requirements
To suppress combinatorial background using the signal decay kinematics, we use Gradient Boosted
Decision Trees (BDT) as a multi-variate discriminant. Several multivariate discriminants were tested,
and the BDTG was the best performer compared to several other choices, as shown in Figure 3.17.
Two BDTs were trained with the same input variables, one for B− _ D0X−s decays and one for
B− _ D0X−d decays. Separate BDTs give improved performance over just a single BDT for both
decays, however the background rejection of the CS BDT is expected to be less than that of the CF
BDT due to reflection contamination in the high mass background training sample (as shown in
the distribution of events in Figure 3.36). The BDTs were trained on simulated signal,B− _ D0X−s,d
withD0 _ K−π+, decays that has been tuned to match data, as well asMonte Carlomatched to
truth information.The tune is performed on only a few of the variables (indicated in the list below
by *). The tune is applied event-by-event with the formula v ∗i = exp(log(vi ) + ti ), where v
∗
i is
the tuned variable, vi is the un-tuned variable and ti is the applied tune. The tune is of very small
magnitude, less than 0.25 in the logarithm transformed variable. The pT cone variable is smeared
event-by-event with an oset randomly chosen from a Gaussian distribution of σ = 0.18. The
number of events in the training samples are shown in Table 3.8. In order to demonstrate that the
signal training samples, which are simulated events, is valid, we compare with sWeighted data. The
previously shown Figure 3.2 shows the fit that the sWeights were obtained from, which is seen to
describe the data points well. Figures 3.18 and 3.19 show distributions of the input variables for the
B− _ D0X−d BDT aer the tuning is applied tuned to match sWeighted signal simulation. Also
shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.19 are the distributions of the sWeighted variables compared with the
upper mass sideband distributions from data. The background used for training is a small sample
of upper massB− _ D0X−s,d withD
0 _ K−π+ sideband data withM > 5400MeV, to ensure that
the background sample has enough events, particularly in theXd decay. For theB− _ D0X−s BDT,
Figures 3.20 and 3.21 show the training input variables, and Figure 3.22 shows the fit to data that the
sWeights were extracted from. A number of variables were considered, and the final set used for the
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training are, in no particular order:
1. TheB− vertex χ2/number-of-degrees-of-freedom (ndf) withD0mass and vertex constraints
applied*
2. TheB− impact parameter (IP) χ2*
3. TheB− flight distance (FD) χ2*
4. TheB− pT asymmetry with cone of 1.5 [11]
5. TheX−d ,s vertex χ
2/ndf*
6. The IP χ2 of theX−d ,s
7. Maximum angle betweenX−d ,s daughters andD
0 flight direction
8. Minimum pT among theX−d ,s daughters*












2 ) of the lower momentum pion daughters of theX
−
s,d system
12. SignedD flight distance significance,
√
FDχ2 × sign(z vtxD − z vtsB )
13. Minimum IP χ2 among theD0 daughters
14. Maximum IP χ2 among theD0 daughters
Table 3.9 indicates the variables ranking and importance for theB− _ D0X−d BDT, and Table 3.10
for theB− _ D0X−s BDT.
The correlationmatrix is shown in Figure 3.23 for simulated signal decays. A few of the variables have
significant correlations, around 70%, but when these variables are removed we find a degradation
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Table 3.8: Number of events in the signal and background samples for BDT training and testing pro-
cesses.
B− _ [K−π+]D0X−s B− _ [K−π+]D0X
−
d
Signal Background Signal Background
training 3880 3795 18932 36029
testing 3880 3795 18932 36029
total 7760 7590 37864 72058
in the expected signal significance, S/
√
S + B where S is the signal yield andB is the background
yield, and so keep these as our default set of variables. For the background yieldB in this calculation
weusea sampleof theupperB−mass sidebandamong theB− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+ candidates.
We measure the eiciency of the BDT cut and scale the separately measured upper mass sideband
of each decay by this eiciency. Additionally we take into account the rate of cross feeds that the
BDT is not expected to be eective against.
The Toolkit for Multi-Variate Analysis (TMVA)[32][33] is used for the training and evaluation of the




− _ [K−π+]D0X−s BDTs, respectively. Comparing these two figures shows
that the BDTs have similar performance for signal eiciency, but theX−s has a worse background
rejection. This is expected because the background training sample is contaminated with reflected
X−d signal (see Figure 3.36 for this reflection background distribution). Figures 3.27 and 3.28 show
the TMVA evaluation of over training for theB− _ D0X−d andB
− _ D0X−d BDTs, respectively.
Additionally, a second pair of parallel BDTs is trained. The only dierence is variable 1 in the above
list is replaced by a χ2 that does not include theD0mass constraint. These BDTs, one for theB− _
D0X−d decays, and a second for theB
− _ D0X−s decays, are used for assessment of backgrounds
that appear throughout the D0 mass distributions, as shown in Section 3.1.3. In principle, the
eiciency for signal of these BDTs is not quite as good, nor the suppression of background, so they
set an upper limit for these values. We assign a higher uncertainty for these quantities, as discussed
in the relevant sections of the text.
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Table 3.9: BDT training variables for theB− _ [K−π+]D0X−d decays, ranked by importance. The ID
column indicates the mapping to the variable descriptions in the list enumeration that begins on page
64.
Rank Variable ID Importance
1 mina1dpt 8 1.140e-01
2 minA1dau_chi2 9 9.290e-02
3 log(lab1_ENDVERTEX_CHI2/lab1_ENDVERTEX_NDOF) 5 8.429e-02
4 lab34_M 10 7.970e-02
5 lab0_LOKI_CONE1PTASY 4 7.739e-02
6 lab23_M 11 7.667e-02
7 log(lab0_IPCHI2_OWNPV) 2 7.217e-02
8 log(lab1_IPCHI2_OWNPV) 6 6.821e-02
9 log(lab0_vertexCon_CHI2NDOF) 1 6.722e-02
10 min_D_A1dau_cos_phi 7 6.594e-02
11 maxDdau_chi2 14 5.537e-02
12 log(lab0_FDCHI2_OWNPV) 3 5.285e-02
13 minDdau_chi2 13 5.130e-02
14 signedDFD 12 4.196e-02
To determine the optimal BDT cut for each decay mode, we estimate the expected signal yield for
eachD0 final state by scaling the signal yield ofB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−π+ aer applying a
given BDT cut by an appropriate factor obtained using the ratio of known branching fractions, or
in the case of the ADS suppressed mode, the expected yield relative to theD0 _ ππmode from
theB− _ DK− analysis [11]. The expected yields with no BDT cut applied are listed in Table 3.11.
The background under the signal peak with no BDT cut applied is interpolated with an exponential
function in each decay. This quantity is similarly scaled by the eiciency aer applying the BDT cut
to a sample (mass range 5600 MeV to 6000 MeV, not included in the final data fit). From this we
compute the significance of the signal, S/
√
S + B . Because the BDT is somewhat correlated with
the PID of theX−s daughter kaon, the optimal BDT cut is made aer scanning the PID requirement
for theX−s daughter kaon, discussed in Sec. 3.1.4. Such scans are reproduced in Figure 3.29 and in
Appendix H. The figure shows the expected signal significance for a given Kaon PID requirement
(x -axis) and a givenBDT requirement (y -axis). The color axis is shaded to indicate better performance
by lighter gray and worse performance by darker gray. It is seen to be a smooth shape with a broad
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Table 3.10: BDT training variables for theB− _ [K−π+]D0K−π−π+ decays, ranked by importance.
The ID column indicates the mapping to the variable descriptions in the list enumeration that begins
on page 64.
Rank Variable ID Importance
1 minA1dau_chi2 9 9.371e-02
2 lab34_M 10 9.214e-02
3 lab0_LOKI_CONE1PTASY 4 7.922e-02
4 log(lab0_vertexCon_CHI2NDOF) 1 7.779e-02
5 maxDdau_chi2 14 7.286e-02
6 log(lab1_IPCHI2_OWNPV) 6 6.955e-02
7 lab23_M 11 6.870e-02
8 log(lab0_IPCHI2_OWNPV) 2 6.817e-02
9 minDdau_chi2 13 6.755e-02
10 log(lab1_ENDVERTEX_CHI2/lab1_ENDVERTEX_NDOF) 5 6.439e-02
11 mina1dpt 8 6.276e-02
12 log(lab0_FDCHI2_OWNPV) 3 6.220e-02
13 min_D_A1dau_cos_phi 7 6.177e-02
14 signedDFD 12 5.920e-02
optimal plateau. The optimal BDT cuts are found to be +0.1 for the modes used to fit for the GLW
observables, the decays with D0 _ K−π+, D0 _ K−K+ and D0 _ π−π+, with an expected
eiciency of ∼ 82% for signal. For the ADS modes (D0 _ K∓π±) the optimal cut is +0.6, the
expected eiciency is∼ 57% eicient for signal. The expected background eiciency is∼ 20% and
∼ 7%, also respectively.
Table 3.11: The estimated raw yields of background (within 50 MeV of the B− mass) and signal are
based on the data with no BDT cut applied.
decay background signal
B− _ [K−π+]D0X−s 2300 3420
B− _ [K−K+]D0X−s 251 335
B− _ [π−π+]D0X−s 166 134
B− _ [K+π−]D0X−s 640 40
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Signal eiciency


























Background rejection versus Signal eiciency
Figure 3.17: Comparison of multivariate discriminant performance.
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Figure 3.18: SimulatedB− _ [K−π+]D0X−d decay variables in the signal region (red line) compared
with sWeighted data (points), upper mass sideband data (shaded) and sWeighted data with back-
groundsweights in the signal (±50MeV) region (blue line). The simulation has been re-weightedwith a
small tune to match the sWeighted data, as described in the text, and then input into the BDT training.
A dashed line indicates that the simulation has been re-weighted.
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Figure 3.19: SimulatedB− _ [K−π+]D0X−d decay variables in the signal region (red line) compared
with sWeighted data (points), upper mass sideband data (shaded) and sWeighted data with back-
groundsweights in the signal (±50MeV) region (blue line). The simulation has been re-weightedwith a
small tune to match the sWeighted data, as described in the text, and then input into the BDT training.
A dashed line indicates that the simulation has been re-weighted.
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Figure 3.20: SimulatedB− _ [K−π+]D0X−s decay variables in the signal region (red line) compared
with sWeighted data (points), upper mass sideband data (shaded) and sWeighted data with back-
groundsweights in the signal (±50MeV) region (blue line). The simulation has been re-weightedwith a
small tune to match the sWeighted data, as described in the text, and then input into the BDT training.
A dashed line indicates that the simulation has been re-weighted.
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Figure 3.21: SimulatedB− _ [K−π+]D0X−s decay variables in the signal region (red line) compared
with sWeighted data (points), upper mass sideband data (shaded) and sWeighted data with back-
groundsweights in the signal (±50MeV) region (blue line). The simulation has been re-weightedwith a
small tune to match the sWeighted data, as described in the text, and then input into the BDT training.
A dashed line indicates that the simulation has been re-weighted.
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B mass (MeV)



















Figure 3.22: The figure shows, in the points, the distribution ofm(B−) for the decay B− _ D0X−s ,
with theD0 _ K−π+, not including the mass constraint on the reconstructedD0. The dashed lines
indicate the components of the fit, as described on 42 in the text, and the solid line indicates the overall
fit. TheB− signal component of the fit is used to calculate the sWeights used in this document. The
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Figure 3.23: The correlation matrix of theB− _ D0X−d BDT for signal of the input training variables
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Figure 3.24: The correlation matrix of the B− _ D0X−d BDT for background of the input training
variables for the signal data set.
Cut value applied on BDTG_defaults_20130912_B2D0A1 output
























For 1000 signal and 1000 background
 isS+Bevents the maximum S/
28.80 when cutting at -0.38















Figure 3.25: The eiciency for signal and background of the BDT in theB− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+
favoredmode. The significance curve is not used in this analysis.
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Cut value applied on BDTG_defaults_20130912_B2D0K1 output
























For 1000 signal and 1000 background
 isS+Bevents the maximum S/
26.25 when cutting at -0.31














Figure 3.26: The eiciency for signal and background of the BDT in theB− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−π+
favoredmode. The significance curve is not used in this analysis.
BDTG_defaults_20130912_B2D0A1 response










































TMVA overtraining check for classifier: BDTG_defaults_20130912_B2D0A1
Figure 3.27: The over training figure for theB− _ D0X−d BDT.
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BDTG_defaults_20130912_B2D0K1 response










































TMVA overtraining check for classifier: BDTG_defaults_20130912_B2D0K1
Figure 3.28: The over training figure for theB− _ D0X−s BDT.
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Figure 3.29: The 2D scan of the PID requirement on the X−s daughter kaon and BDT selections with
signal and background yields projected for the decay B− _ D0X−s with D0 _ K+π− (the ADS
mode). The optimal PIDK requirement is listed in Table 3.4. The rest of these tables are in Appendix H.
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3.1.5 Multiple candidates
The selections in the previous section do not exclude the possibility of multiple candidates being
reconstructed from the same event and passing all selections. We elect to keep all multiple candi-
dates but note that the rate of such candidates is less than 1% in the CSmodes. Table 3.12 shows the
number and fraction of multiple candidate events with in±50MeV of theB−mass for each decay
mode. Similar rates, less than 1%, were found in studies of simulation.
3.1.6 Eiciencies of selections
In this section we list the eiciency of each selection, assessed with simulated B− _ D0X−d
decays. Table 3.13 lists the selection eiciencies. Most selections are very eicient, and similar
between dieringD0 decays. Notable exceptions are theD flight distance significance, BDT and
PID requirements, which dier between theD0 decays. The PID eiciency is assessed with theD∗
calibration sample, using the samemethod discussed in Section 3.2.2.
Table 3.12: The number and percent of multiple candidates within±50MeV of theB− signal peak for
each decay mode for data and simulation.
Decay Data Percent Simulation Percent
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K−π+ 333 0.40± 0.02 55 0.5± 0.07
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K−K+ 74 0.9± 0.1 76 1.4± 0.2
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ π−π+ 37 1.0± 0.2 66 1.1± 0.1
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K+π− 15 1.4± 0.4 - -
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K−π+ 11 0.4± 0.1 5 0.2± 0.1
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K−K+ 3 0.8± 0.4 6 0.2± 0.1
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ π−π+ 0 0 10 0.3± 0.1
B− _ D0X−d , D










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.2 Signal fitting procedure
We use the reconstructedB mass, with theD vertex,B vertex, PV andD mass constrained, as the
discriminating variable in this analysis. To describe the invariant mass distributions, we parame-
terize the signal and background shapes. In some cases we apply constraints to the background
fractions, as discussed below. We perform a simultaneous fit to 16B− invariant mass distributions,
each expressed as the sum of a signal and several background components. The 16 distributions
correspond to B− _ D0X−d and B
− _ D0X−s , with D0 _ K−π+,K−K+,π−π+ andK+π−,
as well as the 8 charge conjugate final states. Of the fit parameters, only the floating B− mass is
common to all decay modes. Most of the parameters are common to either the B− _ D0X−d or
B− _ D0X−s , but not both. First we give an overview of each of the fit components and inputs, and
then we explain how they are determined in more detail.
The set of parameters that are common to allB− _ D0X−d decays are:
 B signal shapes (Section 3.2.1),
 The shapes of theB _ D∗(D0π)X−d andB _ D
∗0(D0γ)X−d lowmass backgrounds and the
ratio of the yields of the latter to the former. The widths of theD∗0 _ D0π0 andD∗0 _ D0γ
shapes are fixed to those found in simulation (the width of theD∗+ _ D0π+ shape is allowed
to float in a small range) (Section 3.2.2), and
 The mis-id shapes and fraction ofB− _ D0X−s mis-reconstructed asB− _ D0X
−
d .
The set of parameters that are common to allB− _ D0X−s decays are:
 B signal shapes, with widths fixed to the width ratios found in simulation (as described in
Section 3.2.1 and Table 3.14). Only the favoredKπmode is free to vary in the fit.
 Shapes of the B _ D∗(D0π)X−s and B _ D∗0(D0γ)X−s low mass backgrounds and the
ratio of the yields of the latter to the former. The widths, σ1,2, of theD∗+ _ D0π+ shapes are
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free, but common for allD0 final states (see Section 3.2.2). The yields of the neutral excitedD
lowmass backgrounds are allowed to float independently in the fits toB− andB+ decays.
 Themis-id shapes ofB− _ D0X−d mis-reconstructed asB
− _ D0X−s are common in the
GLWmodes. The ratio of yields with respect to the signal yields is common for the GLWmodes.
We allow the ratio of yields for the ADS modes to vary in the fit. The shape parameters are
common between the ADSmodes.
 The mis-id shape ofB− _ D∗(D0π)X−d reconstructed asB
− _ D0X−s are common in the
GLWmodes. The shapes are also common in the ADSmodes. The ratio of yields with respect
to the signal yield is common for the GLW decay modes. A separate ratio of yields with respect
to the signal yield is also common for the ADSmodes.
 The mis-id shape and fraction of B− _ D0D−s (K−K+π−) and B− _ D0K ∗0K− recon-
structed asB− _ D0X−s .
3.2.1 Signal shapes
Figure 3.30 shows the reconstructed invariant mass spectra for simulatedB− _ D0X−d (top row),
andB− _ D0K−π+π− (bottom row), for each of the decaysD0 _ K−π+, D0 _ K−K+, D0 _
π−π+. TheD0 _ K+π− shape is that same as that forD0 _ K−π+. These spectra includeD0
mass and vertex constraints. The simulated distributions have been smeared to match with fits
to data. This is achieved on an event-by-event basis by adding a random number drawn from
a Gaussian distribution of mean zero and with 3.99 MeV. The width is determined by taking the
quadrature dierence of the Gaussian widths between data and simulation. The simulated events
are also required to be Monte Carlo truth matched, as well as pass all the analysis requirements
including the BDT, and PID requirements using theD∗ calibration sample tables. These distributions
are each fit to the sum of a Crystal Ball (CB) and Gaussian (G) function with a commonmean value.
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The functional form is:
PDF = N [f1 × CB(m,σ1,α1,N1) + (1− f1)× G(m,σg)] , (3.2)
withm = mB +moff1 , where the parametermoff1 is the oset of the fitted meanmass (m) from the
PDGB−mass,mB = 5279.2MeV (m = mB +moff1 ). The oset is close to zero as one would expect
for simulated decays. The ratio of widths fσ = σ1/σg is fixed to 1.90, but the width of the Gaussian
shape σg is allowed to float. The fraction of the CB area f1 is fixed to f1 = 0.11, its tail parameter α1
is fixed to 0.6, both based on simulation. These parameters are found to be statistically compatible
between the six independent fits.The parameter N1 in the CB function is fixed to N1 = 10 for all
fits using the CB function. The widths are common between the B± distributions, but unique to
eachD0 decay channel. In fits to data the Gaussian width (σg) of theD0 _ K−π+ (favored mode)
is allowed to float, and the rest of the channels are fixed using the ratio of widths found in the fits
to simulation (see Table 3.14). In fits to data, the values of α1, f1 and fσ are allowed to float in the
D0 _ K−π+ decay channel only, with the values used in the other decay channels equal to these
values aer including the ratio of Gaussian widths. The values found by the fitter are listed in Table
3.15.
Table 3.14: The ratios of Gaussian signal widths in simulation, fits in Figure 3.30. All other parameters in
fits a fixed as described in the text. In the simultaneous fit to data the ratio of widths will be fixed to the
values in the table. The ratio of σK+π−/σK−π+ is fixed to be unity.
decay r value
B− _ D0X−d σK−K+/σK−π+ 0.94± 0.01
σπ−π+/σK−π+ 1.03± 0.01
B− _ D0X−s σK−K+/σK−π+ 0.96± 0.02
σπ−π+/σK−π+ 1.06± 0.02






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 3.15: Signal shape parameter values.
parameter GLW fit ADS fit
α1 1.58± 0.07 1.08± 0.09
f1 0.60± 0.09 0.28± 0.05
fσ 1.47± 0.04 1.50± 0.05
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3.2.2 Background shapes and constraints
L OW M A S S S H A P E S I N B− _ D0X−d A N D B
− _ D0X−s : One of the large backgrounds that
contributes to both theB− _ D0X−d andB
− _ D0X−s invariant mass spectra areB− _ D∗0X
−
d
andB− _ D∗0X−s , where theD∗ decays via eitherD∗0 _ D0(π0, γ). Similarly theB0 _ D∗+X
−
d
andB0 _ D∗+X−s , withD∗+ _ D0π+ also contributes to the lowmass peaking background. The
helicity structure of these decays is not known, but we empirically see a similar double-peaked low-
mass structure, similar toB _ D∗π. We describe theB _ (D0π0,+)h−π+π− contributions with a
double Gaussian shape, as was done in Reference [34]. These contributions are well separated from
theB− peak, and their yields areweakly correlatedwith the fitted signal yields. TheD0γ contribution
reaches the low edge of the signal region and has a broader distribution than the background shape
when there is a missed π, as inD∗+ _ D0π+ orD∗0 _ D0π0. The invariant distributions obtained
from simulation for the partially reconstructed B− _ D∗0X−d decay are shown in Figure 3.31 for
D∗0 _ D0γ, Figure 3.32 forD∗0 _ D0π0, and Figure 3.33 for theD∗+ _ D0π+. TheD∗0 _ D0π0
andD∗+ _ D0π+ shapes are well described by a sum of two Gaussian functions,G , of the form:
PDF = K [f1 × G(mB +moff1 ,σ1) + (1− f1)× G(mB +moff2 ,σ2)] (3.3)
wheremoffi (i = 1, 2) are mass osets from the mean B
− mass, σi are the Gaussian widths, fi is
the fractional contribution of the first Gaussian component, andK is an arbitrary normalization.
The widths Gaussian shape for the of theD∗+ component of the lowmass background shape are
allowed to float in the fit. TheD∗0 _ D0γ shape is described by a sum of three bifurcated Gaussian
shapes, of the form:
PDF =K [f1 × BG(mB +moff1 ,σl1,σr1) + f2 × BG(mB +moff2 ,σl2,σr2)+
(1− f1 − f2)× BG(mB +moff3 ,σl3,σr3)] (3.4)
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whereσl ,ri are the le and right Gaussianwidth of the bifurcatedGaussiandistributions, and theother
parameters are analogs to those described above. Because the helicity structure ofB− _ D∗X−d
is not known, we fix most parameters, except the two noted, in the fit due to their being poorly
constrained by the data.
In the simultaneous fit to B− _ D0X−d and B
− _ D0X−s , additional constraints are applied.
The ratio of the yield in theB− _ D∗X−d ,D
∗ _ D0γ relative toD∗ _ D0π should be common,
as it only depends on the D∗0 _ D0γ and D∗ _ D0π branching fractions and on the relative
acceptance. In fits to data, we find values consistent with 0.25. In the data fits it is fixed to this value.
Its value is varied as a source of systematic error. For theD∗+ _ D0π+ lowmass background, the
fraction of this background is fixed to the ratio of its branching fractions with respect to the decay
D∗ _ D0π0 taking also into account the area of the histogram that falls out of the fit window range,
a value of 0.62.
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mass (MeV)



















 3.1± =  56.5 11σ
 7.1± =  32.1 21σ
 1.9± =  48.0 12σ
 1.6± =  20.0 22σ
 5.2± =  38.4 13σ
 2.4± =  60.2 23σ
 0.032± =  0.287 1fr
 0.0072± =  0.2050 2fr
 4.1± = -253.12 off1m
 1.9± = -91.12 off2m
 4.5± = -185.28 off3m
Figure 3.31: Invariant mass spectrum for fully simulatedB− _ D∗0X−d withD
∗0 _ D0γ background
decays. The overlaid fits are described in the text. The same shape is used for the lowmass shape in
B− _ D0X−s .
mass (MeV)


















 0.81± =  19.54 1σ
 0.54± =  20.67 2σ
 0.017± =  0.371 1fr
 0.72± =  58.88 diffm
 0.97± = -201.868 offm
Figure 3.32: Invariant mass spectrum for simulatedB− _ D∗0X−d withD
∗0 _ D0π0 background
decays. The overlaid fits are described in the text. The same shape is used for the lowmass shape in
B− _ D0X−s .
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mass (MeV)
















1000  0.012±fr_1 =  0.389 
 0.38±g1_s =  18.95 
 0.57±g2_s =  18.40 
 0.26± =  27.94 difm
 0.65± = -206.732 offm
Figure 3.33: Invariant mass spectrum for fully simulated B− _ D∗+X−d withD
∗+ _ D0π+ back-
ground decays. The overlaid fits are described in the text. The same shape is used for the lowmass
shape inB− _ D0X−s .
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B− _ D0X−s M I S I D E N T I F I E D A S B− _ D0X
−
d : In this background, aB
− _ D0X−s decay is
misidentified asB− _ D0X−d if theK
− passes the π− PID requirement. While theB− _ D0X−s
decay yield is only∼5% of that in theB− _ D0X−d decay, the reflection does need to be included
in the fit, as it creates a small shoulder on the lowmass edge of theB− signal peak. The shape is
obtained fromB− _ D0X−s simulation. We apply the preselections listed in Section 3.1.2 as well as
the trigger. To determine the fake rate and misID shape in simulation, we test event-by-event theK
faking πmisID probability using fromD∗ _ D0π+ calibration data. The calibration data is binned in
momentum, pseudorapidity, and number of tracks in the event (p, η,Ntrk ). The number of tracks in
the simulated events is found to be dierent from that in data as shown in Figure 3.34. The number
of tracks in the simulated events is scaled by 1.28 to account for this. It was later shown that the
dierence is 1.14, this was found to have negligible impact on the final cross feed numbers. Since the
PID selection on the pions inX−d are loose (see Table 3.4), we find a K-faking-π rate of 13.7%. Since
the overall fraction of the CS decays relative to the CF decays is only∼5%, we fix the contribution to
be 0.6% of the CF signal yield. To obtain the shape of this background, we re-evaluate the invariant
mass of theB− _ D0X−s candidates that are fakes, aer replacing theK− mass with the π− mass.
The resulting mass distribution is shown in Figure 3.35. The distribution is fitted to a CB function,
and the fitted parameters are shown in the figure. The shape parameters are fixed to the values
found with simulation in fits to data.
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nTracks










data mean = 164.4
MC mean = 144.2
ratio = 1.14
Figure 3.34: The number of tracks (x-axis) in a simulated event (solid red line), compared with the
number of tracks in a data event (blue points), and the simulation aer applying the shi (dashed red
line). Data events are taken from±50MeV of the signal peak in theB− _ D0X−d decays, with the
D0 _ K−π+. This decay has very low background.
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 0.031± =  0.377 CBα
 1.1± =  18.1 CBσ
 1.5± = -50.86 offm
Figure 3.35: Invariant mass distribution of simulatedB− _ D0X−s decays misidentified asB− _
D0X−d . A fit as described in the text is overlaid.
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B− _ D0X−d M I S I D E N T I F I E D A S B
− _ D0X−s : Here, we have the CF background reflecting
into the CS signal region, when ether one of the π− from theX−d is misidentified as aK
−. Beyond the
misidentification probability, three additional factors act to lower the fake rates, (i) them(K−π+) re-
quirement, (ii) them(X−s ) requirement, and (iii) some eventsmove outside of them(B−) histogram.
In simulation studies, we find a fake rate of (1.6± 0.1)% in the ADSmodes and (4.7± 0.5)% in
the GLW modes for either π− to fake the K−. The eiciency of the reflected background to pass
them(K−π+) being require to be within 100 MeV of theK ∗0mass is 35%. These two factors lead
to a low fake rate. Two additional factors contribute to the final reflection rate, 1) not all of the
events populate the final histogram, 48% fall outside of the upper bound, and 2) including the BDT
eiciency for signal (0.57 for ADS modes and 0.82 for GLW modes). We expect a rate of 0.16% for
either π to fake aK− in the favored ADSmode, and a rate fixed to 0.66% of theB− signal in the GLW
modes. To obtain a shape from the simulation we apply the same procedure as discussed in the
previous section. The resulting invariant mass distribution is shown in Figure 3.36.
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 0.12± = -0.305 CBα
 22± =  70 CBσ
 36± =  179 offm
Figure 3.36: Invariant mass distribution of simulatedB− _ D0X−d decays misidentified asB
− _
D0X−s . A fit as described in the text is overlaid.
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B− _ D∗X−d F A K I N G B
− _ D0X−s : This background is quite similar to theB− _ D0X
−
d misID,
except here the contribution comes from the B− _ D∗X−d , which produces the double-peaked
structure about 200 MeV below theB−mass in theB− _ D0X−d mass spectrum (see Figure 3.2)
Since each peak has approximately the same width as theB− signal peak, we assume that each
one will produce the samemisID shape as theB− _ D0X−d signal does (see Figure 3.36), except
the spectrum will be shied to lower mass. We therefore produce two additional misID shapes, one
fore each of the two peaks used to describe theD∗ low mass structure. The shapes are obtained by
shiing the PDF in Figure 3.36 by -174 MeV and -233 MeV. These osets are the dierences in the peak
positions of theB− signal peakposition for eachof these two lowmasspeaks fromourB− _ D0X−d
data fits. We then combine these twomisID PDFs using the fractions obtained from the data fits to
form a single PDF for the B− _ D∗X−d reflection into B
− _ D0X−s . The shape parameters are
fixed, and the yields are also fixed to be 0.5% of the B0 _ D∗+X−d ,D
∗ _ D0π yield in the ADS
mode, and 1.2% in the GLWmodes. These rates are calculated using theD∗ calibration sample, as
described above, with the diering PID requirements of the ADS and GLW decays included, as well
as the requirement that the recalculatedm(K−4 π
+
3 ), where theK
−
4 is a misidentified pion, is within
100 MeV of the K ∗0(892) mass (as described in Section 3.1.2). Them(X−s ) < 2 GeV requirement
also lowers this fake rate. This value includes a∼28% reduction in the fake contribution due to our
restricted fit range.
B− _ D0D−s (K−K+π−) A N D B− _ D0K−K ∗0 F A K I N G B− _ D0X−s : These backgrounds
produce a lowmass enhancement in theB− _ D0X−s mass distribution, when theK+ from the
D−s or theK ∗0 is mis-identified as a π+. We useB− _ D0D−s , D−s _ K−K+π− signal simulation
and fake rates fromD∗ calibration data to assess the fake rate and misID shape. Aer including the
cut on the BDT, the PID requirement PIDK < 2 on the misidentifiedK+ (as π+) and the requirement
that ‖m(K−π+)− 892MeV‖ < 100MeV, we find a fake rate of (0.28± 0.12)%. The misID shape is
shown in Figure 3.37. The shape is fit to a CB function and the parameters of the fit are indicated in
the figure. To estimate the yield of this background, we note that in Reference [35] approximately
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20,000 B− _ D0D−s decays were reconstructed. This number of expected background events
corresponds to 0.016 of the signal yield.
The decay B− _ D0K ∗0K− has the same final particles. The K ∗0 decays to K+π−, and the K+
is misidentified as π+. The branching fraction of the decay B− _ D0K ∗0K− is∼1/10 that of the
D0D−s channel. The selections are slightly more eicient at (1.03± 0.05)% for this decay channel.
We expect that the total contribution of these backgrounds to be∼1.6% of the signal. We fix the
fraction to this value in the fit.
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0 D→-faking from B
 0.076± =  0.301 CBα
 2.7± =  14.9 CBσ
 4.2± = -62.89 offm
Figure 3.37: Invariant mass spectrum for simulatedB− _ D0D−s background decay reconstructed as
B− _ D0X−s . Fits overlaid are described in the text.
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COMB I N ATO R I A L B A C K G ROUND TO B− _ D0X−d A N D B
− _ D0X−s : The combinatorial
background is parameterized by a single exponential shape with it’s shape parameter and yield
floated in the fit; all yields are independent of each other for each of the sixteen histograms. The
exponential shape parameter is common between theB+ andB−mode for each channel.
In theB− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K+π− (ADS) mode, an additional bifurcated Gaussian shape is neces-
sary to accommodate the lowmass background. The source of this background is not known, but
these events could be from anyB decay where a pion is lost. The rates of the source could be very
low, as the branching fraction of the ADS suppressed signal decay in this case is also very low, of the
order 10−7. The shape is fit in the combinedB± histogram and fixed to the found mean and widths,
the yield is allowed to float independently in the B+ and B− histograms. Figure 3.38 illustrates
this additional shape. We include a 0.5% systematic uncertainty on the value ofR±d for this extra
background by varying the shape.
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 3.4±1bgaus_m =  5082.5 
 13±1bgaus_sl =  95 
 2.6±1bgaus_sr =  34.5 
 205±1bgaus_y =  3799 
 0.00023±1expo_a = -0.004208 
 225±1expo_y =  4800 
Figure 3.38: Mass distribution both B± events in the decay B− _ D0X−d , with the D
0 _ K+π−.
The fit shows the additional Gaussian background shape required to accommodate the low mass
background. The extra shape dominates over theD∗ lowmass shapes and is not included in this fit to
determine the mean and width of the extra bifurcated Gaussian shape.
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3.3 Fits to mass distributions
In order to extract the CP observables for the GLW and ADS methods, we perform two fits. In
the first fit, for the GLW parameters, all requirements are identical in the B− _ D0X−s,d decays,
with D0 _ K−π+, D0 _ K−K+ and D0 _ π−π+, with the PID and BDT selections set to the
GLW values. In the second fit, for the ADS parameters, all requirements are identical in the decays
B− _ D0X−s,d withD
0 _ K∓π± with the PID and BDT values set to the ADS values.
We perform a simultaneous unbinnedmaximum likelihood fit to the 16 mass distributions. In order
to obtain the 16 independent signal yields. Instead of the yields as independent parameters, we use
the following:


























where the asymmetries,∼ A ≡ N−−N+
N−+N+
, are defined in terms of the numbers N− and N+ of fitted
B− andB+ signal decays in each final state, respectively. Expressions for the ratiosRhhs,d andR
±
s,d
are given in the Introduction. The 16 yields can be readily expressed in terms of these 16 fitted
parameters.
3.3.1 Validation of the fitter
The fitter has been validated using 1000 simulated experiments (toys) based on our observed signal
and background yields (and expected signal yields for the ADS CSmode). The simulations are re-run
with a range ofRs/d ,A andR±s,d values. Wemodify the input value within a large range around the
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expected value, and confirm that the fitter correctly returns the input value. We generate toys with
Rs/d values of 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 times the data fitted values. The asymmetries were generated using
-40%, -20%, 0%, +20% and +40%. TheR±d ,s values were generated at 0.003, 0.006, 0.009 and 0.012.
The pulls for 0.012, where we would expect to find∼17 events in each of theB± CS ADS decays is
shown in Figure 3.39. Note that not in all cases are the pulls found to be unbiased. See Figure 3.40
for the pulls on the asymmetry variables at the -40% case and Figure 3.41 for the ratio parameters
generated at 1.2 times the fitted values. The remaining figures are in Appendix I. Also in Appendix I






















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0510 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.017 
Mean = -0.0561
RMS  = 1.2240
Rcp_kpiA1m toymcstudy pull 0.012
Rcp_kpiA1p Pull


















 0.033±pullMean = -0.0015 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.031 
Mean = -0.0015
RMS  = 1.2458
Rcp_kpiA1p toymcstudy pull 0.012
Rcp_kpiK1m Pull


















 0.033±pullMean = -0.0742 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.050 
Mean = -0.0836
RMS  = 1.2570
Rcp_kpiK1m toymcstudy pull 0.012
Rcp_kpiK1p Pull



















 0.033±pullMean = -0.0280 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.031 
Mean = -0.0332
RMS  = 1.2429
Rcp_kpiK1p toymcstudy pull 0.012
Figure 3.39: Distribution of pulls for the case where the ratio variablesR±d ,s are generated at a value of
0.012. At this level we would expect to see∼17 events in each of the CS ADS decays.
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Acp a1 kk Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0265 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.013 
Mean = -0.0260
RMS  = 1.1915
Acp_a1_kk toymcstudy pull -0.40
Acp a1 pik Pull

















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0239 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.987 
Mean = -0.0238
RMS  = 1.1287
Acp_a1_pik toymcstudy pull -0.40
Acp a1 pipi Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0285 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.998 
Mean = -0.0326
RMS  = 1.1817
Acp_a1_pipi toymcstudy pull -0.40
Acp k1 kk Pull


















 0.030±pullMean =  0.002 
 0.021±pullSigma =  0.953 
Mean = -0.0038
RMS  = 1.1322
Acp_k1_kk toymcstudy pull -0.40
Acp k1 pik Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0001 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.998 
Mean = -0.0118
RMS  = 1.1879
Acp_k1_pik toymcstudy pull -0.40
Acp k1 pipi Pull
















 0.034±pullMean = -0.0039 
 0.024±pullSigma =  1.062 
Mean = 0.0020
RMS  = 1.2444
Acp_k1_pipi toymcstudy pull -0.40




















 0.031±pullMean =  0.004 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.979 
Mean = -0.0009
RMS  = 1.1706
Rcp_kk toymcstudy pull 1.20
Rcp_pik Pull
















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0453 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.987 
Mean = -0.0644
RMS  = 1.1749
Rcp_pik toymcstudy pull 1.20
Rcp_pipi Pull
















 0.033±pullMean = -0.0394 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.044 
Mean = -0.0266
RMS  = 1.2287
Rcp_pipi toymcstudy pull 1.20
Figure 3.41: Distribution of pulls for the case where the ratio variables are generated at 120% of the fit
value.
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3.3.2 Fits to data
The fitted mass spectra for the GLW parameters from the decays B− _ D0X−s,d with D
0 _
K−π+, D0 _ K−K+ and D0 _ π−π+ are shown in Figures 3.42 through Figure 3.44. The fit-
ted mass spectra for the ADS parameters from the decays B− _ D0X−s,d with D
0 _ K∓π± are
shown in Figure 3.45 and Figure 3.46. The normalized deviation of the data from the full PDF (pulls),
versus the invariant mass is shown below each mass distribution. Zooms of these figures are shown
in Appendix J.1. The signal and background components are indicated in the legend of each figure.
The yields from the fits are found in Table 3.16.
Even aer all selections have been applied, it’s still possible that there are charmless backgrounds,
as shown in Figures 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16. We assess these peaking charmless backgrounds by looking
in theD0 sidebands. The sidebands are a fixed 37 MeV wide with the ranges 1795.5–1832.5 MeV used
for theD0 _ K−K+ and 1899.5-1936.5 MeV for all other modes. The ratio of theD0 window (listed
in Table 3.5) and the sideband window is listed in Table 3.17 along with the peaking background
yields found in theD sidebands (the peaking background corrections, C fds,sb±). Their values and
uncertainties are small compared to our signal yields and uncertainties.
The fitted B+ and B− yields in the D0 signal (N fd ,s± and N
f
d ) are shown in Table 3.16. The fitted
yields include a correction for theB _ DX vetoes discussed previously. These are determined by
linear interpolation of the signal yields in the veto region using the number of events just above and
below the vetoed region, and summed over all applied vetoes,C f ,DXd/s =
∑
εf ,DX . The corrections
are small,O(1%), up to 5.4% in the CS modes, since the vetoes represent only a very small fraction
of the full phase space.
The eight CS signal yields and two CF ADS signal yields are expressed in terms of the following
parameters:
 the corresponding favored yield,N fs,d ,
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 the sixteen charge separatedD0 sideband corrections,C fs,d ,sb± listed in Table 3.17,
 the eightB _ DX veto corrections,C fB_DXs,d , listed in Table 3.7,
 the six asymmetries of the GLW and favored ADSmode,Ahh,K
−π+
s,d ,




 and four for the ADS suppressed modes,RK∓π±s,d± .
Here, d and s subscripts refer toX−d andX
−
s , respectively, and the f superscript represents one of
the fourD0 decay modes (K−π+, K+π−, K+K−, π+π−), unless specifically indicated. With these
definitions, the sixB± _ D0(D̄0)π±π∓π±,D0 _ K−π+, h−h+, yieldsN fd± are expressed in terms










+ C fd ,sb± (3.5)
whereC f
B_DX−d
is a correction for the events removedby theB _ DX vetoes, andC f ,sbd accounts for
the charmless background contribution, estimated from theD0 mass sidebands. The le hand side
of the equation,N fd± is the number of events found in thehistogram.With thesedefinitions, a positive
asymmetry implies a larger number ofB− signal decays thanB+. Similarly, the sixB− _ D0X−s ,
D0 _ K−π+, hh, yieldsN fs,± are given by











+ C fs,sb± (3.6)
where R fs/d is defined in Equation 1.33. The other factors are analogues to the ones defined in
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× (1 + CK+π−
B_DX−s
). (3.10)
The symbols are the same as described above. The ratiosRKπs,d± are the charge specific ratio of the
ADS favored over suppressed for both theX−s andX
−
d modes, four in total. The form of Equations
3.7 through 3.10 is slightly dierent than that of Equations 3.5 and 3.6 because the asymmetry is
not directly fit for, but calculated aerward. Similar to above, the N fd ,s± are the fitted number of
signal events in the data histograms. Since the ADS DCSmode is not observed in theB− _ D0X−s
decay, the likelihood scans returned by the fitter are shown in Figure 3.47. These scans are used to
compute the upper limit values of theR±s parameters.
The fitted yields, theN fd appearing in Table 3.16, can be corrected for the selection eiciency using
the values found in Section 3.1.6. The ratio of yields can be compared with the expected relative
branching fractions found in the PDG. Such a comparison is shown in Table 3.18, and the values
in this analysis are found to be within 2 statistical standard deviations of the relative branching
fractions in the PDG. Systematic uncertainties would bring the dierences to within≈ 1 standard
deviation.
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Table 3.16: Yields extracted from fits to data. The B± yields are the number of events found in the
fitted histograms, theN fd values include corrections for peaking backgrounds andB _ DX vetoes
(discussed in the next section). Values ofN fd are not extracted from the fit for the ADS suppressedmodes,
nor for theB− _ D0X−s decays.
decay Fit B+ yield B− yield N fd
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K−π+ ADS 37863± 217 36941± 212 75551± 328
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K+π− ADS 155± 19 163± 19
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K−π+ ADS 1235± 37 1227± 37
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K+π− ADS 5± 5 −2± 4
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+ GLW 46488± 230 45213± 226 92615± 336
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−K+ GLW 4084± 65 3899± 63 8067± 92
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ π−π+ GLW 1739± 40 1669± 38 3434± 58
B− _ D0X−s D0 _ K−π+ GLW 1744± 47 1699± 47
B− _ D0X−s D0 _ K−K+ GLW 171± 14 155± 14
B− _ D0X−s D0 _ π−π+ GLW 70± 9 59± 9
Table 3.17: Corrections for peaking backgrounds that are found in theD0 sidebands (sb). The middle
column is the ratio of theD0mass window over the sideband window. These values are taken from
the fits shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15.
Decay Fit Win(D0)/Win(sb) C fd ,sb+ C
f
d ,sb−
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K−π+ ADS+GLW 1.35 0.0± 19.6 0.0± 11.1
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K+π− ADS 1.35 0.0± 1.7 1.8± 2.3
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K−π+ GLW 1.35 2.4± 11.9 0.0± 22.4
B− _ D0X−d , D
0 _ K−K+ GLW 1.14 3.1± 9.2 0.0± 4.3
B− _ D0X−d , D




B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K−π+ ADS+GLW 1.35 0.0± 0.5 0.0± 0.9
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K+π− ADS 1.35 0.0± 0.6 0.0± 0.5
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K−π+ GLW 1.35 3.9± 4.9 4.3± 4.2
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ K−K+ GLW 1.14 5.3± 3.2 8.0± 3.1
B− _ D0X−s , D0 _ π−π+ GLW 1.38 2.3± 2.2 0.0± 0.6
Table 3.18: The ratio of yields (N fd ) for theB
− _ D0X−d decays aer correcting for selection eiciencies.
The uncertainties listed are for the statistical error only.
decays ratio in data ratio in PDG data over PDG
[π−π+]D0/[K
−K+]D0 0.384± 0.013 0.354± 0.010 1.086± 0.048
[K−K+]D0/[K
−π+]D0 0.095± 0.003 0.102± 0.002 0.933± 0.036
[π−π+]D0/[K
−π+]D0 0.037± 0.001 0.036± 0.001 1.013± 0.043
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− _ [K−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _
[K−π+]DX
−
s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure 3.43: Fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the GLW observables. Decays areB+ _
[K+K−]DX
+
d (top le), B
− _ [K−K+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) and
B− _ [K−K+]DX−s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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− _ [π−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [π+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _
[π−π+]DX
−
s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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− _ [K−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _
[K−π+]DX
−
s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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− _ [K+π−]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K−π+]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _
[K+π−]DX
−
s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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parameter value




























































Figure 3.47: The likelihood distributions for R+s and R
−
s returned by the fitter, used to compute the
upper limit values on these parameters.
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3.4 Results
TheCP observables results are now reported. From the fit we find for the GLW ratios:
RKKs/d = 0.0390± 0.0026(stat), (3.11)
Rππs/d = 0.0387± 0.0041(stat), (3.12)
RKπs/d = 0.0374± 0.0007(stat). (3.13)
Both theD0 _ K−K+ andD0 _ π−π+ have ratiosRs/d slightly larger than in the flavor specific
mode. The ratios in the CP-even modes are consistent with each other and the flavor specific
(D0 _ K−π+) final state value. Forming the weighted average of the D0 _ h−h+ modes, we
obtain:
RCP+s/d = 0.0389± 0.0022(stat). (3.14)
We now computeR+ as
R+ ≡ RCP+s/d /R
Kπ
s/d = 1.040± 0.062(stat). (3.15)
The value ofR+ is consistent with unity. If the central value is indeed less than one, it would imply the
coherence factorκmust not be zero, sinceotherwise theRHSof Equation 1.21wouldhave aminimum
of 1 + r 2B which is clearly larger than one. This result slightly disfavors a negative contribution from
the interference term in Equation 1.21.
For the ADS ratios in the CF decay, we find:
R+d = (41.1± 5.2)× 10
−4, (3.16)
R−d = (43.5± 5.2)× 10
−4, (3.17)
where the uncertainties are statistical only. We do not observe theB− _ [K+π−]D0X−s decay and
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we report the upper limits:
R+s < 0.0140 at 90% CL, (3.18)
R−s < 0.0065 at 90% CL, (3.19)
R+s < 0.0150 at 95% CL, (3.20)
R−s < 0.0075 at 95% CL. (3.21)
We also report the central values:
R+s = ( 43.9± 41.7)× 10−4, (3.22)
R−s = (−15.1± 35.5)× 10−4, (3.23)
where the uncertainties are statistical only.
The ADS rate in the CF decay is computed with Equation 1.45:
RADSd = (42.4± 3.7)× 10−4, (3.24)
where the uncertainty is statistical only. This value is within about one standard deviation of the
world average, (37.9± 1.9)× 10−4.
The fitted raw asymmetries are found to be the following:
AKKd ,raw = −0.023± 0.011, (3.25)
Aππd ,raw = −0.018± 0.016, (3.26)
AKπ,favd ,raw = −0.014± 0.003, (3.27)
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for the Cabibbo-favoredB− _ D0X−d decays, and
AKKs,raw = −0.063± 0.064, (3.28)
Aππs,raw = −0.067± 0.101, (3.29)
AKπ,favs,raw = −0.013± 0.019, (3.30)
for the Cabibbo-suppressedB− _ D0X−s final states.
These asymmetries need to be corrected for inherent asymmetries in B± production, Aprod , and
the interaction asymmetries of pions and kaons. We assume the same production asymmetry,
as in Reference [36], where it was determined that AB± = (−0.004 ± 0.004). The kaon and
pion interaction asymmetries are taken to be AK = (−0.010 ± 0.003) from Reference [36] and
Aπ = (0.0000± 0.0025) from Reference [37]. The le-right asymmetries due to magnet polarity
cancel due to approximately equal sample sizes of magnet up andmagnet down data. The physics
asymmetries are then computed using:
AKKd = A
KK
d ,raw − AB± − Aπ, (3.31)
Aππd = A
ππ
d ,raw − AB± − Aπ, (3.32)
AKπ,favd = A
Kπ,fav
d ,raw − AB± − AK , (3.33)
AKKs = A
KK
s,raw − AB± − AK , (3.34)
Aππs = A
ππ
s,raw − AB± − AK , (3.35)
AKπ,favs = A
Kπ
s,raw − AB± − 2AK + Aπ, (3.36)
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The physics asymmetries are therefore found to be
AKKd = −0.019± 0.011, (3.37)
Aππd = −0.014± 0.016, (3.38)
AKπ,favd = 0.000± 0.003, (3.39)
for the Cabibbo-favoredB− _ D0X−d decays, and
AKKs = −0.050± 0.064, (3.40)
Aππs = −0.053± 0.101, (3.41)
AKπ,favs = 0.011± 0.019, (3.42)
for the Cabibbo-suppressedB− _ D0X−s decays, where the uncertainties are statistical only.
Weighted averages of theCP eigenstates are computed for CF and CS decays, and are found to be:
Ahhd = −0.017± 0.009, (3.43)
Ahhs = −0.051± 0.054, (3.44)
and the CF ADS asymmetry is computed using Equation 1.46:
AADSd = −0.029± 0.087. (3.45)
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3.5 Systematic uncertainties
In the double ratioRCP+ almost all systematic uncertainties cancel, certainly to first order. We recall
the double ratio here:




One uncertainty arises in the approximation given in Equation 1.28 which assumes that there is no
CP violation present in the decay B− _ D0X−d . We perform a calculation similar to that in [38],
wherebyR+ = RCP± × (1 + Rc ) andRc is a correction. Expressing rD = tan2 θC where θC is the
Cabibbo angle, we find the correction is Rc ≈ 4rBκ tan2(θC ), and assuming the value of κ = 1,
the maximal correction is∼ 2.2%. Assuming that the possible value of the correction is uniformly
distributed in the range 0–2.2%, we take the uncertainty to be 2.2%/
√
12 = 0.7%, and use the
central value forRc when deriving a value forRCP±.
In comparing to the analysis in Reference [11], the systematic uncertainty is 0.014, which is domi-
nated by a Λ0b veto that they apply which we do not. At this stage, we cannot see any experimental
uncertainty that does not cancel in the double ratio.
Table 3.19 lists the systematic uncertainties. We assessed the impact of the averaged widths of
the signal shapes on the physics rates by setting these to be dierent in the fit to data, specifically
they were set to the values listed in Table 3.14. We find a maximum deviation of 1.1% of the ratio
parameters. For the combinatoric background shape we use a two exponential shapes and refit
the histograms and assess the change in the ratios. We find a maximum deviation of 1.6%. The
systematics uncertainty due to the peaking background is assessed by setting theC fd ,sb± andC
f
s,sb±,
in Table 3.17, to found values plus their uncertainty. In this case, the maximum shi of the ratios
is 3.1%, which we take 1/2 of the value as our systematic uncertainty. The cross feed systematic
is assessed with 500 toy experiments by varying the rate of cross feed and assessing the shi in
the measured R+ value. The cross feeds studies are varying the rate at which B− _ D0X−d and
partially reconstructed backgrounds populate intoB− _ D0X−s , the rate at whichB− _ D0X−s
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feed into B− _ D0X−d , and the rate at which B
− _ D0D−s populates into B− _ D0X−s . The
shape modeling studies vary the shape parameters of the partially reconstructed backgrounds and
cross feeds to determine the impact on signal yields. TheB± production andK± and π± interaction
asymmetry are from [36]. Note that the pion asymmetry only contributes toAK∓π±s , as all other final
states have an equal number of π+ and π−.
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Table 3.19: Sources of systematic uncertainty and their values in percent.
source RCP+ asymmetry R±s,d
R+ approximation 0.7%
signal width averaging 1.1% 1.1%
combinatoric shape modeling 1.6% 1.6%
peaking shape modeling 1.6% 1.6%
cross feeds 1.0% 1.0%
lowmass shape modeling 1.0% 1.0%
extra lowmass shape modeling 0.5%
B± production asymmetry 0.4%
π± detection asymmetry 0.25%
K± detections asymmetry 0.3%
total 3.0 % 2.9%
Chapter 4
Conclusion
The results of the analysis are quoted here, along with their associated systematic uncertainties.
The ADS suppressed decay mode,B− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K+π− was not seen. We set 90% and
95% confidence level upper limits on the values ofR±s .
We find the following GLW double ratio to be:
RCP+ = R+/(1 + Rc ) = 1.030± 0.062(stat)± 0.031(syst), (4.1)
Where the value ofRc = 1.1%, found in Section 3.5. The value found here is consistent with unity.
This result is also consistent with the value found in theB− _ DK− analysis performed previously
at LHCb[11], hereaer referred to as theB− _ D0K− analysis. The value found in theB− _ D0K−
analysis isRCP+ = 1.007±0.038±0.012. We also find the GLW asymmetries for theB− _ D0X−s
decays
AKKs = −0.050± 0.064(stat)± 0.005(syst), (4.2)
Aππs = −0.053± 0.101(stat)± 0.005(syst), (4.3)
AKπ,favs = 0.011± 0.019(stat)± 0.006(syst), (4.4)
Ahhs = −0.051± 0.054(stat)± 0.005(syst), (4.5)
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and for theB− _ D0X−d decays we find
AKKd = −0.019± 0.011(stat)± 0.005(syst), (4.6)
Aππd = −0.014± 0.016(stat)± 0.005(syst), (4.7)
AKπ,favd = 0.000± 0.003(stat)± 0.005(syst), (4.8)
Ahhd = −0.017± 0.009(stat)± 0.005(syst). (4.9)
Comparing the above asymmetry values found in theB− _ D0X−s decays with the values found
in theB− _ DK− analysis shows that theD0 _ K−K+ andD0 _ π−π+ results dier by more
than 3 standard deviations and are opposite in sign. The value reported in theB− _ DK− analysis
isACP+ = 0.145± 0.032± 0.010. There is no particular reason to expect that these values should
be the same since the value for δB in Equation 1.23, which influences the sign of this observable,
is not necessarily the same in both B− _ D0K− and B− _ D0X−s decays. The results for the
B− _ D0X−d decays are generally in agreement, to the precision of both measurements.
For the ADS favored decay observables we find the values
R+d = (41.1± 5.2± 1.2)× 10
−4, (4.10)
R−d = (43.5± 5.2± 1.3)× 10
−4, (4.11)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. For the suppressed decay,
because we do not observe the decay, we set the upper limits
R+s < 0.0140 at 90% CL, (4.12)
R−s < 0.0070 at 90% CL, (4.13)
R+s < 0.0155 at 95% CL, (4.14)
R−s < 0.0080 at 95% CL, (4.15)
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which include the systematic uncertainty.
We also report the derived ADS rate and asymmetry values in the CF decays:
RADSd = ( 42.4± 3.7± 1.3)× 10−4, (4.16)
AADSd = − 0.029± 0.087± 0.006, (4.17)
where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is systematic. In comparison with the results
from theB− _ DK− analysis, two features present themselves. First, the results for the values of
R+d andR
−
d in the two analyses are compatible. The derived result presented here forA
ADS
d exhibits
a smaller asymmetry than found in the B− _ DK− analysis which found the value AADS(π) =
0.143 ± 0.062 ± 0.011. Second, the R+s and R−s upper limits are lower than the central values
found in the B− _ DK analysis which reported values of R−K = 0.0073 ± 0.0023 ± 0.0004
and R+K = 0.0232 ± 0.0034 ± 0.0007. It is also worth noting that the value of RADSd reported
here is not expected to be the same as the world average of (D0 _ K+π−)/(D0 _ K−π+) =
(37.9 ± 1.8) × 10−4. This dierence is attributed to the additional r 2B term and the γ carrying
interference term bounded by±1, analogous to Equation 1.25 forB− _ D0X−d decays. Assuming
that κ = 1, the range of allowed values for RADSd is between 20.3 × 10−4 and 56.3 × 10−4. If
one further assumes the current best fit value for the CKM angle γ, the allowed range contracts to
31.5× 10−4 to 45.0× 10−4 and the value reported here is near the upper limit of that range.
All of these variables have dependence on the CKM angle γ and will contribute to future constraints
of γ. In the future, additional measurements will certainly help in providing firm constraints on the
value of the CKM angle γ. The present result is nonetheless interesting.
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Appendix A
Supplemental information
For convenience the signal decays and their branching fractions are listed in Table A.1. Similarly,
Table A.2 lists the known background decays that appear in this analysis. All values are taken from
Reference [39].
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Table A.1: Signal decays that appear in this analysis.
Decay Γi/Γ
1 B− _ D0π−π+π− ( 5.7± 2.2 )×10−3
2 B− _ D0K−π+π− ( 5.4± 2.2 )×10−4
3 D0 _ K−π+ ( 3.88± 0.05 )×10−2
4 D0 _ K−K+ ( 3.96± 0.08 )×10−3
5 D0 _ π−π+ ( 1.401± 0.027)×10−3
6 D0 _ K+π− ( 1.47± 0.07 )×10−4
7 B− _ D∗02 π− × B(D∗02 _ D0π−π+) ( 2.3±1.1 )×10−4
Table A.2: Background decays that appear in this analysis.
Decay Γi/Γ
1 B− _ D∗0π−π+π− ( 1.03± 0.12)×10−2
2 B− _ D∗0K−π+π− assume 5% of above
3 B− _ D∗+π−π− ( 1.35± 0.22)×10−3
4 B− _ D∗+K−π− assume 5% of above
5 B− _ D∗02 π− × B(D∗02 _ D∗+π−) ( 2.2±1.1 )×10−4
6 B− _ D0D+s ( 10.0± 1.7 )×10−3
7 B− _ D0K ∗0K− ( 7.5± 1.7 )×10−4
8 D∗0 _ D0π0 ( 61.9± 2.9 )×10−2
9 D∗0 _ D0γ ( 38.1± 2.9 )×10−2
10 D∗+ _ D0π+ ( 67.7± 0.5 )×10−2
11 D−s _ K−K+π− ( 5.49± 0.27)×10−2
12 K ∗0 _ K−π+ ∼100%
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Table A.3: Abbreviations.
Term Definition
ADS Atwood, Dunietz, Soni
B2D0A1 The decayB− _ D0X−d
B2D0K1 The decayB− _ D0X−s
BDT boosted decision tree, a type of MVA
CB CrystalBall function
CBA Cabibbo allowed decay
CKM Cabibbo, Kobayashi, Maskawa
CF Cabibbo favored, same as CBA
CP Charge-Parity
DCS doubly Cabibbo suppressed
DLL delta log likelihood for particle identification
∆ LL as above




GGSZ Giri, Grossman, Soer, Zupan
GLW Gronau, London, Wyler
HLT High level trigger
IP impact parameter
L0 level 0 trigger
MeV mega-electron-volts
MVA multi-variate analysis
NDF number of degrees of freedom
PDG Particle Data Group
PID particle identification
PV primary vertex
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Appendix B
Selection eiciency across the decay phase
space
This appendix contains the selection eiciencies of the decays studied in this analysis across the
Dalitz variables. The PID selection is included, estimated using theD∗ data sample. The figures are
for comparison with the selection eiciency of the GGSZ[40]B− _ D0Xs , D0 _ K 0S hh analysis
[41], to ensure that they rB , rD andκ values are compatible, and the analysis results can be combined
in a fit for the CKM angle γ. Figures B.1-B.4 show the distributions of reconstructed simulated events
and eiciency of reconstruction for various invariant masses composited from final state tracks
made with the ADS selections applied. Figures B.5-B.8 show similar distributions with the GLW
selections applied. In Figures B.9 and B.10 we show the relative eiciency of ADS to GLW selection in
the decaysB− _ D0X−d andB
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Figure B.1: Distribution of simulated events projected onto various invariant mass variables forB− _
D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+ with ADS selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.2: Distribution of simulated events projected onto various invariant mass variables forB− _
D0X−s ,D
0 _ K−π+ with ADS selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.3: Selection eiciency of simulated events as a function of various invariantmass combination
variables inB− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+ with ADS selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.4: Selection eiciency of simulated events as a function of various invariantmass combination
variables inB− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−π+ with ADS selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.5: Distribution of simulated events projected onto various invariant mass variables forB− _
D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+, K−K+, π−π+ with GLW selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.6: Distribution of simulated events projected onto various invariant mass variables forB− _
D0X−s ,D
0 _ K−π+, K−K+, π−π+ with GLW selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.7: Selection eiciency of simulated events as a function of various invariantmass combination
variables inB− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+, K−K+, π−π+ with GLW selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.8: Selection eiciency of simulated events as a function of various invariantmass combination
variables inB− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−π+, K−K+, π−π+ with GLW selections requirements applied.
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Figure B.9: Relative eiciency of ADS to GLW selections assessed with simulated events as a function of
various invariant mass combination variables inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−π+.
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Figure B.10: Relative eiciency of ADS to GLW selections assessed with simulated events as a function
of various invariant mass combination variables inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−π+.
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Appendix C
Additional PID checks
In this section, we cover two additional PID cross checks. Figure C.1 shows theB− _ [K−π+]D0X−s
B−massdistributionwith themixedPID selections as used in this analysis (patterned redhistogram),
andwithProbNNonly selections (blue, shadedhistogram). The variableProbNNh×(1−ProbNNh′),
whereh = (K , π) andh′ = (π,K), is used for kaon/pion separation. As canbe seen, both selections
perform identically. However, examining the decayB− _ [K−K+]D0X−s , see Figure C.2, there is
a dierent distribution in the background near 5150 MeV. This excess is unexplained and was a
problem in the 2011 analysis[42], and continues to be a problem in the current analysis. For this
reason, we choose the traditional DLL particle identification variables in this analysis. Further study
in future analyses may suggest more eective discriminating variables.
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B mass [MeV]
















Figure C.1:B− _ [K−π+]D0X−s mass distribution with DLL and ProbNN selections, for comparison.
The ProbNN variable is described in the text.
B mass [MeV]















Figure C.2:B− _ [K−K+]D0X−s mass distribution with DLL and ProbNN selections, for comparison.
The ProbNN variable is described in the text.
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Appendix D
B _ DX search
In this appendixwe showall of the track combination search figures, discussed in Section 3.1.3. First is
it necessary to clarifywhich tracksarebeingcombined. TheTablesD.1 andD.2 indicate thenumbering












this example case the numbering of theD0 daughter pion andX−s daughter kaon would be π
+
6 and
K−4 . The reconstructedX
−
s,d particle is enumerated 1 and theD
0 is enumerated 5 in this scheme.
In Figures D.1-D.26, events are within 50MeV aroundB−mass, so these histograms necessarily have
signal and background in them. The ADS suppressed mode is also shown, though the procedure is
clear and such that aB− peak cannot be manufactured. In these figures the vetoes are not applied.
Figures D.1 and D.2 show the regions where the vetoes (listed in Table 3.6) are applied, and the
corrections are also listed in the upper le corner of the Figures.
Figures D.27 and D.28 show the distribution of events used for the GLW fit that are dierent from
those used in the ADS fit.
Table D.1: The numbering scheme of theXs,d daughter particles.
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Table D.2: The numbering scheme of theD0 daughter particles.
number [K−π+]D0 dau. [K−K+]D0 dau. [π−π+]D0 dau. [K+π−]D0 dau.
7 K− K− π− K+
6 π+ K+ π+ π−
mass (MeV)






















































































































 KK lab237 M→ D0ππ D0K→zoom B
2.5
(0.00620)
Figure D.1:B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for severalB _ D0X−d ,s decays. The
figures show the region of the veto applied to removemis-combined backgrounds, as well as listing
the correction factor in the upper le corner.
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- lab234 Mπ K+→ D0ππ D0K→zoom B
1.5
(0.01899)
Figure D.2:B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for severalB _ D0X−s decays. The
figures show the region of the veto applied to removemis-combined backgrounds, as well as listing
the correction factor in the upper le corner.
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+ lab23 Mπ K-→ D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.3: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K−π+ (1/3).
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+ lab467 Mπ K-→ D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.4: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K−π+ (2/3).
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+ lab46 Mπ K-→ D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.5: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K−π+ (3/3).
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- lab23 Mπ K+→ D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.6: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K+π− (1/3).
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- lab467 Mπ K+→ D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.7: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K+π− (2/3).
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- lab47 Mπ K+→ D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.8: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K+π− (3/3).
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Figure D.9: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K−K+ (1/3).
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Figure D.10: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K−K+ (2/3).
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 KK lab47 M→ D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.11: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ K−K+ (3/3).
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Figure D.12: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ π−π+ (1/3).
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 lab467 Mππ → D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.13: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ π−π+ (2/3).
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 lab47 Mππ → D0πππ D0→B
Figure D.14: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−d with
D0 _ π−π+ (3/3).
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+ lab23 Mπ K-→ D0ππ D0K→B
Figure D.15: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K−π+ (1/3).
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+ lab467 Mπ K-→ D0ππ D0K→B
Figure D.16: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K−π+ (2/3).
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+ lab46 Mπ K-→ D0ππ D0K→B
Figure D.17: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K−π+ (3/3).
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Figure D.18: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K+π− (1/3).
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Figure D.19: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K+π− (2/3).
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- lab47 Mπ K+→ D0ππ D0K→B
Figure D.20: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K+π− (3/3).
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Figure D.21: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K−K+ (1/3).
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Figure D.22:B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of the B peak for the decayB− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K−K+ (2/3).
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 KK lab47 M→ D0ππ D0K→B
Figure D.23: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ K−K+ (3/3).
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Figure D.24: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ π−π+ (1/3).
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Figure D.25: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ π−π+ (2/3).
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 lab47 Mππ → D0ππ D0K→B
Figure D.26: B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for the decay B− _ D0X−s with
D0 _ π−π+ (3/3).
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+ lab234 Mπ K-→ D0ππ D0K→zoom B
37.5
(0.00802)
FigureD.27: ZoomofB _ DX combinationswithin 50MeV of theB peak for the decaysB− _ D0X−s,d
withD0 _ K−π+. These figures are for the GLW fits.
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+ lab234 Mπ K-→ D0ππ D0K→B
Figure D.28:B _ DX combinations within 50 MeV of theB peak for the decaysB− _ D0X−s,d with
D0 _ K−π+. These figures are for the GLW fits.
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Appendix E
D flight distance significance cross check
Figures E.1 and E.2 show the distribution of B mass events occurring in the D sidebands for a
looser flight distance significance selection than those shown in figures 3.14 and 3.15. As can be seen
by comparing the two sets of figures, there is more background generally, and theD0 _ K−K+
peaking background has increased significantly. Also, the distribution in the ADS forbidden decays
has increased generally, as well as exhibiting a peak at theB+mass (top right histogram of Figure
E.2). It is a requirement that the background distributions in the ADSmode be as clean as possible.
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Figure E.1: Data in the D0 sidebands in the B region, fit for peaking backgrounds at the B mass
with looser flight distance significance requirement. The looser requirement is FDSIG > 4.5 for
D0 _ π−π+ decays, and> 2 for all other decays. The fit PDF is a Gaussian of width 14 MeV fixed at the
B mass, a lowmass Gaussian and a high mass Gaussian, plus an exponential shape to accommodate
the background. These are theX−d final states. Numbers listed in the upper right hand corner of each
sub-figure list the number of events in the (red) Gaussian peak at theB−mass.
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Figure E.2: Data in the D0 sidebands in the B region, fit for peaking backgrounds at the B mass
with looser flight distance significance requirement. The looser requirement is FDSIG > 4.5 for
D0 _ π−π+ decays, and> 2 for all other decays. The fit PDF is a Gaussian of width 14 MeV fixed at the
B mass, a lowmass Gaussian and a high mass Gaussian, plus an exponential shape to accommodate
the background. These are theX−s final states. Numbers listed in the upper right hand corner of each
sub-figure list the number of events in the (red) Gaussian peak at theB−mass.
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Appendix F
D lifetime acceptance
The lifetime acceptance of theD0 is measured using simulation. The sub-figures in Figure F.1 show
the acceptance for the decaysB− _ D0X−d (top row) with theD
0 decaying toK−π+ (top le),K−
K+ (top middle), and π− π+ (top right), and the decays B− _ D0X−s (bottom row) with theD0
decaying toK−π+ (bottom le),K− K+ (bottommiddle), and π− π+ (bottom right). Figure F.2 is a
zoom of the 0-1 ps region. These figures are included and necessary for the combined fit for γ at a
later date. They have no other impact on the analysis presented in this document. The generator
level geometrical acceptance is not included (but can be gotten from Table 3.2).
The acceptance function is defined as a continous step function. The point wise definition for the
default acceptance functions listed in Tables F.1-F.6. Systematic variations are defined such that they
encompass all of the data points below and above. The upper and lower systematic acceptance
function point wide definitions are listed in Tables F.7-F.12 and F.13-F.18, respectively.
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Table F.1: Lifetimeacceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−π+ for the default acceptance.




Table F.2: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−K+ for the default accep-
tance.




Table F.3: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ π−π+ for the default acceptance.





Table F.4: Lifetimeacceptanceof theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−π+ for thedefault acceptance.




Table F.5: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−K+ for the default accep-
tance.
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Table F.6: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ π−π+ for the default acceptance.
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Table F.7: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−π+ for the upper systematic
acceptance.




Table F.8: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−K+ for the upper systematic
acceptance.




Table F.9: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ π−π+ for the upper systematic
acceptance.





Table F.10: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−π+ for the upper systematic
acceptance.




Table F.11: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−K+ for the upper systematic
acceptance.
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Table F.12: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ π−π+ for the upper systematic
acceptance.
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Table F.13: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−π+ for the lower systematic
acceptance.




Table F.14: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K−K+ for the lower systematic
acceptance.




Table F.15: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−d withD
0 _ π−π+ for the lower systematic
acceptance.




Table F.16: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−π+ for the lower systematic
acceptance.




Table F.17: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K−K+ for the lower systematic
acceptance.
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Table F.18: Lifetime acceptance of theD0 inB− _ D0X−s withD0 _ π−π+ for the lower systematic
acceptance.
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Appendix G
BDT eiciency cross check
The BDT eiciency is compared in simulation and data at the default selection and a tighter value in
the CF ADSmodes. The ratio of yields in simulation is found to be (93.7± 1.6)%, and in data it is
(94.7± 1.4)%. These ratios are found to be statistically consistent with each other. The conclusion
that the simulation is found to represent the BDT behavior in data well is supported. Figure G.1
shows the fits to the simulation and data.
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Simulation BDT > 0.6
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3000  102± sigy =  9364 
Simulation BDT > 0.7
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3500  120± sigy =  11908 
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 117± sigy =  11277 
Data BDT > 0.7
Figure G.1: The eiciency of the BDT compared in data and simulation. The top row shows themass
distribution of simulatedB− _ D0K−π+π−, withD0 _ K−π+, with the BDT required to be greater
than the default value of 0.6 (le) and 0.7 (right). The bottom row is likewise for data.
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Appendix H
PID and BDT optimization tables
This appendix contains the 2D scan tables for the optimization of PID and BDT selections. All tables
are for theB− _ D0X−s decays.
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45.2197 45.6273 46.9293 47.2565 47.635 48.2423 47.7103 47.5432 47.9449 46.4412 45.3551
46.1927 45.7792 46.6138 47.8146 48.5772 48.1907 48.2656 48.2371 48.2274 46.9655 46.6863
45.7871 46.5565 47.2725 48.339 47.7971 49.051 48.7912 48.0287 48.2721 47.6511 46.4436
46.5748 47.3626 47.8146 48.0525 49.3441 48.6611 48.7097 48.3604 47.9512 47.6125 46.8777
47.2903 47.9672 48.2793 48.3012 49.0605 49.4856 50.1321 48.8709 48.9309 48.0091 47.574
47.6014 48.8605 48.7058 49.577 49.4658 49.5199 49.7839 49.0793 49.4961 48.1208 47.5716
48.5414 49.5127 50.206 50.2426 50.6443 49.4656 49.8543 49.9958 49.3555 48.4475 47.9984
48.6556 50.0185 50.282 50.3116 50.0946 50.311 50.4782 50.2808 49.783 49.5783 47.9448
49.2655 49.9212 50.2199 50.6175 50.6702 50.4501 50.3733 49.587 49.7696 48.3387 48.549
49.5057 49.9733 50.6058 51.0211 51.7587 50.4057 50.8414 50.8073 50.0971 49.8496 48.2425
49.6923 50.6102 51.0893 51.6109 51.2042 50.892 50.8498 50.4023 49.4955 49.0304 49.2295
50.1561 50.5577 51.0527 51.3359 51.1405 50.7398 51.3048 50.2049 50.4252 48.8379 48.6342
50.5436 50.4789 50.7002 51.923 51.5781 51.5129 51.7099 50.7262 50.5047 49.3666 48.1963
50.1255 50.7282 50.4549 51.1129 50.6366 51.3308 51.5017 50.8757 49.8387 49.4002 48.5525
50.2935 50.3595 51.3642 50.965 51.1823 51.6411 50.3831 50.6383 50.064 49.2906 48.6994
50.5581 50.6852 50.9191 51.3148 51.1169 51.4295 49.9024 50.4744 50.0116 48.8762 47.7552
50.5367 50.0007 50.8343 51.4416 50.5156 49.9745 49.7324 49.3084 49.0236 48.3827 47.7973
49.7038 49.8297 50.1981 50.4735 50.2821 49.7898 49.423 48.3468 48.2629 47.3546 46.7612
48.9805 48.5528 49.4822 48.7875 48.6391 47.9744 48.1799 47.1563 46.1563 45.3116 44.6915
45.0205 45.0399 45.301 45.234 44.9813 44.4066 44.3595 42.9677 42.8457 42.4434 41.2649
35.2025 35.6347 35.0786 34.8372 34.9924 34.1323 33.9441 34.7339 33.3342 32.3507 31.7257
17.2863 16.7357 16.8269 17.0809 16.0633 15.8713 16.4406 15.2809 14.8743 14.5619 14.8663
PIDK req. on bachelor Kaon





















Figure H.1: PID and BDT optimization table forD0 _ K−π+ (favoredmode) in theK ∗ region.
13.8387 13.985 14.4137 14.5338 14.6728 14.8821 14.7346 14.6977 14.8377 14.3747 14.0459
14.1464 14.0366 14.3185 14.7123 14.9722 14.8697 14.9124 14.9181 14.9288 14.5413 14.4651
14.0264 14.2862 14.5319 14.8841 14.7342 15.1464 15.083 14.8583 14.9489 14.7626 14.3946
14.2827 14.5492 14.7123 14.8049 15.2299 15.0334 15.0669 14.9701 14.8559 14.7586 14.5385
14.5182 14.7509 14.8697 14.8952 15.1527 15.3038 15.5252 15.1404 15.1734 14.8924 14.767
14.6265 15.0427 15.015 15.3072 15.2919 15.3248 15.4267 15.2169 15.3606 14.9359 14.7728
14.9312 15.2578 15.4972 15.5272 15.6741 15.3205 15.4608 15.5166 15.3279 15.0504 14.9175
14.9768 15.4263 15.5317 15.5587 15.5111 15.5957 15.6659 15.6151 15.4712 15.4138 14.9078
15.1756 15.4037 15.5208 15.6644 15.7008 15.648 15.6419 15.406 15.4758 15.0329 15.1058
15.2605 15.4301 15.6531 15.8026 16.0546 15.6459 15.8007 15.8006 15.588 15.5171 15.0188
15.3273 15.638 15.8134 15.9973 15.8892 15.806 15.8101 15.6805 15.4045 15.2655 15.3339
15.4805 15.6292 15.8085 15.9162 15.8751 15.7628 15.9575 15.6232 15.7014 15.2094 15.1515
15.6083 15.6104 15.7032 16.1067 16.0187 16.0123 16.0912 15.7924 15.7314 15.3792 15.0179
15.4866 15.697 15.6336 15.8589 15.7292 15.9606 16.0291 15.8428 15.5259 15.3935 15.1329
15.5526 15.5944 15.9316 15.8238 15.9114 16.0676 15.686 15.7755 15.6035 15.3661 15.1854
15.6531 15.7138 15.8105 15.9518 15.9083 16.0181 15.5497 15.7393 15.6005 15.2484 14.8993
15.6656 15.5159 15.7967 16.0043 15.7298 15.5708 15.5032 15.379 15.2964 15.0979 14.9169
15.4243 15.4822 15.6157 15.718 15.6711 15.5268 15.4166 15.0875 15.0656 14.7835 14.5992
15.2197 15.1036 15.4125 15.209 15.1715 14.9689 15.0369 14.7222 14.4124 14.1494 13.957
14.0003 14.0214 14.1171 14.1064 14.0362 13.8617 13.8499 13.4196 13.3855 13.2616 12.8945
10.9717 11.114 10.9465 10.8757 10.9295 10.6652 10.6089 10.862 10.4251 10.1186 9.92445
5.39636 5.22628 5.25489 5.33998 5.02117 4.96101 5.13939 4.776 4.64858 4.55068 4.64934
PIDK req. on bachelor Kaon



















Figure H.2: PID and BDT optimization table forD0 _ K−K+ in theK ∗ region.
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7.73649 7.87648 8.20023 8.32472 8.47083 8.65867 8.62412 8.64868 8.78193 8.51551 8.34448
7.93512 7.91922 8.15095 8.44688 8.67089 8.66222 8.74777 8.79711 8.8474 8.62822 8.61635
7.87933 8.09144 8.30396 8.57616 8.5406 8.85817 8.87361 8.77664 8.87984 8.78891 8.5899
8.06402 8.28427 8.44688 8.55743 8.88501 8.81517 8.89343 8.87236 8.84546 8.81309 8.70735
8.24188 8.44473 8.57978 8.65092 8.87233 9.0234 9.22319 9.01339 9.081 8.92912 8.88662
8.3395 8.6617 8.70534 8.94691 8.99796 9.06912 9.19536 9.09859 9.23376 8.9854 8.9126
8.55871 8.8282 9.04494 9.12095 9.27989 9.10709 9.25696 9.33028 9.25138 9.09958 9.04218
8.61561 8.96403 9.09946 9.17182 9.20682 9.31505 9.41893 9.42425 9.37467 9.3617 9.06102
8.76257 8.97339 9.11928 9.26958 9.35695 9.37718 9.43365 9.32003 9.40834 9.14624 9.21727
8.84435 9.02055 9.23848 9.39493 9.62293 9.41529 9.57618 9.61291 9.51308 9.49195 9.19427
8.91113 9.17737 9.3676 9.55022 9.54618 9.54313 9.60579 9.5608 9.41448 9.35043 9.41564
9.03124 9.19554 9.38556 9.51584 9.55712 9.53125 9.71617 9.54056 9.62318 9.3302 9.31479
9.1315 9.20225 9.33568 9.65812 9.67029 9.71447 9.8252 9.66912 9.66064 9.45292 9.24302
9.08339 9.28365 9.31544 9.52141 9.50561 9.70047 9.79706 9.71422 9.54185 9.47601 9.32849
9.16666 9.26009 9.54735 9.53725 9.6602 9.80305 9.60569 9.697 9.61658 9.48422 9.38608
9.28615 9.39245 9.5325 9.68192 9.71928 9.83211 9.57082 9.72974 9.6647 9.4545 9.24028
9.35664 9.3225 9.56734 9.75998 9.64145 9.57888 9.56646 9.51952 9.49165 9.37416 9.26817
9.26909 9.36911 9.51674 9.639 9.65726 9.60225 9.54982 9.3708 9.37358 9.20332 9.09248
9.21492 9.20363 9.46351 9.38623 9.39567 9.28821 9.34505 9.16763 8.98382 8.82308 8.7076
8.51547 8.58209 8.69356 8.72497 8.71414 8.62403 8.62768 8.37588 8.37051 8.29983 8.07428
6.76232 6.87851 6.79745 6.77071 6.82458 6.67636 6.65127 6.83453 6.56273 6.37415 6.2572
3.35879 3.25986 3.27816 3.35377 3.15081 3.1125 3.22609 2.99463 2.91343 2.85102 2.92674
PIDK req. on bachelor Kaon




















Figure H.3: PID and BDT optimization table forD0 _ π−π+ in theK ∗ region.
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Appendix I
Fitter validation figures
We include the remaining fitter validation figures, as mentioned in Section 3.3.1. The distribution of
pulls in the asymmetry (Figures I.1-I.4) andRs/d ratios (Figures I.5 and I.6) are well described by the
Gaussian fit and show no significant bias. The distributions of theR±d ,s pulls (Figures I.7-I.9) are not
particularly well described by a Gaussian shape, however the mean and RMS values are consistent
with unbiased results. We believe this to be due to the very small values of the ratio, and it being
bounded by 0. Figure I.10 shows the distribution of fitted values when theR values are generated
atR±d ,s = 0.003. We also show a fit to toy Monte Carlo of the CS ADSmode with 17 event in Figure
I.11, a peak is evident. Tables I.1-I.3 list the means and RMS values of the distributions, as well as the
Gaussian fitted mean and width.
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Acp a1 kk Pull

















 0.031±pullMean =  0.013 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.965 
Mean = 0.0089
RMS  = 1.1552
Acp_a1_kk toymcstudy pull 0.40
Acp a1 pik Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0275 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.009 
Mean = -0.0278
RMS  = 1.1885
Acp_a1_pik toymcstudy pull 0.40
Acp a1 pipi Pull
















 0.032±pullMean =  0.058 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.027 
Mean = 0.0631
RMS  = 1.2006
Acp_a1_pipi toymcstudy pull 0.40
Acp k1 kk Pull

















 0.030±pullMean =  0.029 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.963 
Mean = 0.0257
RMS  = 1.1516
Acp_k1_kk toymcstudy pull 0.40
Acp k1 pik Pull
















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0306 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.989 
Mean = -0.0294
RMS  = 1.1729
Acp_k1_pik toymcstudy pull 0.40
Acp k1 pipi Pull
















 0.032±pullMean =  0.059 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.999 
Mean = 0.0357
RMS  = 1.1466
Acp_k1_pipi toymcstudy pull 0.40
Figure I.1: Distribution of pulls for the case where the asymmetry variables are generated at +40%.
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Acp a1 kk Pull

















 0.031±pullMean =  0.008 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.995 
Mean = 0.0162
RMS  = 1.1822
Acp_a1_kk toymcstudy pull 0.20
Acp a1 pik Pull
















 0.032±pullMean =  0.004 
 0.022±pullSigma =  1.000 
Mean = 0.0009
RMS  = 1.1823
Acp_a1_pik toymcstudy pull 0.20
Acp a1 pipi Pull
















 0.031±pullMean =  0.002 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.987 
Mean = 0.0124
RMS  = 1.1793
Acp_a1_pipi toymcstudy pull 0.20
Acp k1 kk Pull

















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0256 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.981 
Mean = -0.0285
RMS  = 1.1737
Acp_k1_kk toymcstudy pull 0.20
Acp k1 pik Pull
















 0.033±pullMean =  0.022 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.039 
Mean = 0.0266
RMS  = 1.2326
Acp_k1_pik toymcstudy pull 0.20
Acp k1 pipi Pull

















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0215 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.992 
Mean = -0.0254
RMS  = 1.1748
Acp_k1_pipi toymcstudy pull 0.20
Figure I.2: Distribution of pulls for the case where the asymmetry variables are generated at +20%.
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Acp a1 kk Pull
















 0.032±pullMean =  0.007 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.017 
Mean = 0.0049
RMS  = 1.2160
Acp_a1_kk toymcstudy pull -0.20
Acp a1 pik Pull

















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0009 
 0.022±pullSigma =  1.005 
Mean = -0.0066
RMS  = 1.2040
Acp_a1_pik toymcstudy pull -0.20
Acp a1 pipi Pull

















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0211 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.987 
Mean = -0.0318
RMS  = 1.1716
Acp_a1_pipi toymcstudy pull -0.20
Acp k1 kk Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0613 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.019 
Mean = -0.0696
RMS  = 1.2047
Acp_k1_kk toymcstudy pull -0.20
Acp k1 pik Pull
















 0.031±pullMean =  0.056 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.994 
Mean = 0.0697
RMS  = 1.1950
Acp_k1_pik toymcstudy pull -0.20
Acp k1 pipi Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0650 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.022 
Mean = -0.0646
RMS  = 1.2175
Acp_k1_pipi toymcstudy pull -0.20
Figure I.3: Distribution of pulls for the case where the asymmetry variables are generated at +20%.
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Acp a1 kk Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0051 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.018 
Mean = -0.0040
RMS  = 1.2082
Acp_a1_kk toymcstudy pull 0.00
Acp a1 pik Pull

















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0100 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.990 
Mean = -0.0136
RMS  = 1.1753
Acp_a1_pik toymcstudy pull 0.00
Acp a1 pipi Pull

















 0.032±pullMean =  0.005 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.012 
Mean = 0.0127
RMS  = 1.1870
Acp_a1_pipi toymcstudy pull 0.00
Acp k1 kk Pull

















 0.031±pullMean =  0.011 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.985 
Mean = 0.0153
RMS  = 1.1664
Acp_k1_kk toymcstudy pull 0.00
Acp k1 pik Pull

















 0.032±pullMean =  0.063 
 0.022±pullSigma =  1.002 
Mean = 0.0747
RMS  = 1.1989
Acp_k1_pik toymcstudy pull 0.00
Acp k1 pipi Pull
















 0.031±pullMean =  0.008 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.987 
Mean = 0.0087
RMS  = 1.1752
Acp_k1_pipi toymcstudy pull 0.00
Figure I.4: Distribution of pulls for the case where the asymmetry variables are generated at the fit
value.
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Rcp_kk Pull

















 0.030±pullMean = -0.0187 
 0.021±pullSigma =  0.952 
Mean = -0.0240
RMS  = 1.1330
Rcp_kk toymcstudy pull 1.00
Rcp_pik Pull

















 0.032±pullMean =  0.012 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.020 
Mean = 0.0182
RMS  = 1.2127
Rcp_pik toymcstudy pull 1.00
Rcp_pipi Pull

















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0338 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.988 
Mean = -0.0301
RMS  = 1.1505
Rcp_pipi toymcstudy pull 1.00
Figure I.5: Distribution of pulls for the case where the ratio variables are generated at the fit value.
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Rcp_kk Pull
















 0.033±pullMean = -0.0150 
 0.024±pullSigma =  1.054 
Mean = -0.0212
RMS  = 1.2344
Rcp_kk toymcstudy pull 0.80
Rcp_pik Pull
















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0543 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.989 
Mean = -0.0687
RMS  = 1.1772
Rcp_pik toymcstudy pull 0.80
Rcp_pipi Pull
















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0560 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.021 
Mean = -0.0578
RMS  = 1.2087
Rcp_pipi toymcstudy pull 0.80
Figure I.6: Distribution of pulls for the case where the ratio variables are generated at 80% of the fit
value.
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Rcp_kpiA1m Pull



















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0315 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.019 
Mean = -0.0401
RMS  = 1.2249
Rcp_kpiA1m toymcstudy pull 0.003
Rcp_kpiA1p Pull


















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0196 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.019 
Mean = -0.0140
RMS  = 1.2085
Rcp_kpiA1p toymcstudy pull 0.003
Rcp_kpiK1m Pull



















 0.031±pullMean = -0.0839 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.980 
Mean = -0.0990
RMS  = 1.1552
Rcp_kpiK1m toymcstudy pull 0.003
Rcp_kpiK1p Pull


















 0.033±pullMean = -0.1121 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.047 
Mean = -0.1353
RMS  = 1.2545
Rcp_kpiK1p toymcstudy pull 0.003
Figure I.7: Distribution of pulls for the case where the ratio variablesR±d ,s are generated at a value of
0.003.
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Rcp_kpiA1m Pull



















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0436 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.008 
Mean = -0.0492
RMS  = 1.2168
Rcp_kpiA1m toymcstudy pull 0.006
Rcp_kpiA1p Pull


















 0.031±pullMean =  0.002 
 0.022±pullSigma =  0.983 
Mean = -0.0009
RMS  = 1.1758
Rcp_kpiA1p toymcstudy pull 0.006
Rcp_kpiK1m Pull


















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0265 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.010 
Mean = -0.0320
RMS  = 1.2143
Rcp_kpiK1m toymcstudy pull 0.006
Rcp_kpiK1p Pull



















 0.033±pullMean = -0.0516 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.051 
Mean = -0.0522
RMS  = 1.2447
Rcp_kpiK1p toymcstudy pull 0.006
Figure I.8: Distribution of pulls for the case where the ratio variablesR±d ,s are generated at a value of
0.006. At this level we would expect to see 8 events in each of the CS ADS decays.
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Rcp_kpiA1m Pull


















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0568 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.024 
Mean = -0.0634
RMS  = 1.2294
Rcp_kpiA1m toymcstudy pull 0.009
Rcp_kpiA1p Pull


















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0239 
 0.022±pullSigma =  1.005 
Mean = -0.0311
RMS  = 1.2079
Rcp_kpiA1p toymcstudy pull 0.009
Rcp_kpiK1m Pull


















 0.032±pullMean = -0.0843 
 0.022±pullSigma =  1.006 
Mean = -0.1001
RMS  = 1.2091
Rcp_kpiK1m toymcstudy pull 0.009
Rcp_kpiK1p Pull



















 0.033±pullMean = -0.0269 
 0.023±pullSigma =  1.050 
Mean = -0.0291
RMS  = 1.2500
Rcp_kpiK1p toymcstudy pull 0.009
Figure I.9: Distribution of pulls for the case where the ratio variablesR±d ,s are generated at a value of
0.009. At this level we would expect to see 13 events in each of the CS ADS decays.
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Rcp_kpiA1m








































Rcp_kpiA1p toymcstudy param 0.003
Rcp_kpiK1m



















Rcp_kpiK1m toymcstudy param 0.003
Rcp_kpiK1p



















Rcp_kpiK1p toymcstudy param 0.003
Figure I.10: Distribution of fit values for the case where the ratio variablesR±d ,s are generated at a value
of 0.003.
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mass (MeV)


















Figure I.11: Fit to toy Monte Carlo of DCS ADS mode, B− _ D0X−s withD0 _ K+π−, with 17 B−
events.
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Table I.1: Asymmetry Validation Pulls
asymmetry value Gmean Gσ χ2 mean RMS
AKπd -0.40 −0.0239± 0.031 0.987± 0.022 0.38 −0.02 1.13
-0.20 −0.0009± 0.032 1.005± 0.022 0.65 −0.01 1.20
0.00 −0.0100± 0.031 0.990± 0.022 1.31 −0.01 1.18
0.20 0.004± 0.032 1.000± 0.022 0.40 0.00 1.18
0.40 −0.0275± 0.032 1.009± 0.023 0.57 −0.03 1.19
AKKd -0.40 −0.0265± 0.032 1.013± 0.023 1.04 −0.03 1.19
-0.20 0.007± 0.032 1.017± 0.023 0.70 0.00 1.22
0.00 −0.0051± 0.032 1.018± 0.023 0.78 −0.00 1.21
0.20 0.008± 0.031 0.995± 0.022 0.60 0.02 1.18
0.40 0.013± 0.031 0.965± 0.022 0.59 0.01 1.16
Aππd -0.40 −0.0285± 0.032 0.998± 0.022 0.55 −0.03 1.18
-0.20 −0.0211± 0.031 0.987± 0.022 0.55 −0.03 1.17
0.00 0.005± 0.032 1.012± 0.023 0.81 0.01 1.19
0.20 0.002± 0.031 0.987± 0.022 0.35 0.01 1.18
0.40 0.058± 0.032 1.027± 0.023 0.43 0.06 1.20
AKπs -0.40 −0.0001± 0.032 0.998± 0.022 0.35 −0.01 1.19
-0.20 0.056± 0.031 0.994± 0.022 0.45 0.07 1.19
0.00 0.063± 0.032 1.002± 0.022 0.65 0.07 1.20
0.20 0.022± 0.033 1.039± 0.023 0.67 0.03 1.23
0.40 −0.0306± 0.031 0.989± 0.022 0.94 −0.03 1.17
AKKs -0.40 0.002± 0.030 0.953± 0.021 1.08 −0.00 1.13
-0.20 −0.0613± 0.032 1.019± 0.023 0.59 −0.07 1.20
0.00 0.011± 0.031 0.985± 0.022 0.76 0.02 1.17
0.20 −0.0256± 0.031 0.981± 0.022 0.59 −0.03 1.17
0.40 0.029± 0.030 0.963± 0.022 0.65 0.03 1.15
Aππs -0.40 −0.0039± 0.034 1.062± 0.024 0.71 0.00 1.24
-0.20 −0.0650± 0.032 1.022± 0.023 0.54 −0.06 1.22
0.00 0.008± 0.031 0.987± 0.022 0.59 0.01 1.18
0.20 −0.0215± 0.031 0.992± 0.022 1.08 −0.03 1.17
0.40 0.059± 0.032 0.999± 0.022 0.36 0.04 1.15
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Table I.2: Ratio s/d validation pulls.
ratio value Gmean Gσ χ2 mean RMS
Rππs/d 0.80 −0.0150± 0.033 1.054± 0.024 0.90 −0.02 1.23
1.00 −0.0187± 0.030 0.952± 0.021 0.48 −0.02 1.13
1.20 0.004± 0.031 0.979± 0.022 0.70 −0.00 1.17
RKπs/d 0.80 −0.0543± 0.031 0.989± 0.022 0.78 −0.07 1.18
1.00 0.012± 0.032 1.020± 0.023 0.81 0.02 1.21
1.20 −0.0453± 0.031 0.987± 0.022 0.97 −0.06 1.17
Rππs/d 0.80 −0.0560± 0.032 1.021± 0.023 0.54 −0.06 1.21
1.00 −0.0338± 0.031 0.988± 0.022 0.71 −0.03 1.15
1.20 −0.0394± 0.033 1.044± 0.023 0.94 −0.03 1.23
Table I.3: RatioR±d ,s validation pulls.
ratio value Gmean Gσ χ2 mean RMS
R−d 0.003 −0.0029± 0.032 1.004± 0.022 0.71 −0.00 1.21
0.006 0.022± 0.031 0.995± 0.022 0.85 0.02 1.20
0.009 −0.0151± 0.032 0.998± 0.022 0.81 −0.02 1.20
0.012 −0.0230± 0.032 1.012± 0.023 0.52 −0.02 1.21
R+d 0.003 −0.0692± 0.032 1.022± 0.023 0.85 −0.08 1.23
0.006 −0.0295± 0.032 1.009± 0.023 0.66 −0.03 1.22
0.009 −0.0368± 0.033 1.036± 0.023 0.71 −0.04 1.25
0.012 −0.0471± 0.031 0.969± 0.022 0.71 −0.06 1.17
R−s 0.003 0.026± 0.031 0.974± 0.022 0.94 0.03 1.18
0.006 −0.0742± 0.032 1.004± 0.022 0.46 −0.09 1.21
0.009 −0.0212± 0.031 0.967± 0.022 0.77 −0.03 1.16
0.012 −0.0072± 0.032 1.016± 0.023 0.53 −0.01 1.23
R+s 0.003 −0.0247± 0.032 1.015± 0.023 1.46 −0.02 1.21
0.006 −0.1009± 0.031 0.993± 0.022 1.10 −0.12 1.20
0.009 −0.0768± 0.034 1.088± 0.024 0.85 −0.08 1.28
0.012 −0.0789± 0.033 1.032± 0.023 1.05 −0.10 1.24
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Appendix J
Supplemental information for the ADS fit
Table J.1 is the raw dump from the fitter of theCP variables. Table J.2 is the raw dump from the fitter
of the auxiliary variables. The following list is a brief glossary for understanding the fitter variables
listed in the two tables:
Acp_a1_pik:CP asymmetries for the a1=X−d (k1=X
−
s ) decay with theD0 decaying toK− π+
Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus: Gaussian sigma for the decayB+ _ D0X−d , withD
0 decaying to
K+ π− (the favored decay)
Rcp_pik: Ratio of CS (Xs ) to CF (Xd ) decay withD0 decaying toK− π+.
Rcp_kpi_A1m: Ratio of the ADSmodes in the CF (Xd ) CF (A1=X−d ) decays ofB
− (m)
B2D0A1kk_plusexpo_a: Exponential shape parameter for the decaysB+ _ D0X−d (B2D0A1)
withD0 _ K−K+ (kk) forB+ decays
Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus: Gaussian width of the lowmass background for the decay
B+ _ D0X−d withD
0 _ K+π− favored decays
Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus: Yield of the exponential background in the decay B− _ D0X−d
withD0 _ K−K+
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Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus: Ratio of lowmass backgroundB− _ D∗0X−d with theD
∗0 decaying
toD0π0, withD0 _ K−K+ relative to the signal decay yield
extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus: Yield in extra shape in the CF ADSmode for theB− decay
Also, shown in Figure J.1 is the correlation matrix of the fit. Tables J.3-J.11 show the numerical values
of the correlation matrix.
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Table J.1: Listing ofCP variables fit for in the ADS fit.
label value range
0 Acp_a1_kk −0.02388± 0.01033 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
1 Acp_a1_pik −0.01232± 0.00375 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
2 Acp_a1_pipi −0.01939± 0.01506 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
3 Acp_k1_kk −0.06230± 0.06833 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
4 Acp_k1_pik −0.00316± 0.02096 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
5 Acp_k1_pipi −0.06987± 0.10516 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
14 Bcb_a 1.08277± 0.08712 ( 0.3000, 1.6900)
15 Bcb_f 0.27498± 0.04694 ( 0.0800, 0.8000)
16 Bcb_fs 1.50070± 0.04948 ( 1.0000, 2.5000)
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 12.00029± 0.18695 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 10.77138± 0.27290 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 8144.8± 88.8 ( 0.0, 16000.0)
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 75551.3± 327.9 ( 0.0,154000.0)
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 3465.7± 56.8 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
50 Rcp_kk 0.03865± 0.00281 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.00435± 0.00052 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.00411± 0.00051 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
53 Rcp_kpiK1m −0.00151± 0.00355 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.00439± 0.00417 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
55 Rcp_pik 0.03279± 0.00071 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
56 Rcp_pipi 0.03831± 0.00423 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
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Table J.2: Listing of auxiliary variables fit for in the ADS fit.
label value range
6 B2D0A1kk_plusexpo_a −0.00750± 0.00017 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
7 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a −0.00438± 0.00019 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
8 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a −0.01064± 0.00009 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
9 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a −0.00699± 0.00023 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00534± 0.00055 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00489± 0.00029 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00730± 0.00046 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00462± 0.00054 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 17.73326± 0.43621 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 12.93848± 1.44542 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 20.19438± 0.34253 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 20.43143± 1.98759 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 3323.1± 130.2 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 3500.8± 145.3 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 2210.3± 85.6 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 2320.4± 87.3 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 20234.3± 514.9 ( 0.0, 40000.0)
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 21527.0± 521.2 ( 0.0, 40000.0)
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 1546.2± 83.1 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 1695.1± 93.1 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 341.6± 41.0 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 367.1± 38.5 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 352.1± 21.3 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 355.0± 22.0 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 761.6± 84.3 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 859.5± 83.2 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 179.3± 21.1 ( 0.0, 1000.0)
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 231.1± 25.0 ( 0.0, 1000.0)
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 1.09778± 0.01872 ( 0.6000, 1.1000)
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.95454± 0.02890 ( 0.6000, 1.1000)
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.95169± 0.01234 ( 0.6000, 1.1000)
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.93650± 0.01201 ( 0.6000, 1.1000)
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.53884± 0.19109 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.59315± 0.16398 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.89967± 0.06067 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.83284± 0.06049 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
57 bmassoset 1.85598± 0.05143 ( -5.0000, 8.0000)
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 1442.4± 78.0 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 1309.0± 78.2 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
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Table J.3: ADS fit correlation matrix (1/9).
N parameter 00 01 02 03 04 05 06
00 Acp_a1_kk 1.0000
01 Acp_a1_pik 0.0002 1.0000
02 Acp_a1_pipi 0.1188 0.0000 1.0000
03 Acp_k1_kk 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0044 1.0000
04 Acp_k1_pik 0.0001 0.0016 0.0000 -0.0003 1.0000
05 Acp_k1_pipi -0.0065 0.0000 0.0050 0.1844 -0.0014 1.0000
06 B2D0A1kk_plusexpo_a 0.1605 -0.0006 0.0993 -0.0006 -0.0003 -0.0016 1.0000
07 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a 0.0003 -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0013
08 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a 0.0139 0.0079 0.0062 -0.0002 0.0019 -0.0001 0.0263
09 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a 0.1149 -0.0005 0.0298 -0.0007 -0.0002 -0.0011 0.1081
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0016 0.0001 0.0021 -0.0866 0.0068 -0.1252 -0.0048
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0043 -0.0002 -0.0000
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0013 0.0007 0.0005 -0.0027 0.0187 -0.0138 0.0042
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0024 0.0001 0.0029 -0.0435 0.0049 -0.1225 0.0041
14 Bcb_a 0.0051 0.0140 0.0007 0.0010 0.0080 0.0028 -0.0640
15 Bcb_f 0.0061 0.0142 -0.0021 0.0018 0.0080 0.0031 -0.0560
16 Bcb_fs -0.0040 -0.0148 0.0070 -0.0027 -0.0068 -0.0037 0.0527
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0054 -0.0124 0.0005 -0.0012 -0.0074 -0.0024 0.0517
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0035 -0.0077 0.0001 -0.0012 -0.0050 -0.0013 0.0344
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk -0.1301 -0.0026 -0.0710 -0.0004 -0.0012 -0.0021 0.2864
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 0.0007 -0.0087 0.0019 -0.0007 -0.0035 -0.0017 0.0390
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi -0.0650 -0.0016 -0.1124 -0.0010 -0.0007 -0.0012 -0.0422
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0066 -0.0016 0.0049 -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0001 0.0211
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0136 0.0123 0.0022 0.0021
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0390 -0.0003 0.0218 -0.0011 -0.0005 -0.0018 0.1150
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0018 -0.0001 0.0010 -0.0146 0.0306 -0.0470 0.0088
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus -0.4063 0.0023 -0.0402 0.0004 0.0010 0.0044 -0.4159
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.0946 0.0021 -0.1335 0.0010 0.0009 -0.0001 -0.4818
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0003 0.0007 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0015
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0015
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0151 -0.0719 -0.0093 0.0010 0.0016 0.0020 -0.0665
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0145 0.0775 -0.0093 0.0011 0.0023 0.0021 -0.0684
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus -0.0431 0.0015 -0.3689 0.0025 0.0006 -0.0011 -0.0507
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.1486 0.0012 0.2750 -0.0006 0.0005 0.0032 -0.1394
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0227 0.0002 -0.0051 -0.0290 -0.0063 0.2238 -0.0128
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0233 0.0003 0.0058 0.1838 -0.0056 -0.0047 -0.0040
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0079 0.0002 0.0002
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0093 0.0005 0.0002
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0010 -0.0117 -0.0007 0.0036 -0.1261 0.0158 -0.0100
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0008 0.0126 -0.0007 0.0037 0.0977 0.0159 -0.0105
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0055 0.0001 -0.0192 0.1191 -0.0034 -0.1912 -0.0048
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0061 0.0002 0.0202 -0.0492 -0.0039 0.3434 0.0002
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0261 -0.0000 0.0206 -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0325
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.4262 0.0002 0.2766 -0.0009 0.0001 -0.0012 0.3643
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0129 -0.3422 0.0070 -0.0004 0.0004 -0.0005 0.0316
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0129 0.3450 0.0070 -0.0004 0.0012 -0.0006 0.0331
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0122 0.0001 0.0062 -0.3362 0.0074 -0.3291 0.0064
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0106 0.0001 -0.0062 0.1861 0.0076 0.0540 0.0010
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0008 0.0068 0.0004 -0.0025 -0.3421 -0.0109 0.0028
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0009 -0.0056 0.0004 -0.0030 0.3573 -0.0129 0.0031
50 Rcp_kk 0.0194 -0.0001 0.0110 0.0550 -0.0030 0.0782 -0.0425
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0001 -0.0304 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0001
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0002 0.0287 0.0001 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0002
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0114 -0.0006 -0.0003
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0002 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.0298 -0.0004 -0.0007
55 Rcp_pik -0.0002 0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0006 -0.0108 -0.0028 0.0005
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0089 -0.0001 0.0161 0.0508 -0.0025 0.0089 0.0065
57 bmassoset -0.0241 0.0021 -0.0158 0.0026 -0.0005 0.0039 -0.0935
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0002 0.0093 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0004
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0001 -0.0088 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0003
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Table J.4: ADS fit correlation matrix (2/9).
N parameter 07 08 09 10 11 12 13
07 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a 1.0000
08 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a 0.0015 1.0000
09 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a 0.0010 0.0176 1.0000
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0001 0.0051 0.0048 1.0000
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.0009 1.0000
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0002 0.0119 0.0031 0.0725 0.0033 1.0000
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0001 0.0035 -0.0082 0.3387 0.0006 0.0523 1.0000
14 Bcb_a -0.0064 0.1559 -0.0518 -0.0030 0.0001 -0.0042 -0.0041
15 Bcb_f -0.0047 0.1332 -0.0444 -0.0033 0.0001 -0.0039 -0.0040
16 Bcb_fs 0.0044 -0.1541 0.0435 0.0032 -0.0001 0.0007 0.0040
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0047 -0.1136 0.0408 0.0033 -0.0002 0.0057 0.0038
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0028 -0.0644 0.0265 -0.0154 -0.0023 -0.0288 -0.0049
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 0.0020 -0.0197 -0.0536 -0.0213 -0.0000 0.0026 0.0034
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 0.0031 -0.1189 0.0323 0.0020 -0.0000 -0.0129 0.0026
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 0.0013 -0.0096 0.3763 0.0048 -0.0000 0.0022 -0.0239
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0000 0.0235 0.0166 -0.0003 0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0001
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0002 -0.0025 0.0017 0.0725 0.0018 0.1661 0.0516
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0076 0.2188 0.0870 0.0062 -0.0001 0.0125 0.0050
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0006 0.0058 0.0069 0.2083 0.0037 0.3155 0.1521
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus -0.0021 0.0054 -0.0566 0.0092 0.0000 -0.0034 -0.0040
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus -0.0022 -0.0047 -0.1461 0.0048 0.0000 -0.0039 -0.0048
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.5363 -0.0002 -0.0012 -0.0001 0.0010 -0.0002 -0.0001
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.5386 -0.0007 -0.0012 -0.0001 0.0013 -0.0003 -0.0001
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0061 -0.3293 -0.0519 -0.0060 0.0001 -0.0096 -0.0052
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0062 -0.3081 -0.0536 -0.0059 0.0001 -0.0092 -0.0052
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus -0.0014 0.0033 -0.3829 -0.0043 0.0000 -0.0023 0.0106
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.0015 -0.0085 -0.4656 -0.0054 0.0000 -0.0031 0.0098
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0003 -0.0011 -0.0061 -0.4665 -0.0007 -0.0660 -0.2941
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0003 0.0005 -0.0004 -0.4399 -0.0006 -0.0591 -0.2694
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0001 0.0003 0.0001 -0.0011 -0.0338 -0.0004 -0.0007
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus -0.0002 0.0008 0.0001 -0.0024 -0.0440 -0.0067 -0.0017
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0009 0.0083 -0.0080 -0.0758 -0.0003 -0.4599 -0.0562
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0009 0.0105 -0.0085 -0.0757 -0.0044 -0.4654 -0.0561
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0002 -0.0006 -0.0101 -0.2246 -0.0003 -0.0358 -0.2238
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus -0.0002 0.0002 -0.0067 -0.2476 -0.0004 -0.0404 -0.3016
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.0001 -0.0027 -0.0217 -0.0007 0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0004
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.0008 0.0307 0.2722 0.0065 -0.0000 0.0028 0.0046
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0033 0.3808 0.0233 0.0039 -0.0000 0.0139 0.0028
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0033 0.3781 0.0245 0.0039 -0.0000 0.0144 0.0029
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0001 0.0052 0.0053 0.5959 0.0010 0.0782 0.4141
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0001 0.0052 0.0019 0.5554 0.0010 0.0808 0.4147
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0002 0.0060 0.0021 0.0541 -0.0001 0.4250 0.0394
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0002 0.0063 0.0024 0.0637 0.0094 0.4552 0.0463
50 Rcp_kk -0.0001 -0.0050 0.0081 -0.1940 -0.0006 -0.0342 -0.2521
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0481 -0.0012 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0029 0.0005 0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0451 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0041 0.0008 0.0001
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0000 -0.0007 -0.0002 0.0034 0.0746 0.0070 0.0023
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0000 -0.0011 -0.0005 0.0022 0.0854 -0.0028 0.0015
55 Rcp_pik 0.0002 0.0051 0.0003 0.0122 -0.0046 0.0064 0.0099
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0001 -0.0038 -0.0572 -0.2705 -0.0005 -0.0285 0.0174
57 bmassoset -0.0047 -0.1980 -0.0687 -0.0220 0.0003 -0.0415 -0.0169
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.5601 -0.0086 -0.0002 -0.0001 0.0005 -0.0003 -0.0001
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.5770 -0.0079 -0.0002 -0.0001 0.0007 -0.0003 -0.0001
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Table J.5: ADS fit correlation matrix (3/9).
N parameter 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
14 Bcb_a 1.0000
15 Bcb_f 0.9341 1.0000
16 Bcb_fs -0.7395 -0.8465 1.0000
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.8962 -0.9431 0.6634 1.0000
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.5816 -0.6116 0.4414 0.6140 1.0000
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk -0.1693 -0.1458 0.1536 0.1324 0.0815 1.0000
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik -0.4527 -0.3986 0.3980 0.3593 0.2271 0.1021 1.0000
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi -0.1035 -0.0865 0.0932 0.0790 0.0476 0.0716 0.0649
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0250 -0.0176 0.0228 0.0153 0.0083 0.0199 0.0211
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0189 -0.0158 0.0162 0.0134 0.0324 0.0048 0.0108
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.1529 -0.1525 0.1920 0.1312 0.0814 0.0991 0.1416
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0410 -0.0393 0.0451 0.0326 0.0687 0.0134 0.0260
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 0.1527 0.1300 -0.1392 -0.1182 -0.0723 -0.4648 -0.0957
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.1452 0.1263 -0.1389 -0.1139 -0.0695 -0.3293 -0.0932
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0083 0.0060 -0.0067 -0.0063 -0.0032 -0.0028 -0.0049
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0084 0.0064 -0.0060 -0.0071 -0.0038 -0.0027 -0.0046
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 0.2975 0.2652 -0.3003 -0.2351 -0.1446 -0.0965 -0.2486
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 0.3420 0.3092 -0.3433 -0.2736 -0.1696 -0.1045 -0.2693
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0965 0.0829 -0.0935 -0.0746 -0.0447 -0.0026 -0.0627
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 0.0864 0.0703 -0.0774 -0.0648 -0.0387 0.0627 -0.0581
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0218 0.0193 -0.0203 -0.0168 -0.0391 -0.0213 -0.0131
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0238 0.0219 -0.0237 -0.0185 -0.0475 -0.0245 -0.0140
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0011 -0.0010 0.0006 0.0011 0.0105 0.0002 0.0005
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0002 -0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0037 0.0000 -0.0001
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0824 0.0715 -0.0770 -0.0594 -0.1484 -0.0207 -0.0539
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0948 0.0847 -0.0874 -0.0722 -0.1488 -0.0225 -0.0581
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0146 0.0131 -0.0149 -0.0109 -0.0363 -0.0054 -0.0092
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0154 0.0142 -0.0164 -0.0116 -0.0355 -0.0084 -0.0095
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0004 0.0003 0.0003 0.0235 -0.0006
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.0038 -0.0032 0.0111 0.0023 0.0008 -0.2550 0.0107
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0575 0.0464 -0.0137 -0.0458 -0.0320 0.0132 -0.3108
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0366 0.0260 0.0054 -0.0279 -0.0201 0.0172 -0.3080
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0037 -0.0039 0.0051 0.0036 -0.0104 0.0069 0.0032
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0016 -0.0020 0.0030 0.0019 -0.0139 0.0072 0.0020
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0013 -0.0005 0.0035 -0.0003 0.0119 0.0025 0.0038
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0033 -0.0029 0.0052 0.0022 0.0088 0.0029 0.0038
50 Rcp_kk -0.0029 -0.0029 0.0020 0.0008 0.0750 -0.1481 -0.0002
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0030 0.0040 -0.0026 -0.0021 -0.0027 0.0004 -0.0258
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0031 0.0038 -0.0046 -0.0008 -0.0019 0.0000 -0.0259
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0014 0.0015 -0.0004 -0.0018 -0.0211 -0.0002 -0.0005
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0025 0.0029 -0.0032 -0.0026 -0.0111 -0.0007 -0.0014
55 Rcp_pik -0.0105 -0.0100 0.0114 0.0043 0.1182 0.0014 -0.1450
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0024 -0.0029 0.0037 0.0007 0.0603 -0.0094 0.0004
57 bmassoset 0.1829 0.2714 -0.3479 -0.2290 -0.1533 -0.0763 -0.1202
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0025 -0.0016 0.0004 0.0016 0.0011 0.0001 0.0086
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0021 -0.0011 0.0003 0.0010 0.0008 0.0001 0.0082
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Table J.6: ADS fit correlation matrix (4/9).
N parameter 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 1.0000
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0150 1.0000
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0032 0.0007 1.0000
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0722 0.1969 0.0057 1.0000
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0094 0.0015 0.1757 0.0273 1.0000
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus -0.0060 -0.0247 -0.0044 -0.1285 -0.0132 1.0000
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.0462 -0.0351 -0.0042 -0.1531 -0.0134 0.2255 1.0000
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0019 0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0086 -0.0007 0.0029 0.0030
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0018 -0.0008 -0.0002 -0.0084 -0.0007 0.0028 0.0029
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0650 -0.0768 -0.0089 -0.3991 -0.0310 0.1037 0.1116
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0698 -0.0762 -0.0097 -0.4021 -0.0326 0.1106 0.1179
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus -0.4768 -0.0186 -0.0029 -0.0878 -0.0090 0.0439 0.0765
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.4511 -0.0244 -0.0027 -0.1101 -0.0092 0.0780 0.1937
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0072 -0.0013 -0.0691 -0.0130 -0.2017 0.0242 0.0095
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0097 -0.0010 -0.0685 -0.0109 -0.1810 0.0041 0.0123
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0018 0.0005 -0.0030 -0.0002 -0.0002
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0055 0.0008 -0.0102 -0.0001 -0.0002
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0135 -0.0033 -0.1727 -0.0300 -0.3665 0.0198 0.0196
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0145 -0.0035 -0.1674 -0.0312 -0.3658 0.0213 0.0210
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0196 -0.0010 -0.0431 -0.0092 -0.1109 0.0074 0.0059
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus -0.0206 -0.0007 -0.0431 -0.0078 -0.1263 0.0028 0.0016
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0165 -0.0023 -0.0000 -0.0083 -0.0003 0.0424 0.0176
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.1511 0.0236 0.0005 0.1005 0.0042 -0.1518 -0.4865
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0117 0.0550 0.0002 0.2561 0.0093 -0.0243 -0.0332
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0141 0.0531 0.0008 0.2624 0.0105 -0.0279 -0.0366
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0069 0.0004 0.0566 0.0091 0.2349 -0.0104 -0.0039
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0075 0.0001 0.0781 0.0073 0.2346 0.0006 -0.0035
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0020 0.0002 0.1107 0.0092 0.2468 -0.0029 -0.0032
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0022 0.0002 0.1242 0.0101 0.2901 -0.0033 -0.0036
50 Rcp_kk -0.0109 -0.0020 -0.0024 -0.0118 -0.0924 0.0666 0.0457
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0003 -0.0026 -0.0000 0.0013 -0.0000 -0.0005 -0.0005
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0001 0.0004 -0.0000 0.0006 0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0003
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0001 0.0000 0.0060 -0.0008 0.0111 0.0003 0.0003
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0005 -0.0000 0.0051 -0.0024 0.0078 0.0008 0.0009
55 Rcp_pik 0.0007 -0.0005 0.0472 -0.0051 0.0772 -0.0010 -0.0007
56 Rcp_pipi -0.1518 -0.0016 -0.0071 -0.0085 -0.0755 -0.0009 -0.0096
57 bmassoset -0.0523 -0.0021 -0.0092 -0.3310 -0.0670 0.0934 0.1115
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0000 -0.0006 0.0000 -0.0029 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0002
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 -0.0015 0.0000 -0.0020 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0002
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Table J.7: ADS fit correlation matrix (5/9).
N parameter 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 1.0000
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.2889 1.0000
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 0.0076 0.0071 1.0000
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0076 0.0077 0.3718 1.0000
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0019 0.0019 0.0696 0.0740 1.0000
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 0.0020 0.0020 0.0752 0.0787 0.1865 1.0000
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0004 0.0004 0.0144 0.0152 0.0080 0.0069 1.0000
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0003 0.0003 0.0140 0.0150 0.0035 0.0015 0.2339
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0009 0.0000 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0002 0.0003
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0000 0.0011 -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0020
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0011 0.0011 0.0442 0.0460 0.0130 0.0126 0.0817
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0012 0.0012 0.0451 0.0511 0.0140 0.0134 0.0813
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0002 0.0003 0.0102 0.0108 0.0196 0.0060 0.2598
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0002 0.0002 0.0097 0.0104 0.0032 0.0141 0.1624
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0001 0.0001 0.0035 0.0034 0.0254 0.0131 -0.0011
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.0009 -0.0009 -0.0439 -0.0433 -0.1053 -0.3514 -0.0074
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0035 -0.0028 -0.6047 -0.1862 -0.0174 -0.0257 -0.0035
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0028 -0.0037 -0.2004 -0.5925 -0.0197 -0.0277 -0.0040
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0077 -0.0076 -0.0072 -0.0045 -0.6940
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0063 -0.0061 -0.0015 -0.0034 -0.3048
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0089 -0.0077 -0.0020 -0.0024 -0.0521
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0087 -0.0095 -0.0023 -0.0027 -0.0608
50 Rcp_kk 0.0001 0.0002 0.0057 0.0054 -0.0011 -0.0108 0.0610
51 Rcp_kpiA1m -0.3020 -0.0260 0.0078 -0.0006 -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0242 -0.3039 -0.0004 0.0076 -0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0001 0.0001 0.0008 0.0008 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0017
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0001 -0.0002 0.0024 0.0025 0.0005 0.0006 -0.0013
55 Rcp_pik -0.0002 -0.0002 0.0092 0.0084 -0.0005 -0.0003 -0.0201
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0001 0.0001 0.0036 0.0034 0.0718 0.0673 0.2406
57 bmassoset 0.0046 0.0058 0.2959 0.2986 0.0635 0.0755 0.0248
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.5708 -0.3016 0.0135 0.0028 0.0001 0.0002 0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.3094 -0.5823 0.0025 0.0118 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000
Table J.8: ADS fit correlation matrix (6/9).
N parameter 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 1.0000
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0001 1.0000
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0018 0.0016 1.0000
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0758 -0.0049 0.0044 1.0000
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0753 -0.0006 0.0059 0.2963 1.0000
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.1258 -0.0001 0.0010 0.0479 0.0474 1.0000
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.2508 0.0000 0.0012 0.0529 0.0525 0.0879 1.0000
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0003 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0002 0.0002 -0.0008 0.0002
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.0127 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0036 -0.0035 -0.0051 0.0081
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0025 0.0002 0.0005 0.0028 -0.0048 -0.0026 -0.0019
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0031 0.0002 0.0006 -0.0078 0.0009 -0.0029 -0.0023
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.3127 -0.0011 -0.0026 -0.0839 -0.0839 -0.3690 -0.2184
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.6019 -0.0012 -0.0027 -0.0856 -0.0854 -0.1633 -0.4038
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0471 -0.0034 -0.0039 -0.5722 -0.2346 -0.0290 -0.0326
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0549 -0.0008 -0.0148 -0.2481 -0.5870 -0.0337 -0.0379
50 Rcp_kk 0.0109 0.0015 0.0014 0.0204 0.0213 0.1543 0.1886
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0000 -0.0029 0.0001 0.0007 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0038 -0.0001 0.0007 -0.0000 -0.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0012 -0.4839 -0.0036 -0.0005 -0.0024 -0.0005 -0.0007
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0010 -0.0031 -0.4895 0.0012 0.0154 -0.0005 -0.0006
55 Rcp_pik -0.0201 0.0096 0.0090 -0.1501 -0.1354 -0.0137 -0.0144
56 Rcp_pipi 0.2012 0.0012 0.0012 0.0173 0.0180 -0.1597 -0.2120
57 bmassoset 0.0231 -0.0015 -0.0028 0.0547 0.0563 0.0175 0.0164
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0000 0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0007 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000
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Table J.9: ADS fit correlation matrix (7/9).
N parameter 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 1.0000
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.0167 1.0000
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0027 0.0317 1.0000
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0027 0.0319 0.1853 1.0000
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0006 0.0056 0.0046 0.0047 1.0000
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0003 -0.0057 0.0042 0.0043 0.4103 1.0000
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0001 0.0019 0.0027 0.0073 0.0593 0.0607 1.0000
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0001 0.0020 0.0075 0.0037 0.0698 0.0714 0.2169
50 Rcp_kk -0.0036 0.0393 -0.0049 -0.0048 -0.4219 -0.4404 -0.0221
51 Rcp_kpiA1m -0.0000 0.0003 0.0163 0.0005 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0002
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0000 0.0003 0.0009 0.0162 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0004 -0.0004 0.0035 0.0036 0.0141
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0000 -0.0005 -0.0012 -0.0011 0.0022 0.0024 -0.0003
55 Rcp_pik 0.0001 -0.0005 0.0590 0.0611 0.0142 0.0145 -0.3273
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0026 0.0231 -0.0035 -0.0034 -0.3475 -0.3135 -0.0184
57 bmassoset 0.0054 -0.0667 -0.1798 -0.1823 -0.0233 -0.0218 -0.0262
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0000 -0.0005 -0.0245 -0.0031 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0026 -0.0225 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0001
Table J.10: ADS fit correlation matrix (8/9).
N parameter 49 50 51 52 53 54 55
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 1.0000
50 Rcp_kk -0.0269 1.0000
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0002 -0.0001 1.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0000 -0.0002 0.0023 1.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0050 -0.0036 0.0005 -0.0003 1.0000
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0101 -0.0019 -0.0003 0.0008 0.0068 1.0000
55 Rcp_pik -0.3291 0.0076 0.0050 0.0048 -0.0149 -0.0302 1.0000
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0223 0.2102 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0029 -0.0016 0.0059
57 bmassoset -0.0289 0.0129 -0.0007 -0.0033 0.0027 0.0069 -0.0059
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0002 0.0001 -0.2019 0.0252 -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0015
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0001 0.0001 0.0278 -0.1980 0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0014
Table J.11: ADS fit correlation matrix (9/9).
N parameter 56 57 58 59
56 Rcp_pipi 1.0000
57 bmassoset 0.0078 1.0000
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0001 0.0040 1.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0001 0.0038 0.3233 1.0000
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J.1 Additional ADS fit figures, including zooms
Figures J.2-J.5 show the range 5150–5550 MeV of the same histograms and fits as in Figures 3.42-3.46.
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Figure J.2: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+π−]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [K−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [K−π+]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure J.3: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+K−]DX+d
(top le), B− _ [K−K+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) and B− _
[K−K+]DX
−
s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure J.4: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [π+π−]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [π−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [π+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [π−π+]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure J.5: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K−π+]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [K+π−]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K−π+]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [K+π−]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Appendix K
Supplemental information for the GLW fit
Table K.1 is the raw dump from the fitter of theCP variables. Table K.2 is the raw dump from the fitter
of the auxiliary variables. The variables naming convention is described in the previous appendix.
Also, shown in Figure K.1 is the correlation matrix of the fit.
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Table K.1: Listing ofCP variables in the GLW fit.
label value range
0 Acp_a1_kk −0.02270± 0.01110 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
1 Acp_a1_pik −0.01386± 0.00341 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
2 Acp_a1_pipi −0.01754± 0.01584 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
3 Acp_k1_kk −0.06335± 0.06397 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
4 Acp_k1_pik −0.01328± 0.01900 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
5 Acp_k1_pipi −0.06740± 0.10132 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
14 Bcb_a 1.57913± 0.06734 ( 0.3000, 1.6900)
15 Bcb_f 0.60447± 0.08635 ( 0.0800, 0.8000)
16 Bcb_fs 1.46591± 0.03567 ( 1.0000, 2.5000)
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 10.48748± 0.49806 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 9.62176± 0.49353 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 8067.5± 92.1 ( 0.0, 16000.0)
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 92614.6± 335.9 ( 0.0,154000.0)
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 3433.9± 57.9 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
50 Rcp_kk 0.03899± 0.00256 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.00353± 0.00043 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.00332± 0.00042 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
53 Rcp_kpiK1m −0.00128± 0.00266 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.00304± 0.00307 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
55 Rcp_pik 0.03735± 0.00075 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
56 Rcp_pipi 0.03868± 0.00407 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
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Table K.2: Listing of auxiliary variables in the GLW fit.
label value range
6 B2D0A1kk_plusexpo_a −0.00761± 0.00018 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
7 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a −0.00437± 0.00020 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
8 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a −0.00949± 0.00007 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
9 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a −0.00709± 0.00023 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00544± 0.00048 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00490± 0.00029 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00418± 0.00016 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00470± 0.00051 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 16.98899± 0.36618 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 12.88499± 1.35647 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 19.66416± 0.30123 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 18.44263± 1.51960 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 3502.7± 152.0 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 3669.6± 151.2 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 2209.5± 88.9 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 2320.5± 91.2 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 31028.6± 594.6 ( 0.0, 40000.0)
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 32166.7± 590.9 ( 0.0, 40000.0)
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 1618.9± 89.0 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 1768.3± 95.6 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 351.4± 39.0 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 375.1± 37.1 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 352.9± 21.9 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 355.9± 22.4 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 3127.4± 115.6 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 3368.3± 117.2 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 182.4± 21.2 ( 0.0, 1000.0)
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 234.7± 24.6 ( 0.0, 1000.0)
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 1.07988± 0.03309 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.94396± 0.03131 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.97663± 0.01177 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.96934± 0.01143 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.49129± 0.15371 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.55972± 0.14098 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.82168± 0.05418 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.74174± 0.05289 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
57 bmassoset 1.81530± 0.04573 ( -5.0000, 8.0000)
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 1440.6± 81.0 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 1305.5± 81.5 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
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Table K.3: GLW fit correlation matrix (1/9).
N parameter 00 01 02 03 04 05 06
00 Acp_a1_kk 1.0000
01 Acp_a1_pik 0.0000 1.0000
02 Acp_a1_pipi 0.1972 -0.0000 1.0000
03 Acp_k1_kk 0.0042 0.0000 -0.0024 1.0000
04 Acp_k1_pik 0.0000 0.0012 0.0000 0.0008 1.0000
05 Acp_k1_pipi -0.0039 0.0000 0.0068 0.0807 -0.0002 1.0000
06 B2D0A1kk_plusexpo_a 0.0136 0.0004 -0.0181 0.0006 0.0002 -0.0003 1.0000
07 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0011
08 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a -0.0011 -0.0047 0.0035 -0.0006 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0560
09 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a 0.0155 0.0003 -0.0378 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.2222
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0032 0.0001 -0.0010 0.0094 0.0035 -0.0455 -0.0013
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0041 -0.0000 -0.0000
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0003 0.0004 -0.0001 0.0106 0.0130 -0.0020 0.0046
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0006 0.0000 0.0008 0.0175 0.0025 -0.0545 0.0059
14 Bcb_a -0.0012 0.0038 -0.0010 -0.0031 -0.0020 -0.0007 -0.0329
15 Bcb_f 0.0002 0.0041 -0.0039 -0.0019 -0.0016 -0.0001 -0.0267
16 Bcb_fs -0.0005 0.0026 -0.0001 -0.0028 -0.0003 -0.0011 -0.0176
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0000 -0.0039 0.0030 0.0023 0.0013 0.0004 0.0261
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0002 -0.0035 0.0028 0.0035 0.0053 0.0008 0.0243
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk -0.0080 -0.0003 0.0185 0.0013 0.0003 -0.0002 0.0849
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 0.0006 -0.0007 0.0001 0.0009 0.0009 0.0001 0.0183
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 0.0160 -0.0002 -0.0357 0.0001 0.0002 0.0008 -0.1372
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0037 -0.0003 -0.0033 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0324
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0201 0.0053 0.0116 -0.0002
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0030 0.0026 -0.0067 0.0010 0.0008 0.0002 0.1343
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0006 0.0002 -0.0000 0.0263 0.0292 -0.0100 0.0064
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus -0.1610 -0.0001 0.1063 -0.0018 -0.0004 0.0019 -0.5228
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.1367 -0.0001 -0.0739 0.0002 -0.0004 -0.0012 -0.5163
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0000 0.0004 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0012
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0000 -0.0003 0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0013
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0015 -0.0699 0.0027 -0.0012 -0.0012 -0.0003 -0.0679
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0015 0.0644 0.0026 -0.0013 -0.0011 -0.0003 -0.0678
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0748 -0.0001 -0.2517 0.0012 -0.0003 -0.0030 -0.1871
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.0960 -0.0001 0.2919 -0.0015 -0.0003 0.0022 -0.2127
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0281 0.0000 -0.0097 -0.1889 -0.0044 0.1302 -0.0036
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0251 0.0000 0.0075 0.1571 -0.0040 -0.0434 -0.0027
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0007 0.0000 0.0002
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0003 -0.0050 0.0001 0.0003
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0003 -0.0092 -0.0000 -0.0101 -0.1212 0.0017 -0.0046
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0003 0.0087 -0.0000 -0.0101 0.0935 0.0017 -0.0047
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0093 0.0000 -0.0228 0.0551 -0.0026 -0.2802 0.0015
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0079 0.0000 0.0215 -0.0781 -0.0028 0.3123 0.0006
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.3287 0.0003 -0.2652 -0.0008 0.0001 -0.0003 0.4165
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.3208 0.0004 0.1988 0.0008 0.0002 -0.0002 0.4333
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0009 -0.3415 -0.0025 0.0005 0.0000 0.0002 0.0484
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0009 0.3459 -0.0024 0.0005 0.0008 0.0002 0.0482
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0153 -0.0000 -0.0092 0.1790 -0.0041 0.2067 -0.0018
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0135 -0.0000 0.0082 -0.2218 -0.0045 -0.0920 -0.0016
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0001 0.0041 -0.0001 0.0071 -0.3528 -0.0013 0.0022
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0002 -0.0035 -0.0001 0.0085 0.3450 -0.0017 0.0027
50 Rcp_kk 0.0024 -0.0000 -0.0026 0.0295 0.0010 0.0095 -0.0139
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0000 -0.0267 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0004
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0000 0.0249 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0034 -0.0001 -0.0003
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0003 0.0179 -0.0001 -0.0007
55 Rcp_pik 0.0001 -0.0000 0.0001 0.0032 0.0036 -0.0003 -0.0004
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0035 -0.0000 0.0047 0.0052 0.0005 -0.0065 0.0223
57 bmassoset -0.0017 -0.0018 0.0038 -0.0017 -0.0015 -0.0007 -0.1011
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0000 0.0085 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0007
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0000 -0.0079 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0006
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Table K.4: GLW fit correlation matrix (2/9).
N parameter 07 08 09 10 11 12 13
07 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a 1.0000
08 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a -0.0026 1.0000
09 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a 0.0009 -0.0421 1.0000
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0001 -0.0044 0.0067 1.0000
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0004 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0004 1.0000
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0003 -0.0100 0.0037 0.0432 0.0029 1.0000
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0000 -0.0031 -0.0078 0.2386 0.0003 0.0304 1.0000
14 Bcb_a -0.0048 -0.0312 -0.0324 -0.0005 0.0001 -0.0238 -0.0014
15 Bcb_f -0.0029 -0.0260 -0.0260 -0.0007 0.0001 -0.0185 -0.0013
16 Bcb_fs -0.0025 -0.0052 -0.0164 -0.0010 0.0002 -0.0108 -0.0012
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0031 0.0212 0.0252 0.0009 -0.0001 0.0171 0.0014
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0027 0.0172 0.0232 -0.0025 -0.0009 0.0381 0.0015
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 0.0008 -0.0002 -0.1571 -0.0353 -0.0000 0.0032 -0.0042
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 0.0017 0.0314 0.0170 0.0002 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0005
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 0.0006 -0.0032 0.2639 -0.0048 -0.0000 0.0023 -0.0333
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0000 -0.0637 0.0254 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0008 -0.0002
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0000 0.0018 -0.0001 0.0380 0.0009 0.1216 0.0254
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0067 -0.3220 0.1042 0.0042 -0.0001 0.0149 0.0030
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0003 -0.0142 0.0049 0.1238 0.0026 0.3283 0.0867
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus -0.0015 0.0472 -0.1986 0.0054 0.0000 -0.0061 -0.0056
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus -0.0016 0.0495 -0.2182 0.0040 0.0000 -0.0063 -0.0052
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.5661 0.0024 -0.0010 -0.0000 0.0011 -0.0003 -0.0000
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.5705 0.0028 -0.0011 -0.0001 0.0014 -0.0004 -0.0001
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0046 0.5044 -0.0545 -0.0036 0.0000 -0.0162 -0.0029
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0046 0.4968 -0.0545 -0.0036 0.0000 -0.0164 -0.0029
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus -0.0011 0.0336 -0.4305 -0.0059 0.0000 -0.0044 0.0108
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.0012 0.0390 -0.4788 -0.0057 0.0000 -0.0046 0.0112
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0001 0.0032 0.0010 -0.3578 -0.0003 -0.0489 -0.2097
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0001 0.0027 0.0012 -0.3487 -0.0002 -0.0432 -0.2025
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0001 -0.0005 0.0002 -0.0008 -0.0177 -0.0000 -0.0004
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus -0.0002 -0.0009 0.0002 -0.0016 -0.0294 -0.0086 -0.0010
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0004 0.0051 -0.0039 -0.0379 -0.0005 -0.5337 -0.0276
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0004 0.0056 -0.0040 -0.0382 -0.0036 -0.5386 -0.0277
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0001 0.0024 -0.0053 -0.1705 -0.0001 -0.0278 -0.1691
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus -0.0001 0.0020 -0.0057 -0.1876 -0.0001 -0.0303 -0.2361
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0008 -0.0434 0.2960 0.0140 -0.0000 0.0031 0.0087
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.0010 -0.0475 0.3375 0.0118 -0.0000 0.0037 0.0075
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0030 -0.4686 0.0374 0.0031 0.0000 0.0122 0.0023
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0030 -0.4659 0.0373 0.0031 -0.0000 0.0126 0.0022
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0001 0.0040 -0.0011 -0.4775 -0.0004 -0.0480 -0.3120
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0001 0.0042 -0.0013 -0.4613 -0.0004 -0.0533 -0.3349
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0001 -0.0058 0.0017 0.0299 -0.0009 0.4970 0.0207
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0001 -0.0068 0.0021 0.0357 0.0077 0.5284 0.0248
50 Rcp_kk -0.0000 0.0008 0.0276 0.0117 -0.0002 0.0061 -0.1105
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0495 0.0007 0.0004 0.0000 -0.0031 0.0004 0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0494 -0.0006 0.0005 0.0001 -0.0043 0.0005 0.0001
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0000 0.0009 -0.0003 0.0020 0.0375 0.0074 0.0012
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0000 0.0017 -0.0005 0.0017 0.0552 -0.0002 0.0011
55 Rcp_pik 0.0000 -0.0048 -0.0003 0.0076 -0.0019 0.0547 0.0070
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0000 0.0006 -0.0410 -0.1245 -0.0002 0.0019 0.1233
57 bmassoset -0.0037 0.2791 -0.0766 -0.0146 0.0001 -0.0360 -0.0106
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.5897 0.0102 -0.0005 -0.0001 0.0005 -0.0002 -0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.6070 0.0092 -0.0004 -0.0001 0.0007 -0.0002 -0.0000
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Table K.5: GLW fit correlation matrix (3/9).
N parameter 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
14 Bcb_a 1.0000
15 Bcb_f 0.8613 1.0000
16 Bcb_fs 0.7604 0.7235 1.0000
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.8740 -0.9739 -0.8543 1.0000
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.8110 -0.9053 -0.7829 0.9222 1.0000
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk -0.0950 -0.0763 -0.0433 0.0722 0.0657 1.0000
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik -0.2922 -0.2396 -0.1425 0.2274 0.2069 0.0388 1.0000
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi -0.0641 -0.0493 -0.0267 0.0466 0.0421 0.1237 0.0275
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0379 -0.0256 -0.0160 0.0246 0.0220 0.0086 0.0224
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0071 -0.0044 -0.0024 0.0039 0.0153 0.0009 0.0024
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.1392 -0.1435 -0.0591 0.1310 0.1197 0.0344 0.1025
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0233 -0.0247 -0.0080 0.0212 0.0524 0.0035 0.0099
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 0.0973 0.0797 0.0413 -0.0750 -0.0677 -0.1872 -0.0463
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.1014 0.0850 0.0433 -0.0797 -0.0720 -0.1821 -0.0482
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0071 0.0047 0.0029 -0.0047 -0.0040 -0.0013 -0.0030
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0069 0.0047 0.0041 -0.0052 -0.0044 -0.0012 -0.0027
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 0.2526 0.2191 0.1095 -0.2044 -0.1854 -0.0411 -0.1695
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 0.2708 0.2361 0.1213 -0.2206 -0.2005 -0.0429 -0.1748
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0710 0.0596 0.0277 -0.0553 -0.0497 0.1252 -0.0347
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 0.0676 0.0522 0.0272 -0.0494 -0.0444 0.1404 -0.0335
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0154 0.0129 0.0068 -0.0118 -0.0330 -0.0189 -0.0059
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0128 0.0119 0.0036 -0.0100 -0.0331 -0.0152 -0.0053
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0011 -0.0010 -0.0014 0.0013 0.0080 0.0001 0.0003
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus -0.0000 -0.0006 -0.0002 0.0006 0.0032 0.0000 0.0000
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0474 0.0400 0.0153 -0.0343 -0.1070 -0.0065 -0.0228
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0461 0.0394 0.0155 -0.0340 -0.1021 -0.0063 -0.0221
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0107 0.0096 0.0034 -0.0082 -0.0271 -0.0043 -0.0044
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0089 0.0088 0.0015 -0.0070 -0.0252 -0.0019 -0.0039
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.0177 -0.0166 -0.0052 0.0151 0.0133 -0.3219 0.0133
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.0243 -0.0221 -0.0083 0.0203 0.0182 -0.3165 0.0164
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0368 -0.0415 -0.0061 0.0362 0.0325 0.0115 -0.2989
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0421 -0.0465 -0.0105 0.0410 0.0372 0.0119 -0.3067
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0046 0.0043 0.0022 -0.0040 -0.0069 -0.0013 -0.0019
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0034 0.0035 0.0014 -0.0032 -0.0053 0.0021 -0.0016
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0042 -0.0030 -0.0019 0.0030 0.0041 0.0007 0.0013
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0069 -0.0056 -0.0030 0.0052 0.0095 0.0011 0.0021
50 Rcp_kk 0.0002 -0.0006 0.0021 -0.0007 0.0348 -0.1684 -0.0005
51 Rcp_kpiA1m -0.0009 0.0004 0.0009 -0.0001 -0.0006 0.0006 -0.0231
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0008 0.0002 -0.0019 0.0011 0.0004 0.0004 -0.0227
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0016 0.0016 0.0027 -0.0021 -0.0146 -0.0001 -0.0003
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0013 0.0022 0.0009 -0.0020 -0.0085 -0.0002 -0.0006
55 Rcp_pik -0.0025 -0.0043 0.0087 -0.0008 0.0968 0.0004 -0.1589
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0004 -0.0021 0.0026 0.0004 0.0288 -0.0178 0.0001
57 bmassoset 0.0560 0.1837 0.0243 -0.1557 -0.1466 -0.0167 -0.0465
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0007 0.0003 -0.0008 -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0078
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0008 0.0003 -0.0005 -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.0075
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Table K.6: GLW fit correlation matrix (4/9).
N parameter 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 1.0000
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0079 1.0000
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0006 0.0004 1.0000
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0315 0.1560 -0.0003 1.0000
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0025 0.0007 0.0667 0.0214 1.0000
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 0.1246 -0.0365 -0.0005 -0.1463 -0.0078 1.0000
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.1131 -0.0409 -0.0005 -0.1530 -0.0081 0.2929 1.0000
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0010 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0078 -0.0004 0.0021 0.0022
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0009 -0.0007 -0.0000 -0.0076 -0.0004 0.0021 0.0021
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0320 -0.0954 -0.0010 -0.4065 -0.0219 0.0909 0.0951
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0331 -0.0943 -0.0012 -0.4071 -0.0220 0.0922 0.0964
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus -0.3495 -0.0279 -0.0004 -0.1067 -0.0056 0.2131 0.1492
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.3711 -0.0298 -0.0003 -0.1161 -0.0059 0.1578 0.2513
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0035 -0.0006 -0.0413 -0.0071 -0.1341 0.0101 0.0027
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0017 -0.0007 -0.0394 -0.0064 -0.1166 0.0016 0.0084
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0017 0.0006 -0.0029 -0.0002 -0.0002
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0045 0.0010 -0.0108 -0.0002 -0.0003
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0046 -0.0022 -0.1118 -0.0175 -0.3120 0.0087 0.0090
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0044 -0.0021 -0.1118 -0.0177 -0.3125 0.0086 0.0089
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0192 -0.0005 -0.0277 -0.0055 -0.0730 -0.0018 0.0012
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus -0.0163 -0.0006 -0.0233 -0.0050 -0.0827 0.0014 -0.0007
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.2247 0.0305 -0.0003 0.1090 0.0044 -0.5317 -0.2403
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.1898 0.0295 -0.0002 0.1207 0.0053 -0.2510 -0.5558
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0107 0.0709 -0.0007 0.2947 0.0129 -0.0509 -0.0534
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0109 0.0686 -0.0006 0.2949 0.0130 -0.0510 -0.0534
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0003 -0.0000 -0.0249 -0.0052 -0.1413 0.0035 0.0006
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0015 -0.0001 -0.0453 -0.0052 -0.1519 0.0001 0.0029
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0006 0.0001 0.0874 0.0069 0.2203 -0.0023 -0.0024
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0008 0.0001 0.0967 0.0086 0.2663 -0.0030 -0.0031
50 Rcp_kk -0.0192 -0.0007 0.0198 -0.0026 0.0053 0.0297 0.0290
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0005 -0.0024 0.0000 0.0025 0.0002 -0.0009 -0.0009
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0004 0.0006 -0.0000 0.0022 0.0003 -0.0009 -0.0009
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0001 0.0000 0.0049 -0.0010 0.0100 0.0003 0.0003
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0002 0.0000 0.0048 -0.0022 0.0104 0.0007 0.0007
55 Rcp_pik 0.0002 -0.0013 0.0280 -0.0054 0.0966 0.0004 0.0004
56 Rcp_pipi -0.1566 -0.0007 0.0099 -0.0020 -0.0036 -0.0213 -0.0197
57 bmassoset -0.0156 0.0068 0.0048 -0.3265 -0.0551 0.0937 0.0993
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0001 -0.0010 0.0000 -0.0037 -0.0002 0.0006 0.0007
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0000 -0.0019 0.0000 -0.0027 -0.0002 0.0005 0.0005
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Table K.7: GLW fit correlation matrix (5/9).
N parameter 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 1.0000
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.3230 1.0000
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 0.0063 0.0059 1.0000
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0060 0.0063 0.4100 1.0000
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0016 0.0015 0.0669 0.0679 1.0000
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 0.0016 0.0016 0.0700 0.0708 0.2232 1.0000
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0002 0.0002 0.0085 0.0087 -0.0012 0.0011 1.0000
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0002 0.0002 0.0077 0.0079 0.0010 -0.0018 0.1496
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0009 0.0000 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0004
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0001 0.0012 -0.0008 -0.0008 -0.0002 -0.0002 0.0012
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0005 0.0005 0.0240 0.0236 0.0064 0.0063 0.0531
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0005 0.0005 0.0226 0.0245 0.0063 0.0063 0.0526
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0001 0.0001 0.0064 0.0066 0.0135 0.0024 0.2278
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0001 0.0001 0.0057 0.0059 0.0020 0.0125 0.0992
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0529 -0.0527 -0.3544 -0.1832 0.0143
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.0011 -0.0012 -0.0597 -0.0596 -0.1824 -0.4145 -0.0057
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0038 -0.0033 -0.6608 -0.2922 -0.0371 -0.0405 -0.0037
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0031 -0.0039 -0.2944 -0.6500 -0.0372 -0.0405 -0.0038
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0001 0.0001 0.0051 0.0051 0.0017 0.0006 0.6506
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0001 0.0001 0.0050 0.0049 0.0005 0.0016 0.2019
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0068 -0.0062 -0.0016 -0.0018 -0.0312
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0081 -0.0086 -0.0021 -0.0023 -0.0378
50 Rcp_kk 0.0001 0.0001 0.0014 0.0014 -0.0231 -0.0256 -0.1563
51 Rcp_kpiA1m -0.3044 -0.0283 0.0041 -0.0018 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0001
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0280 -0.3098 -0.0021 0.0034 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0001
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0002 0.0001 0.0009 0.0009 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0001 -0.0003 0.0020 0.0020 0.0005 0.0005 -0.0006
55 Rcp_pik -0.0000 0.0000 0.0097 0.0096 0.0003 0.0004 -0.0248
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0000 0.0000 0.0006 0.0005 0.0540 0.0572 0.1191
57 bmassoset 0.0035 0.0048 0.2782 0.2741 0.0681 0.0740 0.0138
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.5977 -0.3364 0.0144 0.0053 0.0005 0.0005 0.0001
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.3435 -0.6104 0.0046 0.0127 0.0004 0.0004 0.0000
Table K.8: GLW fit correlation matrix (6/9).
N parameter 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 1.0000
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0006 1.0000
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0009 0.0007 1.0000
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0486 -0.0029 0.0047 1.0000
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0480 -0.0021 0.0077 0.3336 1.0000
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0819 -0.0006 0.0005 0.0329 0.0324 1.0000
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.2258 -0.0005 0.0006 0.0349 0.0344 0.0622 1.0000
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.0059 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0030 -0.0031 0.0108 -0.0045
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.0112 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0038 -0.0039 -0.0034 0.0069
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0034 0.0004 0.0006 -0.0038 -0.0102 -0.0029 -0.0026
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0034 0.0004 0.0007 -0.0103 -0.0044 -0.0029 -0.0026
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.1971 0.0005 0.0016 0.0449 0.0450 0.3436 0.1339
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.5766 0.0006 0.0018 0.0494 0.0496 0.1130 0.3837
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0271 -0.0006 -0.0051 -0.5301 -0.2730 -0.0170 -0.0188
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0330 -0.0010 -0.0144 -0.2931 -0.5565 -0.0208 -0.0229
50 Rcp_kk -0.1611 0.0016 0.0006 -0.0187 -0.0176 0.0646 0.0925
51 Rcp_kpiA1m -0.0001 -0.0031 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0040 -0.0002 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0005 -0.5244 -0.0015 -0.0043 -0.0005 0.0007 0.0005
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0003 -0.0014 -0.5165 0.0013 0.0072 0.0000 -0.0001
55 Rcp_pik -0.0247 0.0048 0.0052 -0.1806 -0.1769 -0.0184 -0.0186
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0881 0.0013 0.0006 -0.0123 -0.0114 -0.2649 -0.3108
57 bmassoset 0.0131 -0.0017 -0.0031 0.0297 0.0313 0.0109 0.0098
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0001 0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0007 0.0001 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Table K.9: GLW fit correlation matrix (7/9).
N parameter 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 1.0000
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.2343 1.0000
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0383 0.0423 1.0000
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0381 0.0422 0.2480 1.0000
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0053 -0.0070 -0.0033 -0.0033 1.0000
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0080 0.0027 -0.0034 -0.0034 0.2738 1.0000
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0016 0.0018 0.0034 0.0061 -0.0324 -0.0362 1.0000
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0019 0.0022 0.0071 0.0046 -0.0390 -0.0434 0.2703
50 Rcp_kk 0.0548 0.0548 -0.0009 -0.0009 0.1925 0.2441 0.0010
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0003 0.0004 0.0157 0.0005 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0005 0.0006 0.0011 0.0159 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0003
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0016 -0.0019 0.0083
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0014 -0.0014 -0.0016 -0.0018 0.0011
55 Rcp_pik -0.0006 -0.0005 0.0587 0.0604 -0.0130 -0.0135 -0.3134
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0363 0.0300 -0.0005 -0.0005 0.1867 0.1507 -0.0013
57 bmassoset -0.0741 -0.0824 -0.2171 -0.2137 0.0141 0.0148 -0.0193
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0233 -0.0047 0.0001 0.0001 -0.0001
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0041 -0.0213 0.0001 0.0001 -0.0001
Table K.10: GLW fit correlation matrix (8/9).
N parameter 49 50 51 52 53 54 55
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 1.0000
50 Rcp_kk 0.0018 1.0000
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0002 -0.0001 1.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0001 -0.0001 0.0025 1.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0059 -0.0030 0.0006 -0.0002 1.0000
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0102 -0.0015 -0.0002 0.0010 0.0028 1.0000
55 Rcp_pik -0.2928 0.0234 0.0043 0.0041 -0.0042 -0.0204 1.0000
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0011 0.0686 -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0025 -0.0014 0.0181
57 bmassoset -0.0235 0.0008 -0.0018 -0.0048 0.0029 0.0065 -0.0044
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0001 0.0000 -0.1959 0.0291 -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0014
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0001 0.0000 0.0300 -0.1897 0.0001 -0.0002 -0.0013
Table K.11: GLW fit correlation matrix (9/9).
N parameter 56 57 58 59
56 Rcp_pipi 1.0000
57 bmassoset -0.0011 1.0000
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0000 0.0047 1.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 0.0043 0.3581 1.0000
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K.1 Additional GLW fit figures, including zooms
Figures K.2-K.6 show the range 5150–5550MeV of the same histograms and fits as in Figures 3.42-3.46.
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Figure K.2: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+π−]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [K−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [K−π+]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure K.3: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+K−]DX+d
(top le), B− _ [K−K+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) and B− _
[K−K+]DX
−
s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure K.4: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [π+π−]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [π−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [π+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [π−π+]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure K.5: Fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K−π+]DX+d (top le),
B− _ [K+π−]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K−π+]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [K+π−]DX−s (bottom
right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure K.6: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K−π+]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [K+π−]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K−π+]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [K+π−]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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K.2 GLW fit with ADS BDT and PID selections
We repeat the GLW fit with the tighter selections used in the ADS fit also applied to theD0 _ K−K+
andD0 _ π−π+ channels as a cross check. The resulting fit parameters, figures, correlation matrix
and results are listed in this section.
K.2.1 Results from the GLW fit with ADS selections
The following values can be compared with those listed in the Section 3.4: Results. The GLW rates
are:
RKKs/d = 0.0331± 0.0024(stat), (K.1)
Rππs/d = 0.0303± 0.0033(stat), (K.2)
RKπs/d = 0.0328± 0.0007(stat). (K.3)
These values are lower, as expected, because tighter PID selections have been applied to the kaon
in theX−s system. The weighted average of theCP-even decays is
RCP+s/d = 0.0321± 0.0019(stat). (K.4)
The value ofR+ is found to be
R+ = 0.981± 0.062(stat). (K.5)
The value is within 1 standard deviation of the value found with the default selections.
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The rawCP asymmetries in theB− _ D0X−d are
AKKd ,raw = −0.034± 0.012, (K.6)
Aππd ,raw = −0.018± 0.017, (K.7)
AKπ,favd ,raw = −0.014± 0.004, (K.8)
and the raw asymmetries in theB− _ D0X−s decays are
AKKs,raw = −0.080± 0.070, (K.9)
Aππs,raw = −0.221± 0.106, (K.10)
AKπ,favs,raw = −0.011± 0.020. (K.11)
Aer correcting for the production and detection asymmetries, we find the following asymmetries in
theB− _ D0X−d decays:
AKKd = −0.030± 0.012, (K.12)
Aππd = −0.014± 0.017, (K.13)
AKπ,favd = 0.001± 0.004, (K.14)
and the followingB− _ D0X−s CP asymmetries are
AKKs = −0.066± 0.070, (K.15)
Aππs = −0.207± 0.106, (K.16)
AKπ,favs = 0.013± 0.020. (K.17)
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The average asymmetries inD0 _ hh decays are
Ahhd = −0.024± 0.010, (K.18)
Ahhs = −0.109± 0.058. (K.19)
The values are consistent between the two selections, however theB− _ [π−π+]X−s shows a large
deviation in the central value of the asymmetry. In comparing the fitted yields between the two data
sets, it is clear that the tighter data set has∼30% fewer events and with more of the events being
lost in theB− decays. The shi is likely due to low statistics in both of the data sets.
Table K.12: Yields extracted from GLW fit to data with ADS selections applied. TheB± yields are the
number of events found in the fitted histograms, theN fd values include corrections for peaking back-
grounds andB _ DX vetoes (discussed in the next section). Values ofN fd are not extracted from the
fit for the ADS suppressedmodes, nor for theB− _ D0X−s decays.
decay Fit B+ yield B− yield N fd
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−π+ 41650± 230 40535± 224 83004± 348
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ K−K+ 3688± 62 3446± 59 7209± 87
B− _ D0X−d ,D
0 _ π−π− 1587± 38 1519± 36 3129± 54
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−π+ 1370± 39 1340± 38
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ K−K+ 133± 12 118± 11
B− _ D0X−s ,D0 _ π−π− 58± 8 35± 6
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Figure K.7: GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+π−]DX+d (top
le), B− _ [K−π+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K+π−]DX+s (bottom le) and B− _ [K−π+]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have been applied and the
GLW observables have been extracted.
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Figure K.8: Zoom of GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decays B+ _
[K+π−]DX
+
d (top le), B
− _ [K−π+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K+π−]DX+s (bottom le) and
B− _ [K−π+]DX−s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have
been applied and the GLW observables have been extracted.
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Figure K.9: GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+K−]DX+d (top
le), B− _ [K−K+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) and B− _ [K−K+]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have been applied and the
GLW observables have been extracted.
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Figure K.10: Zoom of GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decays B+ _
[K+K−]DX
+
d (top le), B
− _ [K−K+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) and
B− _ [K−K+]DX−s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have
been applied and the GLW observables have been extracted.
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Figure K.11: GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decays B+ _ [π+π−]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [π−π+]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [π+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [π−π+]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have been applied and the
GLW observables have been extracted.
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Figure K.12: Zoom of GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decays B+ _
[π+π−]DX
+
d (top le), B
− _ [π−π+]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [π+π−]DX+s (bottom le) and
B− _ [π−π+]DX−s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have
been applied and the GLW observables have been extracted.
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Figure K.13: GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decays B+ _ [K−π+]DX+d
(top le),B− _ [K+π−]DX−d (top right),B
+ _ [K−π+]DX+s (bottom le) andB− _ [K+π−]DX−s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have been applied and the
GLW observables have been extracted.
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Figure K.14: Zoom of GLW fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decays B+ _
[K−π+]DX
+
d (top le), B
− _ [K+π−]DX−d (top right), B
+ _ [K−π+]DX+s (bottom le) and
B− _ [K+π−]DX−s (bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit. The ADS selections have
been applied and the GLW observables have been extracted.
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Table K.13: Listing ofCP variables in the GLW fit with the ADS selections applied.
label value range
0 Acp_a1_kk −0.03354± 0.01173 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
1 Acp_a1_pik −0.01353± 0.00360 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
2 Acp_a1_pipi −0.01816± 0.01658 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
3 Acp_k1_kk −0.08005± 0.06955 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
4 Acp_k1_pik −0.01114± 0.02009 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
5 Acp_k1_pipi −0.22102± 0.10598 ( -0.8000, 0.8000)
14 Bcb_a 1.06595± 0.08400 ( 0.3000, 1.6900)
15 Bcb_f 0.27137± 0.04465 ( 0.0800, 0.8000)
16 Bcb_fs 1.49903± 0.04825 ( 1.0000, 2.5000)
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 11.97779± 0.17665 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 10.72753± 0.26019 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 7208.9± 87.4 ( 0.0, 16000.0)
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 83004.0± 347.5 ( 0.0,154000.0)
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 3129.2± 54.3 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
50 Rcp_kk 0.03307± 0.00237 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.00398± 0.00048 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.00374± 0.00047 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
53 Rcp_kpiK1m −0.00144± 0.00324 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.00407± 0.00378 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
55 Rcp_pik 0.03278± 0.00068 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
56 Rcp_pipi 0.03030± 0.00333 ( -0.3000, 0.3000)
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Table K.14: Listing of auxiliary variables in the GLW fit with the ADS selections applied.
label value range
6 B2D0A1kk_plusexpo_a −0.00852± 0.00022 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
7 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a −0.00437± 0.00019 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
8 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a −0.01066± 0.00009 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
9 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a −0.00833± 0.00030 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a −0.01049± 0.00133 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00489± 0.00029 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a −0.00715± 0.00044 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a −0.01019± 0.00175 ( -0.0300, -0.0002)
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 17.79457± 0.42415 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 13.56565± 1.50278 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 19.98536± 0.32498 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 20.62462± 1.98572 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 2436.1± 133.9 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 2494.3± 135.3 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 2205.3± 87.0 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 2316.4± 89.1 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 22214.8± 544.3 ( 0.0, 40000.0)
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 23335.6± 551.5 ( 0.0, 40000.0)
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 1039.3± 79.6 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 1205.5± 84.0 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 85.98823± 25.68212 ( 0.0000, 9000.0000)
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 115.3± 26.0 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 352.5± 21.3 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 354.8± 21.9 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 833.5± 88.6 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 947.2± 88.9 ( 0.0, 9000.0)
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 57.62975± 13.84027 ( 0.0000, 1000.0000)
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 64.36722± 17.13925 ( 0.0000, 1000.0000)
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 1.06003± 0.03420 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.91682± 0.03184 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.94928± 0.01206 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.93929± 0.01171 ( 0.6000, 2.1000)
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.82903± 0.16950 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.67098± 0.15816 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.90469± 0.05817 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.81424± 0.05764 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
57 bmassoset 1.89632± 0.04984 ( -5.0000, 8.0000)
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 1445.2± 78.8 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 1310.5± 79.2 ( 0.0, 3000.0)
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Table K.15: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (1/9).
N parameter 00 01 02 03 04 05 06
00 Acp_a1_kk 1.0000
01 Acp_a1_pik 0.0001 1.0000
02 Acp_a1_pipi 0.1961 -0.0001 1.0000
03 Acp_k1_kk -0.0036 -0.0001 -0.0043 1.0000
04 Acp_k1_pik 0.0000 0.0017 -0.0001 0.0009 1.0000
05 Acp_k1_pipi -0.0039 0.0000 -0.0007 0.1234 0.0004 1.0000
06 B2D0A1kk_plusexpo_a -0.0052 -0.0000 0.0138 -0.0004 -0.0002 -0.0001 1.0000
07 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.0001 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0010
08 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a 0.0013 0.0055 -0.0033 -0.0001 0.0017 0.0006 -0.0422
09 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a -0.0089 0.0001 0.0315 -0.0005 -0.0001 -0.0002 0.1749
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0067 0.0004 -0.0002 0.0183 0.0011 -0.0013 0.0011
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0000 0.0002 0.0042 0.0001 0.0000
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0002 0.0008 -0.0004 0.0161 0.0190 0.0067 -0.0045
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0007 0.0003 0.0021 0.0151 0.0009 -0.0337 -0.0076
14 Bcb_a 0.0048 0.0146 -0.0046 -0.0049 0.0067 0.0004 0.0122
15 Bcb_f 0.0061 0.0142 -0.0061 -0.0038 0.0072 -0.0000 0.0117
16 Bcb_fs -0.0080 -0.0143 0.0081 0.0038 -0.0063 0.0001 -0.0105
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0047 -0.0125 0.0045 0.0034 -0.0067 0.0001 -0.0115
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0031 -0.0079 0.0027 0.0041 -0.0039 0.0054 -0.0089
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk -0.0139 -0.0026 0.0158 0.0016 -0.0009 -0.0007 -0.0544
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik -0.0029 -0.0081 0.0026 0.0029 -0.0029 -0.0002 -0.0101
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 0.0130 -0.0017 -0.0341 0.0014 -0.0006 -0.0001 0.1483
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0028 -0.0014 -0.0020 0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0211
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0002 0.0277 0.0037 0.0107 -0.0008
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0019 -0.0018 -0.0038 0.0021 -0.0003 0.0005 -0.1162
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0009 -0.0004 -0.0006 0.0414 0.0225 0.0185 -0.0060
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus -0.1543 0.0017 0.1093 -0.0010 0.0004 0.0006 0.4674
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.1461 0.0020 -0.0846 -0.0012 0.0006 -0.0006 0.4656
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0001 0.0008 -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0010
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 -0.0004 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0011
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 0.0024 -0.0597 0.0001 -0.0028 0.0012 -0.0003 0.0520
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0027 0.0693 -0.0003 -0.0030 0.0018 -0.0003 0.0513
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0961 0.0014 -0.2659 -0.0002 0.0004 -0.0006 0.1597
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.0997 0.0012 0.3008 -0.0017 0.0003 0.0002 0.1796
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0158 0.0004 -0.0060 -0.1835 -0.0022 0.1269 0.0023
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0170 0.0003 0.0068 0.1280 -0.0027 -0.0880 0.0023
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0077 0.0000 -0.0002
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0005 -0.0090 -0.0002 -0.0002
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0008 -0.0116 -0.0001 -0.0179 -0.1275 -0.0083 0.0050
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0009 0.0129 -0.0001 -0.0185 0.0959 -0.0085 0.0050
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0051 0.0002 -0.0123 0.0795 -0.0011 -0.3539 -0.0018
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0063 0.0002 0.0154 -0.1207 -0.0019 0.3052 -0.0008
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.3451 0.0004 -0.2645 0.0018 0.0003 0.0017 -0.3720
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.3217 0.0002 0.2085 -0.0018 0.0002 -0.0009 -0.3866
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0001 -0.3477 -0.0019 0.0004 0.0003 0.0004 -0.0386
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0002 0.3481 -0.0017 0.0006 0.0013 0.0004 -0.0387
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0107 0.0000 0.0066 -0.2988 0.0019 -0.2283 -0.0010
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0101 0.0001 -0.0086 0.2940 0.0036 0.1523 -0.0015
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0002 0.0067 -0.0003 0.0125 -0.3431 0.0055 -0.0028
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0002 -0.0058 -0.0003 0.0143 0.3508 0.0063 -0.0031
50 Rcp_kk 0.0031 -0.0001 -0.0012 -0.0208 -0.0005 0.0092 0.0089
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0000 -0.0293 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0002
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0000 0.0275 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0004
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0005 -0.0109 0.0001 0.0003
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0000 0.0002 -0.0000 0.0003 0.0292 0.0001 0.0006
55 Rcp_pik -0.0002 0.0003 0.0000 0.0037 -0.0133 0.0024 -0.0001
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0018 -0.0001 0.0047 -0.0231 -0.0004 -0.0737 -0.0240
57 bmassoset 0.0027 0.0030 0.0012 -0.0042 -0.0003 -0.0020 0.0916
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0000 0.0092 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0005
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 -0.0086 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0004
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Table K.16: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (2/9).
N parameter 07 08 09 10 11 12 13
07 B2D0A1kpi_plusexpo_a 1.0000
08 B2D0A1pik_plusexpo_a 0.0015 1.0000
09 B2D0A1pipi_plusexpo_a -0.0008 -0.0289 1.0000
10 B2D0K1kk_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0001 0.0077 -0.0053 1.0000
11 B2D0K1kpi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0004 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0003 1.0000
12 B2D0K1pik_kstarplusexpo_a 0.0003 0.0115 -0.0032 0.0187 0.0033 1.0000
13 B2D0K1pipi_kstarplusexpo_a -0.0001 0.0056 0.0092 0.0588 0.0003 0.0152 1.0000
14 Bcb_a -0.0066 0.1621 0.0151 0.0233 0.0001 -0.0099 0.0152
15 Bcb_f -0.0050 0.1379 0.0142 0.0209 0.0001 -0.0087 0.0128
16 Bcb_fs 0.0048 -0.1564 -0.0134 -0.0214 -0.0001 0.0056 -0.0146
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0050 -0.1182 -0.0132 -0.0175 -0.0002 0.0098 -0.0100
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0030 -0.0672 -0.0099 -0.0501 -0.0021 -0.0177 -0.0409
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 0.0015 -0.0314 0.1480 -0.0343 0.0000 0.0027 -0.0066
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 0.0031 -0.1357 -0.0107 -0.0127 -0.0000 -0.0095 -0.0091
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 0.0010 -0.0205 -0.1966 -0.0058 -0.0000 0.0017 -0.0470
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0000 0.0220 -0.0146 -0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0007
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0002 -0.0028 -0.0007 0.0279 0.0016 0.1628 0.0123
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0077 0.2267 -0.0852 -0.0018 -0.0001 0.0143 -0.0016
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0006 0.0044 -0.0045 0.0384 0.0037 0.3411 0.0339
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus -0.0020 -0.0144 0.1601 0.0063 0.0000 -0.0049 -0.0053
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus -0.0021 -0.0137 0.1804 0.0085 0.0000 -0.0052 -0.0050
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.5506 -0.0003 0.0008 0.0002 0.0010 -0.0003 0.0002
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.5549 -0.0008 0.0008 0.0002 0.0014 -0.0003 0.0001
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0063 -0.3376 0.0397 0.0064 0.0001 -0.0128 0.0048
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0065 -0.3157 0.0396 0.0078 0.0001 -0.0126 0.0058
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus -0.0015 -0.0084 0.3638 -0.0020 0.0000 -0.0033 0.0161
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.0015 -0.0142 0.4076 -0.0045 0.0000 -0.0037 0.0170
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0003 0.0027 -0.0010 -0.0668 -0.0003 -0.0384 -0.0722
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0002 0.0007 -0.0010 -0.0804 -0.0004 -0.0452 -0.1076
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0002 0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0008 -0.0334 0.0000 -0.0007
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus -0.0002 0.0008 -0.0002 -0.0007 -0.0428 -0.0068 -0.0006
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0009 0.0099 0.0042 -0.0082 -0.0004 -0.4784 -0.0063
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0010 0.0116 0.0043 -0.0090 -0.0043 -0.4895 -0.0071
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0002 0.0015 0.0035 -0.0293 -0.0001 -0.0177 0.0743
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus -0.0002 0.0008 0.0042 -0.0886 -0.0003 -0.0316 -0.0428
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0007 0.0364 -0.2518 0.0093 -0.0000 0.0026 0.0112
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.0008 0.0380 -0.2868 0.0131 -0.0000 0.0028 0.0101
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0034 0.3938 -0.0274 0.0033 -0.0000 0.0141 0.0021
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0034 0.3891 -0.0276 0.0027 -0.0000 0.0149 0.0017
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0000 0.0027 0.0004 0.1542 0.0003 0.0288 0.1370
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0001 0.0046 -0.0007 0.2105 0.0006 0.0570 0.1864
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0002 0.0058 -0.0020 0.0120 -0.0000 0.4366 0.0097
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0002 0.0060 -0.0022 0.0141 0.0091 0.4741 0.0116
50 Rcp_kk -0.0000 -0.0014 -0.0258 -0.0759 -0.0002 -0.0069 -0.1052
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0579 -0.0007 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0030 0.0005 0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0573 0.0006 -0.0003 0.0001 -0.0041 0.0007 0.0001
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0000 -0.0006 0.0002 0.0018 0.0742 0.0064 0.0016
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0000 -0.0011 0.0005 0.0010 0.0837 -0.0033 0.0008
55 Rcp_pik 0.0003 0.0073 -0.0002 -0.0044 -0.0044 0.0144 -0.0042
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0000 -0.0010 0.0306 -0.0780 -0.0002 -0.0063 -0.0220
57 bmassoset -0.0049 -0.2046 0.0663 -0.0042 0.0003 -0.0434 -0.0034
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.5706 -0.0087 0.0003 -0.0001 0.0004 -0.0003 -0.0001
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.5884 -0.0078 0.0003 -0.0001 0.0006 -0.0003 -0.0001
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Table K.17: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (3/9).
N parameter 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
14 Bcb_a 1.0000
15 Bcb_f 0.9376 1.0000
16 Bcb_fs -0.7482 -0.8503 1.0000
17 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.8975 -0.9421 0.6673 1.0000
18 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.5821 -0.6112 0.4471 0.6119 1.0000
19 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk -0.1524 -0.1333 0.1346 0.1207 0.0744 1.0000
20 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik -0.4617 -0.4093 0.4069 0.3688 0.2340 0.0872 1.0000
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi -0.1002 -0.0847 0.0868 0.0768 0.0474 0.1618 0.0591
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0197 -0.0130 0.0182 0.0111 0.0057 0.0074 0.0142
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0193 -0.0164 0.0171 0.0138 0.0333 0.0045 0.0112
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus -0.1454 -0.1479 0.1886 0.1266 0.0798 0.0424 0.1289
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0460 -0.0442 0.0506 0.0365 0.0816 0.0119 0.0287
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 0.1061 0.0910 -0.1018 -0.0821 -0.0501 -0.1777 -0.0703
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.1209 0.1077 -0.1223 -0.0958 -0.0587 -0.1749 -0.0793
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0084 0.0063 -0.0069 -0.0066 -0.0034 -0.0021 -0.0049
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0085 0.0066 -0.0063 -0.0073 -0.0039 -0.0020 -0.0045
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 0.2924 0.2646 -0.3015 -0.2338 -0.1450 -0.0651 -0.2305
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 0.3401 0.3099 -0.3444 -0.2739 -0.1711 -0.0731 -0.2544
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0801 0.0690 -0.0812 -0.0610 -0.0370 0.1197 -0.0546
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 0.0713 0.0587 -0.0671 -0.0533 -0.0324 0.1362 -0.0493
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0284 0.0259 -0.0264 -0.0223 -0.0431 -0.0223 -0.0159
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0224 0.0219 -0.0236 -0.0186 -0.0380 -0.0237 -0.0128
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus -0.0011 -0.0011 0.0007 0.0012 0.0101 0.0001 0.0005
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0003 -0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 0.0032 -0.0001 -0.0002
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0891 0.0786 -0.0847 -0.0651 -0.1602 -0.0183 -0.0579
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0999 0.0907 -0.0946 -0.0768 -0.1597 -0.0197 -0.0615
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0152 0.0139 -0.0155 -0.0114 -0.0360 -0.0078 -0.0091
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0164 0.0148 -0.0171 -0.0119 -0.0302 -0.0099 -0.0101
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0199 0.0176 -0.0075 -0.0168 -0.0109 -0.3409 -0.0028
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.0117 0.0098 0.0011 -0.0099 -0.0067 -0.3422 0.0024
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0671 0.0539 -0.0194 -0.0528 -0.0360 -0.0041 -0.3249
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0461 0.0342 -0.0013 -0.0354 -0.0244 -0.0006 -0.3223
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0011 0.0008 -0.0000 -0.0006 -0.0037 0.0101 -0.0000
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0013 0.0004 0.0013 -0.0005 -0.0040 0.0107 0.0003
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0039 -0.0028 0.0060 0.0016 0.0173 0.0021 0.0051
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0072 -0.0064 0.0090 0.0051 0.0166 0.0027 0.0059
50 Rcp_kk -0.0057 -0.0066 0.0063 0.0045 0.0441 -0.1695 0.0020
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0027 0.0037 -0.0024 -0.0019 -0.0025 0.0002 -0.0247
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0030 0.0036 -0.0044 -0.0006 -0.0018 -0.0002 -0.0248
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0015 0.0016 -0.0007 -0.0019 -0.0203 -0.0001 -0.0005
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0025 0.0030 -0.0033 -0.0026 -0.0106 -0.0004 -0.0014
55 Rcp_pik -0.0124 -0.0126 0.0152 0.0060 0.1236 0.0018 -0.1432
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0035 -0.0039 0.0051 0.0018 0.0366 -0.0264 0.0017
57 bmassoset 0.1877 0.2766 -0.3540 -0.2334 -0.1593 -0.0396 -0.1166
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0030 -0.0020 0.0009 0.0020 0.0014 0.0004 0.0089
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0026 -0.0016 0.0008 0.0015 0.0010 0.0004 0.0084
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Table K.18: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (4/9).
N parameter 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
21 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 1.0000
22 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0050 1.0000
23 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0029 0.0006 1.0000
24 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0327 0.1903 0.0055 1.0000
25 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0077 0.0013 0.1977 0.0277 1.0000
26 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_minus 0.1301 -0.0293 -0.0033 -0.1433 -0.0118 1.0000
27 Expo_yB2D0A1kk_plus 0.1241 -0.0333 -0.0036 -0.1561 -0.0131 0.2478 1.0000
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0015 0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0086 -0.0007 0.0025 0.0027
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0014 -0.0006 -0.0002 -0.0084 -0.0008 0.0025 0.0027
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus -0.0456 -0.0715 -0.0088 -0.4004 -0.0327 0.0954 0.1054
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus -0.0509 -0.0709 -0.0098 -0.4033 -0.0347 0.1001 0.1110
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus -0.3260 -0.0217 -0.0024 -0.1073 -0.0085 0.2095 0.1266
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus -0.3410 -0.0229 -0.0024 -0.1124 -0.0085 0.1295 0.2420
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0077 -0.0008 -0.0528 -0.0095 -0.1086 0.0095 0.0059
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0083 -0.0007 -0.0543 -0.0097 -0.1281 0.0050 0.0094
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0001 0.0000 -0.0015 0.0006 -0.0026 -0.0002 -0.0002
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0050 0.0008 -0.0100 -0.0002 -0.0002
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0124 -0.0028 -0.1676 -0.0309 -0.3835 0.0164 0.0184
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0132 -0.0029 -0.1701 -0.0320 -0.3960 0.0172 0.0193
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus -0.0195 -0.0005 -0.0189 -0.0058 -0.0553 -0.0003 0.0017
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus -0.0202 -0.0006 -0.0346 -0.0076 -0.0916 0.0027 0.0015
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.2529 0.0227 -0.0002 0.0968 0.0025 -0.5164 -0.1973
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.2299 0.0226 -0.0001 0.1082 0.0029 -0.2008 -0.5448
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0015 0.0539 -0.0001 0.2620 0.0088 -0.0345 -0.0370
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0008 0.0525 0.0004 0.2665 0.0099 -0.0369 -0.0398
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0042 -0.0000 0.0144 0.0031 0.0828 -0.0030 -0.0009
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0064 0.0000 0.0550 0.0057 0.1562 -0.0018 -0.0032
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0014 0.0002 0.1182 0.0101 0.2686 -0.0035 -0.0038
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0018 0.0002 0.1268 0.0113 0.3134 -0.0040 -0.0044
50 Rcp_kk -0.0269 -0.0004 0.0182 -0.0017 -0.0172 0.0266 0.0255
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0002 -0.0025 -0.0000 0.0017 -0.0000 -0.0005 -0.0005
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0000 0.0005 -0.0000 0.0011 0.0001 -0.0004 -0.0004
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0001 0.0000 0.0055 -0.0009 0.0105 0.0003 0.0003
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0003 -0.0000 0.0041 -0.0024 0.0067 0.0008 0.0009
55 Rcp_pik 0.0012 0.0003 0.0402 -0.0026 0.0788 -0.0009 -0.0012
56 Rcp_pipi -0.1591 -0.0002 0.0020 -0.0010 -0.0119 -0.0234 -0.0225
57 bmassoset -0.0255 0.0004 -0.0090 -0.3376 -0.0668 0.1028 0.1151
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0003 -0.0006 0.0000 -0.0027 -0.0001 0.0002 0.0002
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0003 -0.0015 0.0000 -0.0018 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
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Table K.19: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (5/9).
N parameter 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
28 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 1.0000
29 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.3056 1.0000
30 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_minus 0.0077 0.0072 1.0000
31 Expo_yB2D0A1pik_plus 0.0077 0.0078 0.3764 1.0000
32 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_minus 0.0019 0.0019 0.0725 0.0762 1.0000
33 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi_plus 0.0019 0.0018 0.0715 0.0746 0.1683 1.0000
34 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarminus 0.0004 0.0004 0.0137 0.0151 0.0010 0.0021 1.0000
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0003 0.0003 0.0125 0.0136 0.0020 0.0007 0.0206
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0009 0.0000 -0.0006 -0.0007 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0001
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0001 0.0012 -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0001 -0.0001 0.0010
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0012 0.0012 0.0464 0.0491 0.0125 0.0118 0.0501
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0013 0.0012 0.0471 0.0535 0.0131 0.0122 0.0514
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0002 0.0002 0.0081 0.0089 0.0105 0.0042 0.1376
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.0003 0.0003 0.0099 0.0107 0.0040 0.0114 0.0258
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0366 -0.0348 -0.3566 -0.1438 0.0120
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus -0.0008 -0.0009 -0.0439 -0.0425 -0.1387 -0.4004 -0.0001
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0036 -0.0028 -0.6138 -0.1916 -0.0254 -0.0283 -0.0010
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0028 -0.0038 -0.2055 -0.5988 -0.0272 -0.0299 -0.0016
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0024 -0.0022 -0.0004 0.0003 -0.5540
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0045 -0.0043 -0.0002 -0.0024 -0.0371
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0101 -0.0092 -0.0025 -0.0027 -0.0312
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0108 -0.0116 -0.0028 -0.0030 -0.0358
50 Rcp_kk 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0003 -0.0236 -0.0255 -0.1441
51 Rcp_kpiA1m -0.3088 -0.0322 0.0066 -0.0010 -0.0004 -0.0004 0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0316 -0.3130 -0.0007 0.0065 -0.0003 -0.0003 0.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0001 0.0001 0.0008 0.0009 0.0002 0.0002 -0.0005
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0001 -0.0002 0.0024 0.0025 0.0006 0.0006 -0.0004
55 Rcp_pik -0.0002 -0.0002 0.0048 0.0041 -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.0137
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0006 -0.0008 0.0500 0.0520 0.0949
57 bmassoset 0.0048 0.0060 0.3051 0.3072 0.0751 0.0773 0.0183
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.5832 -0.3166 0.0131 0.0025 0.0002 0.0002 -0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.3239 -0.5965 0.0022 0.0112 0.0001 0.0001 -0.0000
Table K.20: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (6/9).
N parameter 35 36 37 38 39 40 41
35 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstarplus 1.0000
36 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarminus 0.0000 1.0000
37 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstarplus 0.0012 0.0015 1.0000
38 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0562 -0.0051 0.0045 1.0000
39 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0577 -0.0008 0.0060 0.3197 1.0000
40 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarminus 0.0001 -0.0003 0.0004 0.0271 0.0276 1.0000
41 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstarplus 0.2487 -0.0000 0.0008 0.0406 0.0416 -0.0156 1.0000
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0013 -0.0009 0.0090 0.0002
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.0121 0.0001 0.0002 -0.0023 -0.0020 0.0009 0.0087
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus -0.0021 0.0002 0.0006 0.0037 -0.0041 -0.0008 -0.0016
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus -0.0026 0.0002 0.0006 -0.0073 0.0016 -0.0011 -0.0020
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0547 -0.0003 -0.0009 -0.0300 -0.0311 -0.2397 -0.0471
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus -0.5835 -0.0006 -0.0017 -0.0597 -0.0617 0.0078 -0.4219
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus -0.0363 -0.0029 -0.0040 -0.5715 -0.2538 -0.0153 -0.0257
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus -0.0419 -0.0006 -0.0146 -0.2670 -0.5994 -0.0176 -0.0296
50 Rcp_kk -0.0675 0.0007 0.0004 -0.0022 -0.0015 0.0591 0.1612
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0000 -0.0030 0.0001 0.0006 -0.0001 0.0000 -0.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0000 0.0001 -0.0038 -0.0001 0.0006 0.0000 0.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0008 -0.4813 -0.0034 0.0001 -0.0023 0.0003 -0.0004
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0005 -0.0030 -0.4845 0.0017 0.0151 0.0001 -0.0003
55 Rcp_pik -0.0144 0.0092 0.0088 -0.1566 -0.1388 -0.0094 -0.0109
56 Rcp_pipi 0.1499 0.0006 0.0003 -0.0017 -0.0011 -0.2603 -0.2889
57 bmassoset 0.0212 -0.0016 -0.0027 0.0577 0.0597 0.0111 0.0154
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0000 0.0006 -0.0002 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0000 -0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0007 -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0000 -0.0000
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Table K.21: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (7/9).
N parameter 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
42 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_minus 1.0000
43 Frpi0B2D0A1kk_plus 0.1935 1.0000
44 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_minus 0.0341 0.0370 1.0000
45 Frpi0B2D0A1pik_plus 0.0337 0.0367 0.1950 1.0000
46 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarminus -0.0080 0.0008 0.0021 0.0021 1.0000
47 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstarplus 0.0014 -0.0074 0.0038 0.0037 0.0828 1.0000
48 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarminus 0.0018 0.0019 0.0028 0.0076 0.0222 0.0438 1.0000
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 0.0018 0.0020 0.0078 0.0039 0.0260 0.0509 0.2325
50 Rcp_kk 0.0591 0.0606 -0.0014 -0.0012 -0.3042 -0.3806 -0.0033
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0003 0.0004 0.0162 0.0008 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0002
52 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0004 0.0005 0.0012 0.0161 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003
53 Rcp_kpiK1m -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0004 -0.0004 0.0011 0.0021 0.0130
54 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0004 -0.0005 -0.0012 -0.0011 0.0007 0.0013 -0.0006
55 Rcp_pik -0.0005 -0.0004 0.0612 0.0633 0.0049 0.0104 -0.3206
56 Rcp_pipi 0.0420 0.0384 -0.0007 -0.0006 -0.1825 -0.2599 -0.0030
57 bmassoset -0.0633 -0.0725 -0.1872 -0.1883 -0.0095 -0.0171 -0.0275
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0005 -0.0005 -0.0237 -0.0031 -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0004 -0.0004 -0.0026 -0.0216 -0.0000 -0.0001 -0.0001
Table K.22: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (8/9).
N parameter 49 50 51 52 53 54 55
49 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstarplus 1.0000
50 Rcp_kk -0.0044 1.0000
51 Rcp_kpiA1m 0.0002 -0.0001 1.0000
52 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0000 -0.0001 0.0034 1.0000
53 Rcp_kpiK1m 0.0048 -0.0015 0.0005 -0.0003 1.0000
54 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0097 -0.0007 -0.0003 0.0008 0.0066 1.0000
55 Rcp_pik -0.3216 0.0070 0.0048 0.0046 -0.0141 -0.0301 1.0000
56 Rcp_pipi -0.0038 0.1515 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0013 -0.0006 0.0059
57 bmassoset -0.0308 0.0004 -0.0010 -0.0035 0.0027 0.0068 -0.0089
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus -0.0001 0.0000 -0.1885 0.0327 -0.0001 0.0001 -0.0015
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus -0.0000 0.0000 0.0341 -0.1826 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0014
Table K.23: GLWwith ADS PID and BDT selections fit correlation matrix (9/9).
N parameter 56 57 58 59
56 Rcp_pipi 1.0000
57 bmassoset -0.0011 1.0000
58 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_minus 0.0000 0.0038 1.0000
59 extra_yB2D0A1kpi_plus 0.0000 0.0035 0.3359 1.0000
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Appendix L
Charge combined fit
In this appendix we report the results of a fit performed on the charge combined data set. The
structure is similar to the previous two appendices. The same naming conventeion for fitter variables
used, with the exception that these values are for bothB∓.
The charge combined fit also does not find evidence for the doubly Cabibbo suppreseed decay
B− _ [K+π−]D0X−s . The upper limit for the ratio of DCS to CF decays reported by the fitter is
RADS < 0.006 at 90% CL, (L.1)
RADS < 0.007 at 95% CL. (L.2)
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Table L.1: Listing ofCP variables fit for in the charge combined fit.
label value range
8 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik 11.85295± 0.05650 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
9 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 10.69502± 0.30261 ( 9.0000, 19.0000)
10 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 3937.6± 63.9 ( 0.0, 16000.0)
11 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 37149.3± 202.4 ( 0.0,154000.0)
12 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi 1699.3± 40.2 ( 0.0, 8000.0)
29 Rcp_kk 0.03569± 0.00369 ( -0.6500, 0.6500)
30 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.00441± 0.00053 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
31 Rcp_kpiK1p −0.00182± 0.00336 ( -0.0800, 0.0800)
32 Rcp_pik 0.03295± 0.00103 ( -0.6500, 0.6500)
33 Rcp_pipi 0.03303± 0.00538 ( -0.6500, 0.6500)
Table L.2: Listing of auxiliary variables fit for in the charge combined fit.
label value range
0 B2D0A1kkexpo_a −0.00749± 0.00026 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
1 B2D0A1kpiexpo_a −0.00434± 0.00028 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
2 B2D0A1pikexpo_a −0.01063± 0.00013 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
3 B2D0A1pipiexpo_a −0.00648± 0.00035 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
4 B2D0K1kk_kstarexpo_a −0.00442± 0.00077 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
5 B2D0K1kpi_kstarexpo_a −0.00540± 0.00042 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
6 B2D0K1pik_kstarexpo_a −0.00720± 0.00076 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
7 B2D0K1pipi_kstarexpo_a −0.00422± 0.00080 ( -0.0300, -0.0000)
13 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik 17.07498± 0.50280 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
14 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 14.67557± 2.33368 ( 11.0000, 23.0000)
15 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik 20.16117± 0.40632 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
16 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 23.99596± 3.43823 ( 10.0000, 48.0000)
17 Expo_yB2D0A1kk 3369.6± 162.5 ( 0.0, 16000.0)
18 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi 2199.4± 101.3 ( 0.0, 6000.0)
19 Expo_yB2D0A1pik 21715.7± 516.2 ( 0.0, 80000.0)
20 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi 1495.2± 96.8 ( 0.0, 6000.0)
21 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstar 304.9± 38.1 ( 0.0, 6000.0)
22 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstar 353.2± 21.3 ( 0.0, 6000.0)
23 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstar 760.4± 105.5 ( 0.0, 6000.0)
24 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstar 169.6± 21.4 ( 0.0, 2000.0)
25 Frpi0B2D0A1kk 0.97284± 0.02290 ( 0.6000, 1.1000)
26 Frpi0B2D0A1pik 0.85311± 0.00869 ( 0.6000, 1.1000)
27 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstar 0.72292± 0.11503 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
28 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstar 0.83270± 0.04884 ( 0.4000, 1.1000)
34 bmassoset 1.93911± 0.06744 ( -5.0000, 8.0000)
35 extra_yB2D0A1kpi 1452.6± 93.2 ( 0.0, 5000.0)
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Table L.3: Charge combined fit correlation matrix (1/6).
N parameter 00 01 02 03 04 05 06
00 B2D0A1kkexpo_a 1.0000
01 B2D0A1kpiexpo_a 0.0011 1.0000
02 B2D0A1pikexpo_a 0.0513 0.0019 1.0000
03 B2D0A1pipiexpo_a 0.1884 0.0009 0.0387 1.0000
04 B2D0K1kk_kstarexpo_a -0.0024 0.0000 0.0031 0.0062 1.0000
05 B2D0K1kpi_kstarexpo_a -0.0001 -0.0004 -0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0006 1.0000
06 B2D0K1pik_kstarexpo_a 0.0044 0.0002 0.0114 0.0033 0.0777 -0.0045 1.0000
07 B2D0K1pipi_kstarexpo_a 0.0057 0.0000 0.0025 -0.0077 0.2007 -0.0003 0.0464
08 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik 0.0168 0.0032 -0.0547 0.0195 0.0004 -0.0002 0.0038
09 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 0.0031 0.0001 0.0066 0.0022 0.0149 -0.0030 -0.0009
10 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk 0.1180 0.0004 0.0062 -0.1482 -0.0275 -0.0000 0.0013
11 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 0.0092 0.0006 -0.0595 0.0078 0.0006 -0.0001 -0.0153
12 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi -0.1540 0.0003 0.0045 0.2938 -0.0008 -0.0000 0.0011
13 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik 0.0340 -0.0004 0.0483 0.0324 -0.0003 0.0000 -0.0007
14 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar -0.0012 -0.0000 -0.0028 -0.0010 -0.1289 0.0020 -0.2896
15 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik 0.1511 0.0067 0.2681 0.1184 0.0033 -0.0002 0.0122
16 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 0.0046 0.0002 0.0104 0.0035 0.1495 -0.0033 0.4455
17 Expo_yB2D0A1kk -0.6448 -0.0015 -0.0568 -0.2081 0.0069 0.0001 -0.0047
18 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi -0.0014 -0.6975 -0.0017 -0.0011 -0.0000 0.0015 -0.0002
19 Expo_yB2D0A1pik -0.0798 -0.0036 -0.5247 -0.0626 -0.0034 0.0002 -0.0106
20 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi -0.1971 -0.0012 -0.0418 -0.6122 -0.0069 0.0001 -0.0035
21 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstar -0.0038 -0.0001 -0.0035 0.0015 -0.5413 0.0009 -0.0921
22 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstar 0.0003 -0.0002 0.0007 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0137 0.0054
23 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstar -0.0048 -0.0002 -0.0104 -0.0036 -0.1010 0.0055 -0.6622
24 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstar 0.0025 -0.0001 -0.0031 -0.0083 -0.1597 0.0005 -0.0489
25 Frpi0B2D0A1kk 0.5033 0.0011 0.0489 0.3628 0.0123 -0.0001 0.0033
26 Frpi0B2D0A1pik 0.0610 0.0026 0.5054 0.0473 0.0025 -0.0001 0.0173
27 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstar 0.0009 0.0001 0.0028 0.0019 0.5831 -0.0006 0.0902
28 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstar 0.0035 0.0001 0.0080 0.0026 0.0806 -0.0072 0.6410
29 Rcp_kk -0.0181 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0235 0.0735 -0.0004 0.0114
30 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0006 0.0775 0.0004 0.0006 0.0000 -0.0052 0.0009
31 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0005 0.0000 -0.0012 -0.0004 0.0018 0.0334 0.0016
32 Rcp_pik -0.0005 -0.0001 0.0129 -0.0005 0.0159 0.0022 0.0135
33 Rcp_pipi 0.0236 -0.0000 0.0007 -0.0436 -0.1909 -0.0002 -0.0042
34 bmassoset -0.1046 -0.0041 -0.2393 -0.0772 -0.0130 0.0006 -0.0429
35 extra_yB2D0A1kpi -0.0008 0.7171 -0.0114 -0.0006 -0.0001 0.0007 -0.0004
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Table L.4: Charge combined fit correlation matrix (2/6).
N parameter 07 08 09 10 11 12 13
07 B2D0K1pipi_kstarexpo_a 1.0000
08 Bsig_sgmB2D0A1pik 0.0003 1.0000
09 Bsig_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 0.0097 0.0041 1.0000
10 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_kk -0.0024 0.0518 0.0017 1.0000
11 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pik 0.0004 0.1079 0.0042 0.0069 1.0000
12 Bsig_y_B2D0A1_pipi -0.0279 0.0419 0.0009 0.1470 0.0055 1.0000
13 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0A1pik -0.0004 0.0168 -0.0003 0.0057 0.0133 0.0099 1.0000
14 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar -0.0787 -0.0016 -0.0620 -0.0010 -0.0008 -0.0010 0.0001
15 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik 0.0027 0.0937 0.0088 0.0313 0.0529 0.0254 0.1948
16 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 0.0885 0.0059 0.1078 0.0019 0.0033 0.0016 -0.0005
17 Expo_yB2D0A1kk -0.0063 -0.0756 -0.0035 -0.2802 -0.0170 0.1644 -0.0477
18 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi -0.0000 -0.0097 -0.0001 -0.0007 -0.0012 -0.0006 0.0007
19 Expo_yB2D0A1pik -0.0028 -0.1632 -0.0087 -0.0219 -0.1184 -0.0174 -0.1090
20 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi 0.0129 -0.0621 -0.0024 0.1498 -0.0133 -0.4811 -0.0417
21 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstar -0.1977 -0.0033 -0.0884 -0.0247 -0.0012 -0.0069 -0.0000
22 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstar 0.0001 0.0003 0.0205 0.0001 0.0002 0.0000 -0.0000
23 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstar -0.0603 -0.0067 -0.1962 -0.0018 -0.0094 -0.0014 0.0004
24 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstar -0.3010 -0.0028 -0.0720 -0.0053 -0.0010 -0.0260 -0.0001
25 Frpi0B2D0A1kk 0.0093 0.0182 0.0020 -0.4291 0.0093 -0.3188 0.0405
26 Frpi0B2D0A1pik 0.0021 0.0470 0.0048 0.0129 -0.4624 0.0102 0.0827
27 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstar 0.3403 0.0020 -0.0043 0.0054 0.0007 0.0063 -0.0001
28 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstar 0.0481 0.0044 0.0440 0.0012 0.0014 0.0010 -0.0004
29 Rcp_kk -0.1219 -0.0078 0.1000 -0.1604 -0.0006 -0.0255 -0.0010
30 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0000 0.0139 -0.0000 0.0008 -0.0414 0.0006 -0.0041
31 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0010 -0.0007 -0.0417 -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0001 0.0001
32 Rcp_pik 0.0096 -0.0173 0.1541 -0.0007 -0.1730 -0.0006 -0.0024
33 Rcp_pipi 0.1710 -0.0056 0.0767 -0.0234 -0.0004 -0.1507 -0.0016
34 bmassoset -0.0107 -0.1295 -0.0287 -0.0238 -0.0399 -0.0163 0.0114
35 extra_yB2D0A1kpi -0.0000 -0.0009 -0.0001 -0.0002 0.0122 -0.0001 -0.0012
Table L.5: Charge combined fit correlation matrix (3/6).
N parameter 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
14 Dpmlow1g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar 1.0000
15 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0A1pik -0.0036 1.0000
16 Dpmlow2g_sgmB2D0K1pik_kstar -0.3672 0.0133 1.0000
17 Expo_yB2D0A1kk 0.0014 -0.1941 -0.0051 1.0000
18 Expo_yB2D0A1kpi 0.0001 -0.0088 -0.0002 0.0022 1.0000
19 Expo_yB2D0A1pik 0.0035 -0.4643 -0.0129 0.1052 0.0051 1.0000
20 Expo_yB2D0A1pipi 0.0012 -0.1460 -0.0039 0.2207 0.0017 0.0794 1.0000
21 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstar 0.1517 -0.0051 -0.1872 0.0078 0.0001 0.0048 -0.0009
22 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstar -0.0003 0.0008 0.0010 -0.0003 0.0010 -0.0008 -0.0002
23 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstar 0.3570 -0.0141 -0.5988 0.0054 0.0002 0.0141 0.0040
24 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstar 0.0849 -0.0044 -0.1009 -0.0024 0.0001 0.0041 0.0132
25 Frpi0B2D0A1kk -0.0005 0.1561 0.0032 -0.5511 -0.0014 -0.0793 -0.3768
26 Frpi0B2D0A1pik -0.0024 0.3551 0.0088 -0.0760 -0.0032 -0.6904 -0.0570
27 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstar -0.1440 0.0037 0.1728 -0.0016 -0.0001 -0.0035 -0.0029
28 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstar -0.2865 0.0101 0.4739 -0.0039 -0.0002 -0.0097 -0.0029
29 Rcp_kk -0.0232 -0.0038 0.0337 0.0441 0.0001 0.0023 -0.0234
30 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0000 0.0039 0.0001 -0.0015 -0.2901 0.0041 -0.0012
31 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0063 -0.0015 0.0095 0.0006 -0.0001 0.0015 0.0004
32 Rcp_pik -0.0555 -0.0059 0.0985 0.0017 0.0002 0.0174 0.0014
33 Rcp_pipi -0.0003 -0.0021 -0.0006 -0.0250 0.0001 0.0009 0.0717
34 bmassoset 0.0118 -0.3008 -0.0439 0.1144 0.0045 0.2902 0.0833
35 extra_yB2D0A1kpi 0.0000 -0.0040 -0.0002 0.0010 -0.6972 0.0151 0.0007
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Table L.6: Charge combined fit correlation matrix (4/6).
N parameter 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
21 Expo_yB2D0K1kk_kstar 1.0000
22 Expo_yB2D0K1kpi_kstar -0.0016 1.0000
23 Expo_yB2D0K1pik_kstar 0.1339 -0.0105 1.0000
24 Expo_yB2D0K1pipi_kstar 0.1634 -0.0014 0.0759 1.0000
25 Frpi0B2D0A1kk 0.0100 0.0002 -0.0035 0.0076 1.0000
26 Frpi0B2D0A1pik -0.0032 0.0006 -0.0063 -0.0028 0.0604 1.0000
27 Frpi0B2D0K1kk_kstar -0.5691 -0.0003 -0.1131 -0.2666 -0.0026 0.0025 1.0000
28 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstar -0.0989 0.0072 -0.6984 -0.0535 0.0026 0.0072 0.0927
29 Rcp_kk -0.2562 0.0020 -0.0343 0.0876 0.0698 -0.0013 -0.3738
30 Rcp_kpiA1p -0.0001 -0.0033 0.0002 -0.0000 0.0006 0.0180 0.0000
31 Rcp_kpiK1p 0.0009 -0.4808 0.0051 0.0015 -0.0004 -0.0010 0.0030
32 Rcp_pik -0.0298 0.0065 -0.1865 -0.0196 -0.0008 0.0825 0.0152
33 Rcp_pipi 0.1799 0.0016 -0.0097 -0.4308 0.0491 -0.0004 -0.3365
34 bmassoset 0.0148 -0.0027 0.0456 0.0128 -0.0863 -0.2159 -0.0117
35 extra_yB2D0A1kpi 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 0.0001 -0.0008 -0.0235 -0.0000
Table L.7: Charge combined fit correlation matrix (5/6).
N parameter 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
28 Frpi0B2D0K1pik_kstar 1.0000
29 Rcp_kk 0.0164 1.0000
30 Rcp_kpiA1p 0.0001 -0.0001 1.0000
31 Rcp_kpiK1p -0.0024 -0.0038 0.0006 1.0000
32 Rcp_pik -0.3910 0.0176 0.0072 -0.0040 1.0000
33 Rcp_pipi -0.0010 0.1424 -0.0001 -0.0033 0.0112 1.0000
34 bmassoset -0.0334 -0.0005 -0.0036 0.0051 -0.0038 -0.0034 1.0000
35 extra_yB2D0A1kpi -0.0001 0.0000 -0.1338 -0.0001 -0.0022 -0.0000 0.0042
Table L.8: Charge combined fit correlation matrix (6/6).
N parameter 35
35 extra_yB2D0A1kpi 1.0000
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Figure L.2: Fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decays B+ _ [K+K−]DX+d (top
le), B+ _ [K−K+]DX+d (top right), B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) and B+ _ [K−K+]DX+s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure L.3: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+π−]DX+d
(top le),B+ _ [K−π+]DX+d (top right),B
+ _ [K+π−]DX+s (bottom le) andB+ _ [K−π+]DX+s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure L.4: Fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+K−]DX+d (top le),
B+ _ [π+π−]DX+d (top right),B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) andB+ _ [π+π−]DX+s (bottom
right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure L.5: Zoom of fits to the invariant mass distribution in data for the decaysB+ _ [K+K−]DX+d
(top le),B+ _ [π+π−]DX+d (top right),B
+ _ [K+K−]DX+s (bottom le) andB+ _ [π+π−]DX+s
(bottom right). The pulls are displayed below the fit.
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Figure L.6: The likelihood distributions of the charge combined fit forRADS returned by the fitter, used
to compute the upper limit value of this parameter.
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